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Good teaching and fair grading in natural sciences for young people is the area of interest in this thesis. The author is herself a natural scientist, teacher and pedagogue. Every human has a desire to learn, to satisfy her curiosity and to feel the joy of insights and deeper understanding of our world. In the natural sciences, this may be accomplished by studying nature and its phenomena, organization and laws. Then, by logical reasoning, experiments and assessing the outcome, continuously abandoning and formulating new hypotheses, one can make nature, the basis for human life, more understandable.

A remarkable example of this struggle for truth, this lifelong learning, is Charles Darwin. He devoted his life to the constant search for knowledge. In open, fair discussion, by pure logical reasoning and evidence, he challenged the beliefs of his time, convincing his opponents and opening their eyes to the wonderful world of ours. In honour of true science, fair discussions and good pedagogy, the study of Charles Darwin is depicted on the cover of this dissertation.
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I had scarcely passed my twelfth birthday when I entered in the inhospitable regions of examinations, through which for the next seven years I was destined to journey. These examinations were a great trial to me. The subjects which are dearest to the examiners were almost invariably those I fancied least. I would have liked to have been examined in history, poetry and writing essays. The examiners, on the other hand, were partial to Latin and Mathematics. And their will prevailed. Moreover, the questions which they asked on both these subjects were almost invariably those to which I was unable to suggest a satisfactory answer. I should have liked to be asked to say what I knew. They always tried to ask what I did not know. When I would have willingly displayed my knowledge, they sought to expose my ignorance. This sort of treatment had only one result: I did not do well in examinations.

This was especially true of my Entrance Examination to Harrow. The Headmaster, Mr. Welldon, however, took a broad-minded view of my Latin prose: he showed discernment in judging my general ability. This was the more remarkable, because I was found unable to answer a single question in the Latin paper. I wrote my name at the top of the page. I wrote down the number of the question ‘I’. After much reflection, I put a bracket round it thus ‘(I)’. But thereafter I could not think of anything connected with it that was either relevant or true. Incidentally there arrived from nowhere in particular a blot and several smudges. I gazed for two whole hours this sad spectacle: and then merciful ushers collected my piece of foolscap with all the others and carried, it up to the Headmaster’s table. It was from these slender indications of scholarship that Mr Welldon drew the conclusion that I was worthy to pass into Harrow. It is very much to his credit. It showed that he was a man capable of looking beneath the surface of things: a man not dependent upon paper manifestations. I have always had the greatest regard for him. (p. 15).
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1. Introduction

This thesis examines teachers’ assessment and grading practices in science education in upper secondary schools in Sweden, and does so from the perspectives of teachers and students. The aim is to understand how teachers and students perceive teachers’ assessment practices for the purposes of grading. Consistency in the assessment of students plays an important role in the school system, for its legitimacy, and for the individuals concerned. Simultaneously, assessment and grading are also issues relating to the exercise of authority, which has both a wider democratic dimension and serious consequences for the individual, as well as for society in general. The process of grading in upper secondary school has attracted some interest from researchers in recent years, and has also been a focus of public debate about education in Sweden, as there are indications that assessment by grading has flaws. Of concern are students’ legal rights, grade equivalence, and issues surrounding ‘grade inflation’ — the difference between students’ increasing grades and the simultaneous decrease in learning results as measured by both international large-scale studies and national tests. In Sweden, the assessment and grading of students is entrusted to individual teachers’ professionalism and there are no instruments safeguarding a consistent standard of assessment and grading. The existing national tests were initially not aimed at the issue of assessment by grading but on learning outcomes in relation to the curriculum. Strong indications of inequality, both in educational provision and grading, as well as decreasing results in international tests of educational results have raised concern in Sweden regarding national education and grading. The National Agency for Education is reforming the national tests to better reflect the different outcomes of educational practices (Lundahl, 2010). One aim of the ongoing development process is to introduce a central calibration tool, complementary to teacher assessment and grading (Waldow, 2014). Based on several important aspects of grading, not least for pedagogical purposes, it is natural to seek knowledge of how assessment and grading is performed by teachers.
Today’s meritocratic society is based on mass education where individuals have access to education and compete for positions based on, amongst other things, educational merit. From this point of view, the assignment of grades makes grading, and the assessment on which grades are based, an important factor that influences both individual opportunities and the development of society.

Educational assessment has developed in the context of social competition for professional roles, a phenomenon linked to the growing complexity of advanced industrial societies and the increasing regulation of many aspects of society. As the assessment system develops, we regulate, control and legitimate its major function: to perpetuate the social, economic and political status quo (e.g. Broadfoot, 1996). This means that the development of assessment systems and assessment practices may be understood in terms of the interaction between competence, competition and control.

The development of assessment and assessment practices provides the solution to the problem of managing the provision of mass education. Students must demonstrate competence as evidence of achievement of their goals. Students who have performed best in comparison with their fellow competitors are placed highest in the ranking, allowing them further and higher educational possibilities. This is the key to competence and competition: individuals compete on an equal basis to demonstrate their claim to competence. Grading is of major importance to educational practice and society as it plays a gatekeeping role, opening or closing doors for individuals in the labor market. This is the meritocratic basis of our modern society that allows free competition based on academic ability. This is considered the fairest starting point in the allocation of opportunities for the best and most remunerative careers.

This thesis focuses on issues related to the kind of assessment science teachers practice in their everyday classroom work, as well as in special assessment activities. The research questions are based on an interest in assessment practices as part of pedagogy, on how to learn science. Western countries have a long tradition of developing science and technology — two areas that are dependent on students being well acquainted with both the content and method of the natural sciences. Assessment also has strong pedagogic implications and clearly reflects many underlying perceptions of knowledge and skills. Thus, there are many reasons for investigating how assessment is performed.

Grading requires assessment. Assessment, however, may have aims other than grading. For example, assessment may be used in a formative way, as a
means to support learning, feeding information back to the student to highlight strengths and weaknesses in comparison with goals. The broader, and primary, meaning of assessment is to take a student aside, and simultaneously correct and guide the student’s knowledge by exchanging ideas and perceptions on a subject. This meaning of assessment clearly points towards the intimate connection between assessment and learning. The part of assessment that is aimed purely towards grading is usually called summative assessment. In Sweden, where the same teacher is both teaching and grading students, assessment may simultaneously be both formative and summative.

When assessing a student, a normative element always exists, for example, knowing some facts, understanding some relationship or having the skills to perform some task. This normative element thus establishes the possible goals the student may achieve through studying. It may be wise to underscore that the normative element, the possible goal for teaching and learning, may be complex and difficult to specify, and to assess.

It is, in general, of mutual interest for both the teacher and the student, that the student achieves high grades. Therefore, educational practices tend to adapt to criteria such as achieving high grades.

The Swedish grading system was changed in conjunction with reforms that were implemented around 1994. The previous system, introduced into compulsory schooling in 1962 and the upper secondary school system a few years later, was purely normative. The previous system aimed only to stratify students in each cohort. The grades were fixed nationally within each cohort and students had to compete for grades (Skolverket, 2005). The current system is criteria referenced and each student is assigned a grade corresponding to their fulfilment of the criteria for each grade. It should be noted, however, that the grading assessment system was not influenced by a change in the principles for assigning grades. Both systems rely on assessing the fulfilment of educational goals, regardless of whether these goals were judged by norm or by criteria.

Research on assessment in Sweden by academics (e.g. Wikström, 2005; Wikström & Wikström, 2005) and the Swedish National Agency for Education (SNAE) has reported on the prevalence of ‘grade inflation’ in Sweden. The SNAE has described grade inflation in its report, Likvärdig betygsättning i gymnasieskolan? [Equivalent grading in the upper secondary school?] (Skolverket, 2009). The report shows significant discrepancies in how different teachers assess students with similar levels of knowledge. The grades a student obtains in the National Agency for Education’s common national tests seem to
depend, to a large extent, on the apprehension of different teachers, as well as on which school the student attends. The conclusion drawn by the SNAE is that there are structural shortcomings regarding grade equivalence and fairness in Swedish upper secondary schools. The National Agency for Education goes as far as to say that there is no good method for measuring students’ actual level of knowledge in the Swedish upper secondary school system (Swedish National Agency for Education, Report 338, 2009). The SNAE suggests that important decisions are often based on students’ grades, and thus that shortcomings regarding grading equivalence render grades unreliable. This has consequences for both students and society.

In summary, there appear to be some major problems in the practice of assessment by grading in upper secondary schools in Sweden. This is problematic when grades are used as a selection instrument for employment or higher education (e.g. Wikström, 2005; Wikström & Wikström, 2005). In the future, teachers will continue to play a role in interpreting grading criteria and in performing assessment by grading. It is, therefore, crucial for the educational research community to develop an understanding of how teachers carry out assessment when grading their students.

According to the current Swedish national curriculum (introduced in 1994, modified in 2011), the concept of knowledge presupposes an active classroom dialogue about why knowledge is important for today and for the future, and how learning and the acquisition of knowledge should take place. Knowledge is a complex and multifaceted concept that can be described in different ways: as facts, understanding, familiarity, and accumulated experience. The intention of the current curriculum is that students acquire and develop not only knowledge, but also values. For example, the curriculum should promote in students a lifelong desire to learn. One implication of this is that new demands are imposed on schools’ working methods and organisation. For example, the curriculum demands that traditional boundaries between different vocational subjects need to be reduced and learning should not emphasise only a single competence but also include other competences. These include ethical perspectives, to ‘provide students with a foundation for and support their ability to develop personal views’ (Skolverket, 2013, p. 7), and environmental perspectives, ‘to provide students with insights so that they can not only contribute to preventing harmful environmental effects, but also develop a personal approach to overarching, global environmental issues’ (ibid).

Moreover, the national school system is based on democratic foundations that emphasise students’ agency in learning and assessment. In terms of
assessment and grading, the goals of the school are that all students, individually, ‘Take responsibility for their learning and study results, and can assess their study results and need for development in relation to the requirements of the education’ (Skolverket, 2013 p. 13).

A further value, explicitly expressed in the national curriculum and specifically highlighted in the curriculum of the upper secondary school science program, is the supposition that students should develop their ability to think critically, adopt scientific ways of thinking critically, and should work in open dialogue with both fellow students and teachers. Accordingly, the task of the school is to ensure that:

Students should develop their ability to think critically, examine facts and relationships, and appreciate the consequences of different alternatives. By these means students will come closer to scientific ways of thinking and working (Skolverket, 2013, p. 5).

Thus, the Swedish curriculum has defined knowledge as something far more than a mechanical repetition of facts, and has placed knowledge in a social context. Learning in the sciences requires students to become familiar with concepts, laws, theories, principles, conventions, and special ways of working — including understanding how scientific knowledge can be applied to social, environmental, and technological issues. One characteristic of these activities is the implication that a scientific idea should be understood dialogically, because ideas must be subject to processes of social validation (Mortimer & Scott, 2003).

This shift in conceptions of knowledge in the Swedish curriculum took place some time ago. This allowed schools time to adapt both their educational tools and assessment methodology in order to fulfil all of the different requirements on knowledge and skills, and also to assess the students accordingly. In parallel with this broadening of the concept of knowledge, the major changes to schools, which brought about decentralization and freedom of choice, have impacted on the Swedish educational system (e.g. Dahlstedt, 2007; Lidström, Holm & Lundström, 2014). This has increased teachers’ responsibility for developing — locally and in cooperation with the students — educational content, methods of learning, and also assessment principles, methods and criteria. Teachers have long been relied upon to grade their students and this reliance has thus expanded in terms of teaching methods, content, goals, and assessment of both learning and grading. Acknowledging this development makes the teacher’s role as an assessor of increasing interest.
The current research was carried out in the form of three empirical studies performed in the region of Skåne in southern Sweden. The methods, analyses, and results have previously been published in three scientific peer-reviewed articles that are included in this thesis. The research questions are based on an interest in assessment practices as part of pedagogy, on how science should be learned. Western countries have long had a tradition of developing science and technology, areas dependent on students being well acquainted with the natural sciences, both in terms of content and method. Assessment also has strong pedagogic implications and clearly reflects many underlying perceptions of knowledge and skills. Thus, there are many reasons for investigating how assessment is performed.
The focus of this thesis is to examine both teacher and student perspectives on science teachers’ assessment practices for the purposes of grading in Sweden. The thesis also discusses alternative assessment approaches to support learning and student involvement in the assessment process. It examines some of the characteristics of assessment for learning, such as peer- and self-assessment. These characteristics of assessment allow students to participate in the assessment process by having immediate access to the outcome of the assessment.

There is a general assumption that teachers use assessment to scaffold the learning process in everyday interactions with students and to make decisions on students during the term. Thus, modern research on assessment considers it to be an integral part of learning (e.g. Swaffield, 2008; Hayward, 2015). The process of understanding classroom-based teacher assessment requires, among other things, an understanding of how teachers and students interact and how dialogues are constructed through these interactions. Assessment may be embedded in classroom interactions between a teacher and a student and, if we are trying to understand any assessment methods, these interactions are where we must look (e.g. Broadfoot & Black, 2004; Elwood, 2006).

In order to understand teacher and student perspectives on teacher assessment the following research questions are posed:

1. What kind of assessment approach is crucial for teachers when determining a student’s grade and how do teachers assess students’ knowledge in terms of procedural and analytical skills, familiarity, and aptitude for critical thinking?
2. To what extent and in what ways do science teachers practice assessment during classroom interactions and what do the instructional and learning discourses look like in these situations?

3. How are students involved in the assessment process and what are teachers’ and students’ experiences of peer- and self-assessment?

4. How do students in the upper secondary school system experience teachers’ assessment and learning as part of science education and what are students’ experiences in terms of their own agency in learning and assessment during lessons?
3. The current thesis

This thesis is a compilation thesis consisting of a summary of the theoretical and empirical project work, analysis of the findings, discussion and reflections, methodological consideration and three articles published in peer-reviewed journals. Two of these articles were written in collaboration with Professor Anders Jakobsson and the author of this thesis wrote the third article alone. More detailed description about the contribution of the authors to the articles can be found in section 8.3.

The thesis project was funded by Vetenskapsrådet — the Swedish Science Council — and administered by Stockholm University and the Swedish National School for Educational Assessment. The overall research presented in the thesis engages in the following areas of importance for the Swedish National School for Pedagogic Assessment:

- Survey and audit of teachers’ assessment practices.
- Peer- and self-assessment (Documentation from The Swedish National School for Pedagogic Assessment, 2007).

As with all research projects of the Swedish School for Educational Assessment, this thesis follows the fundamental principles set out by Research Ethical Principles of HSFRs [Forskningsetiska principer inom humanistisk-samhällsvetenskaplig forskning].
4. The Swedish national assessment and grading system, the national curriculum — implications for assessment

4.1. Recent changes

Several major changes have been made to the Swedish educational system since the mid-1990s. These changes include a shift from state controlled education with strong governing instruments towards greater freedom for local educational work in schools. The changes include allowing schools to choose the learning content, methods for learning, assessment, and evaluation of educational work (e.g. Wikström, 2005). Changes also include a new national grading system. The governing principles have shifted from specified educational methods and content towards goal fulfilment and freedom of choice for teachers, in cooperation with students, to choose both educational methods and learning content. Since assessment and grading are closely related, and with a view to understanding the circumstances for assessment in Swedish schools today, it may be of some value here to briefly describe the changes. It should be understood that in Sweden, to a major extent, the grading of students has been (and still is) the prerogative of the teacher who performs the teaching.

4.2. Previous grading system: norm referenced

Criterion for grades works normative on the part of assessment on which grades are based. When investigating assessment practices found in today’s
schools, such influences that result from any grading system necessitates some knowledge of the national grading system currently in force.

In 1994 a basic change was introduced into the national Swedish grading system, replacing norm-referenced grades with a criterion-referenced system. The previous norm-referenced system, dating back to an era of social engineering during which the first standardised tests were developed by Fritz Wigfors in 1943-1944, was introduced for compulsory schools in 1962 and for upper secondary schools a couple of years later. The norm-referenced grading system contained five grades, with the lowest being ‘1’ and the highest ‘5’, assigned in accordance with a standard, normal distribution curve. For each cohort, the total of all national grades was fixed to a normal distribution (Skolverket, 2005).

Since grades are the basic instrument in the selection of students most suitable for higher education, norm-referenced grading system guaranteed that the highest performing students from each cohort were selected for higher education. To allow for fair grading on an individual level, centralised nationwide tests were run each year. The results of these centralised tests were used to distribute grades between classes while still maintaining the standard distribution at the national level (Skolverket, 2005). The centralised tests were, however, not used for grading each student. This grading was left to the class teacher who was considered to have a more comprehensive understanding of a student’s total accumulated skills and knowledge, as compared to one single paper-and-pencil centralised test. The teacher had the freedom to assign any grade to any student provided that the mean grade corresponded, within 0.2 grade units, to the class mean grade obtained on the centralised test. Centralised tests were held only in selected subjects.

The centralised tests were marked by the teacher, who was assisted through written marking guidelines that accompanied the test. Some cooperation between teachers was assumed and encouraged to improve consistency in judgment. The tests were compiled for each year and the precise, detailed content was classified to guarantee the reliability of the tests from one year to another. For the same reason, the test for each subject was run simultaneously all over the country to avoid any premature knowledge of the content of the test amongst teachers or students.

As can be seen, the construction of the norm-referenced system was mainly for selection within each cohort. Since the sum of each grade was fixed to the standard distribution at the national level, the grades did not give any indication of changes in learning results over time. The learning results were monitored
through other instruments, for example by analysis of results from the centralised tests run every year. It should be emphasised, however, that during this era schools were run by the state and were subject to various inspections and revisions by the National Agency for Education, which monitored educational activity at all levels. Thus, the grades did not play any role in assessing the outcomes of the educational system, which was entirely performed by other means.

4.3. Current grading system: criteria-referenced

In 1994, the norm-referenced grading system was superseded by a criteria-referenced system and the previous five grades, ranging from ‘1’ to ‘5’, were replaced by a system of three grades: passed ‘G’, passed with distinction ‘VG’, and passed with special distinction ‘MVG’. In 2011, the number of grades was increased to five, with ‘E’ being the lowest, through ‘D’, ‘C’, and ‘B’, to ‘A’ the highest.

Criteria for the grades are specified in qualitative terms by the National Agency for Education. There is a notable difference in the quality of knowledge and skills between grade ‘G’ and the higher grades in that the higher grades always require proof of performance rather than only repetitive knowledge, such as simple facts. Knowledge is defined in terms of four dimensions: facts, proficiency, understanding, and familiarity. The reform in 2011 introduced a progression table based on the knowledge requirements between different grade levels (Skolverket, 2011).

The criteria-referenced grading system was introduced together with other major changes to the Swedish educational system during an era of political market liberalism. Governing principles such as centralism, universalism and social welfare were abandoned in favour of letting schools compete and develop in different directions, so as to give students the freedom to select their school and decide on their own education (e.g. Dahlstedt, 2007; Lidström, Holm & Lundström, 2014). In order to allow schools to develop independently, and to offer students a diverse range of types of schools that would suit their wishes, many of the basic principles of the existing system, such as a school system defined as a public good, were abandoned. Simultaneously, responsibility for the education of students from years 1 to 9, and for upper secondary school (years 10 to 12), was transferred from the state to the local (‘communal’) level.
The principle of the criterion-referenced grading system is that it should reflect a student’s level of skill and knowledge, as established by the grade and the accompanying criteria for the grade. Thus, criterion-referenced grades may be used to evaluate the outcomes of the educational system at all levels: from individuals, classes, and schools, up to the national level.

In Sweden, criteria-referenced grades are used widely to evaluate different aspects of educational outcomes at all levels, even though the system is not well calibrated against the criteria provided for the different grades in each topic.

4.4. Implications for assessment

The most notable change to the Swedish educational system at the upper secondary school level occurred following the 1994 reforms and the introduction of a new curriculum. The 2011 curriculum represented, to some extent, a revival of the former system of differentiation, placing education programs into two main groups: one group prepared students for further studies and another for vocational activities. The grading system was adjusted to incorporate five grades from the lowest ‘E’ to the highest ‘A’, whereas the criteria were largely unchanged. The system for following up educational outcomes and calibrating grades was left intact in the form it had developed since 1994. The system incorporates national tests and test banks as methods for supporting teachers’ grading, as well as a tool for comparison. Teachers are, however, still grading the students they are teaching, and the grades are still based on assessment of the student’s fully accumulated skills and knowledge. Since the major school reforms during the 1960s, Sweden has relied on the individual teacher for assessment and grading. Assessment and grading have since been supported by standardising tests to calibrate the grades on a national scale. The shift from a norm-referenced to a criterion-referenced grading system, and the changes to the definition of teaching goals, do, of course, influence day-to-day work in the classroom, but the basic principle, that teachers continuously and broadly assess and grade each student based on a total of all their accumulated skills and knowledge, remains unaltered. This thesis aims to investigate how this teacher assessment, which is fundamental for grading students and for examining educational performance, is performed.
4.5. Swedish national curriculum statements about the concept of knowledge and about assessment — Implications for assessment

According to the current Swedish national curriculum, the concept of knowledge presupposes an active classroom dialogue about why knowledge is important for today and for the future, and how learning and the acquisition of knowledge should take place:

Knowledge is a complex, multi-faceted concept. Knowledge can be expressed in a variety of forms — as facts, understanding, skills, familiarity, and accumulated experience — all of which presuppose and interact with each other. Teaching should not emphasise one aspect of knowledge at the cost of another (Skolverket, 2013, p. 6).

Moreover, teaching in different subjects should ‘give students knowledge of the European Union and its importance for Sweden, as well as prepare them for a society that will have closer cross-cultural and cross-border contacts’ (ibid). For this reason, it is important to provide students with international and historical perspectives. These fundamental values and tasks for the school are essential to prepare students for a life after school and are stipulated in the curriculum as follows:

The school should make use of the knowledge and experience available in the surrounding environment, and which students have acquired from i.e. working life. The world students meet in school and the work they take part in should all help in preparing students for life after school (Skolverket, 2013, p. 6).

The natural sciences program specifically establishes this philosophy in Commentaries on diploma goals:

To be prepared for higher education studies in the natural sciences, students need to develop critical thinking and scientific approaches. (…) Students should be given the opportunity to compare the natural sciences with other sciences, and discuss differences between science and non-science (Skolverket, 2013, p. 228).

With respect to the scientific tradition, studies in science programmes require students to understand the development of ideas and theories of sciences, and to study these phenomena as elements in a historical process:
The education should contain a perspective from the history of ideas, which means that the ideas and theories of the sciences are studied as parts of a historical process (Skolverket, 2012, p. 228).

Furthermore, the curricula presuppose that our modern societies need young people to understand the role of science in questions concerning sustainable development and that the school should give students the opportunity to participate in discussions about ethical issues relating to the role of science in society:

The education should give an understanding of how science and the development of society both affect and are affected by each other and in particular highlight the role of science in questions concerning sustainable development. Students should also be given the opportunity to take part in ethical discussions of the role of science in society (Skolverket, 2012, p. 228).

Assessment of learning plays an important role in education, not only as a pedagogic tool but also by determining which features of the curriculum are to be emphasised.
5. Research on assessment

5.1. Research on teachers’ current assessment practices

Previous research on assessment has shown that teacher assessment varies widely, is unpredictable and suffers from low levels of validity, in part due to the inclusion of non-cognitive criteria (e.g. Klapp Lekholm & Cliffordson, 2008, 2009). The research on current teacher assessment shows that, in general, teachers are not appropriately prepared to meet the demands of classroom assessment (e.g. Brookhart, 2004; Canal, Bonini, Micciolo & Tentori, 2012; Simms & George, 2014). Grades have become a function of several different variables, rather than a pure function of what students have learned. It would appear that grades are often measures of how well a student lives up to the teacher’s expectations of a good student rather than actual measures of a student’s academic achievement (e.g. Allen, 2005; Brookhart, 1993; Harris & Brown, 2009). Allen (2005) suggests that if extra-academic factors are taken into consideration in grading, then other, more appropriate, forms of assessment need to be developed. The social and cultural character of assessment has been examined by Harris and Brown (2009) who found that in order to balance the needs of society, students, and the school, teachers demonstrate divergent stakeholder interests when assessing their students. Therefore, to balance the needs of the students with the accountability of assessment and subsequent grading, teachers use different kinds of assessment for different purposes. Similar studies indicate that teachers make use of their traditions and intuitions when they assess students (e.g. Allen, 2005; Harlen, 2005; Wolf, Bixby, Glenn III & Gardner, 1991). According to these scholars, teachers are frequently conflicted about the degree to which assessment should reflect behaviour and effort as separate from achievement. In general, the research suggests that teachers work alone in their classrooms, observing, commenting on, and grading students’ actions, homework, and projects, almost without professional training in assessment and without transparency towards
colleagues who might otherwise provide a useful critique (e.g. Black and Wiliam, 1998; Wolf, Bixby, Glenn III & Gardner, 1991; Wyatt-Smith, Klenowski & Gunn, 2010). Selghed (2006) has analysed teachers’ views on knowledge and how teachers have understood assessment since the 1994 Swedish school reform. His research shows that teachers have disparate conceptions about assessment and that the principles on which the current assessment system is based, such as theoretical conceptions about knowledge, do not influence current grading. He found that teachers grade students as they did prior to the assessment reform of 1994 and that teachers also assess students’ personalities, and that in some cases even physical attributes, such as appearance, seem to influence teachers’ assessment.

5.2 Current views of learning and assessment in science education

Science education in the upper secondary school

In an ethnographic study of classroom interaction in an upper secondary school in Sweden, Beach (1999) observed different demands on students taking an economic and business program (H) and those taking a science program (NV). By comparing mathematics tasks in the science programme with program (H), he observed that the difficulty of tasks was different. According to Beach, it is not possible to avoid working in the science program of an upper secondary school if a student is to stay in the program. The science program has a mechanism that prevents non-productivity, which means that students drop out if they experience difficulties in keeping up with the workload. These findings in this study suggest that science in upper secondary schools is portrayed as demanding, intended only for high achieving students, and less available for other students.

Science education in the compulsory school

Beach’s (1999) view of how science program is perceived in upper secondary schools is pertinent to the educational experiences of younger pupils at compulsory school in Sweden. Although the curriculum of the compulsory school includes natural sciences, the topic is not taught to low achieving pupils. For them, teaching is focused on the three subjects that are mandatory for
admission to upper secondary school: mathematics, Swedish, and English. This situation has been of some concern for the Swedish government and has been investigated by a government commission (The Swedish National Agency for Education, [commissioned by the Swedish government] Government decision 49, 1998-12-17). The lowering of demands on pupils, results in an increasing proportion of pupils who fail to achieve one or more of the grades in the three mandatory subjects, suggesting that the focus of the proceeding of the lowering of demands is not made for pedagogical reasons, since there is no benefit in this respect. In the new, revised curriculum for upper secondary schools (SOU, 2008, p. 27), the focus on the three mandatory subjects required for admission to upper secondary school comes at the expense of other subjects, for example history or social sciences, and is counteracted by requiring grades from eight or twelve subjects, depending on which program is chosen by the pupil. The different education program now offered are divided into two main groups, one that prepares students for further study and one that prepares them for a profession. The latter group are further divided in order to include possibilities for apprenticeships in enterprises outside of the school. The revisions may be interpreted as a formalisation of the practice already developed within upper secondary schools where different groups of pupils have access to different knowledge and standards of education, as described above in the research presented by Beach (1999). A new regulation for upper compulsory schools was announced by the Swedish Education Ministry on 31st March 2011 (SKOLFS, 2011:355; SKOLF, 2011:152). [Statutes of The National Agency of Education]. The project started in 2012, with sciences, among other subjects, should be learned in the context of national recruitment lace-education in primary school higher grades. This decision may be interpreted as giving reinforcement to the idea that science teaching should separate children into different classes according to their academic ability. These educational changes suggest that when students enter upper secondary school they have already been separated into different tracks and already have their own interpretations about learning science in school.

**Science education in European countries**

According to the High Level Group on Science Education of the European Commission (European Commission Community Research, 2007), the decreasing interest in science studies among young people is caused by the way science is portrayed. Osborne and Dillon (2008) present the same opinion in a report to the Nuffield Foundation, and add that the problem also extends
to the assessment practices for students in science programs. According to the European Commission’s Community Research report (2007), some European countries are pursuing initiatives to renew science education through inquiry-based pedagogies. However, these initiatives are limited and are not of a scale to bring about substantial impact. Science education ‘often fails to provide young people with the opportunity of a cumulative development of understanding and interest’ and is in danger of ‘being excessively factual because of the explosion in scientific knowledge and the ‘adding-on’ of topics to an already excessive content base (...) it comes as no surprise that students have a perception of science education as irrelevant and difficult’ (European Commission Community Research, 2007, p. 8). Recent research shows that some European countries are working hard to introduce changes in the teaching of natural sciences. But in most countries, it is still reported, for instance, that there is a gender gap in teaching and learning sciences, despite the recommendations of the report by Osborne and Dillon in 2008. The gap gender remains persistent, with males dominating in the fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, and has been well documented across most OECD countries (OECD, 2009, 2012, 2013) and in Europe (European Commission, 2011). Although boys and girls are equally capable of attaining the highest scores in mathematics and science, the gap gender remains persistent at almost all levels of instruction and career stage. Recent research by the European Commission (2011) has shown the need for science and gender qualities of educational and vocational guidance to increase motivation and encourage equally the interest of boys and girls in science subjects and career accomplishment in Portugal, Spain, Norway, Finland, Poland, Great Britain, the Netherlands and Italy (European Commission, 2011). There is a consensus about the lack of basic competence and interest in mathematics and science subjects in European educational contexts (e.g. Osborne, Simon & Collins, 2003; European Commission, 2007; Osborne & Dillon, 2008). Improving science education has been a high priority in many European countries but in practice only a few countries have national or regional strategies to develop special programmes, policies or projects to improve science education instruction: ‘Countries which have a general, overall strategy are Germany, Spain, France, Ireland, the Netherlands, Austria, the United Kingdom and Norway. Finland had a national strategy which ended in 2002. France is the country which has most recently “put a strategy in place”’ (European Commission, 2011, p. 25). Countries with national science center and institutions promoting sciences include Spain, Portugal, France, Norway, Finland, Sweden, Great Britain and Poland. When students have already
selected science education as their priority, countries that excel in supporting gifted and talented students are Denmark, Spain and Poland.

5.2. Research in the field of assessment in science education

*Traditional patterns of learning and assessment in science education*

Research in teaching and learning science has identified and criticised the archetypal view of science and science education in Western societies (e.g. Aikenhead, 2006; Engström & Carlhed, 2014; Hsu & Roth, 2014; Lemke, 1990). This approach is characterised by a view of science as difficult, highly mathematical, focused on facts, linked with scientific theories and concepts, and having nothing to do with issues outside of the epistemic ground of its own discipline (e.g. Lemke, 1990; Lundqvist et al. (2012). Science teachers are themselves products of an archetypal education and they transmit these views about science from generation to generation (e.g. Aikenhead, 2006; Lemke, 1990; Nyström, 2007; Treagust & Duit, 2008). Students come to science lessons with instructional conceptions and beliefs about phenomena and concepts that have no congruence with different views of science. These conceptions and beliefs are strongly held and are often resistant to change. They are often tested through summative approaches, particularly at later stages, where there is a need to provide statewide comparisons of student achievement and where there are strong, long-standing assessment traditions. This assessment approach has been shown to be biased towards tasks relying disproportionately on a narrow range of skills in particular memorization and the ability to answer low-level questions that are situated in restricted contexts. These ways of conceiving of knowledge and assessment in science education may do students a disservice as their full range of abilities are at risk of not being recognised and rewarded. If science programs are designed only to provide content on a subject, paper-and-pencil testing might suffice for determining how much and what students know. However, promoting more engaging science, for example, problem-solving, analytical thinking, argumentation, and process skills requires developing more demanding assessment practices. Many of these complex assessment practices involve the collection of evidence of broader skills such as communication, practical tests, or observation of students’ performance. These activities are difficult to perform using paper-and-pencil assessment (e.g. Mintzes, Wandersee &
Novak, 2001; Osborne & Hennessy, 2003). According to Kane, Crooks and Cohen (1999), problem-solving and process skills are better assessed by means of practical objective tests, sometimes referred to as authentic assessment, or observation of student performance, so-called performance assessment.

**Performance assessment**

According to Kane et al. (1999), if we want to test students’ abilities to design and conduct experiments, a direct approach for assessing these abilities is to permit students to design and perform experiments. Wiggins (1989) argues that this kind of assessment involves an activity in which students are directly interested in engaging and is, therefore, said to be authentic. Some scholars find it difficult to work with the method of performance assessment, and report that performance assessment is problematical because, among other things, it requires students to perform a task that teachers must observe in order to assess them (e.g. Gott & Duggan, 2002; Roberts & Gott, 2006). Based on research in the UK, they argue that the process is time-consuming and not possible to perform within the current curriculum. They do, however, discuss alternative solutions and recognise that there is currently no means of resolving the problem of assessment of students’ performance in practical work. Furthermore, Messick (1994) argues that performance assessment has a downside as the appearance of fidelity or authenticity does not necessarily imply that a proposed interpretation is valid, suggesting that this assessment method does not safely measure whether students can apply their knowledge in other contexts. In many cases, however, teachers support performance assessment because of the different qualities on learning that this kind of assessment allows both teachers and students (e.g. Harlen, 1999; Mintzes, Wandersee & Novak, 2001). Performance assessment is also endorsed by many other researchers (e.g. Harlen, 1999; Osborne & Hennessy, 2003) who claim that the development of student skills is best pursued by giving them opportunities to conduct investigative practical work that will help improve their ability to interpret and present evidence, and providing them with an awareness of scientific approaches to problem-solving. Accordingly, these outcomes should be assessed as much as any factual knowledge of science. However, they stress a problem associated with the science curriculum: the requirement to simultaneously undertake practical work and to assess students’ competence and skill in this domain.
The ‘Initiation–Reply–Evaluation’ (I–R–E) pattern in the classroom

A traditional pattern of science learning and assessment is the approach referred to as the I-R-E pattern, which seems to be one of the more usual kinds of classroom interactions for evaluating students’ understanding of the subject (e.g. Cazden, 2001; Lemke, 1990; Mehan, 1979; Mortimer & Scott, 2003; Wells & Mejía Arauz, 2006). The pattern has been described as two rounds of ‘Initiation–Reply–Evaluation’ (I–R–E). In such a sequential pattern of interaction, the teacher initiates an episode by asking a question with a known answer, students reply with bids for correct responses, and the teacher evaluates the responses and may initiate another round. According to these scholars, classroom interactions, such as I–R–E, are part of a complex cultural school system that, when functioning smoothly, allows participants to coordinate actions whilst achieving multiple goals. They argue that, among other things, it allows teachers to simultaneously maintain a high degree of control in the classroom whilst developing conceptual understanding and orchestrating a description of those concepts using students’, as well as the discipline’s, discourses, thus bringing them closer to grasping a set of specified concepts (Lemke, 1990). The I–R–E pattern of learning is well understood, although research suggests some shortcomings of this approach as it may constrain student participation in science discourses as well as the spontaneous inquiries of students. When using the I–R–E approach, the social atmosphere in the classroom is, according to Cazden (2001), adapted for the traditional transmission-oriented teaching of the curriculum involving theoretical knowledge. Such patterns of classroom interactions are cultural devices that help students and teachers to accomplish everyday activities, but they are not well adapted to scientific inquiry (Rop, 2002, 2003). The I–R–E pattern is neither well adapted to some pedagogic method nor is it controlled by students (Ford & Wargo, 2012; Herrenkohl & Guerra, 1998). It has been found that students’ participation in classroom discussions greatly increases when teachers do not assess students’ performance (e.g. Ollin, 2008; Radford, Ireson & Mahon, 2006). Students know that the teachers will assess them when they are talking, and may fear a poor assessment. This suggests a bias toward talking in the classroom when student participation in a class is a criterion for assessment of students’ performance. In this situation, teachers may equate listening with non-participation and it is thus suggested that the purpose of silence should be interpreted as more than an absence of talk, because it can include broader aspects of human communication, for example, visual and spatial as well as vocal (Ollin, 2008).
Learning and assessment that pays attention to the different views of science

The contemporary picture of what counts as science learning, and how to assess students’ outcomes in science, may be viewed in a range of different ways (e.g. Duit, 2007; European Commission Community Research, 2007; Hsu & Roth, 2014; Osborne & Dillon, 2008; Tytler, 2007). Views and ideas about what school science should look like are diverse. Some of these ideas take account of issues such as life-long learning, environmental, and humankind issues, whereas others argue for the promotion of forms of scientific literacy (Sadler, 2009) and the nature of science (NOS) (Hodson, 2009) or features of science (FOS) (Matthews, 2012) in the curricula. There is a growing worldwide emphasis on the development of so-called key skills or life skills, regarded as critical to processes of lifelong learning which stress that the measuring of science process skills is a challenge to current directions in state and national assessment practice (e.g. Harlen, 1999). Harlen argues that teachers should include the development and achievement of these important outcomes when assessing learning in science. Other scholars claim that the development of science and technology, leading to changes in the relationship between science and society, calls for changes in the way that science is portrayed in school (e.g. Corrigan, Dillon & Gunstone, 2007; Duit, 2007; Osborne & Dillon, 2008; Treagust & Duit, 2008). According to them, these changes involve different views of science education, that is, giving students a more holistic picture of science whilst focusing less on the detail and more on broader explanatory issues — involving, among other things, the recognition of the importance of informal learning and broadening the purposes of school science (see also Osborne & Hennessy, 2003; Pedretti, 2002; Tytler, 2007).

Assessment in science education by understanding students’ discourses — sociocultural approaches

Research on language as an important tool for assessing students’ understanding has suggested approaches to assessing students in science education (e.g. Anderson, Zuiker, Taasoobshizazi & Hickey, 2007; Gee, 2003; Leung & Mohan, 2004; Sampson & Clark, 2008). Other approaches include questions about how students can best acquire new knowledge through shared meaning (e.g. Carter, 2007; Hargreaves, 2007; Hsu & Roth, 2014; Lemke, 1990; Yin et al., 2008; Wyatt-Smith et al., 2010). Some of these approaches are embedded in longer-term activity and may involve teacher judgment and
moderation, and student participation in the process of learning and assessment. Other linguistic approaches involve dynamic, formative, or multimodal assessment (e.g. Anderson et al., 2007; O’Byrne, 2009; Poehner, 2011; Poehner & Lantolf, 2005) and specifically propose ways to manage interactions in the classroom in order to assess students’ skills by understanding students’ discourses (e.g. Jakobsson et al., 2009; Johnson, 2003; Leung & Mohan, 2004). The research examines sociocultural influences on learning from the perspective of ‘knowing’ as a form of social activity. The use of language to assess students’ understanding is by no means easy or problem-free. Many scholars report problems when teachers use language approaches to assess students’ understanding (e.g. Ash et al., 2007; Lemke, 1990; Mortimer & Scott, 2003). This is partly due to the diverse issues pertaining to the interactions process, understanding the language people speak, and the epistemic tensions that arise between every day and scientific academic discourse; and partly because there are inherent tensions between the authoritative and dialogic approaches that characterise discursive interactions in the classroom (e.g Scott, Mortimer & Aguiar, 2006).

Both the research on assessment (Black & Wiliam, 2006) and the research that focuses specifically on assessment in science education suggest that the lesson, like all social activity, is contingent and explicit only in retrospect (Lemke, 1990). This follows Wittgenstein’s (1953) approach to language, which regards communication as a kind of game. The contingent nature of discourse in the classroom does not mean that discourses are built by randomly choosing words and statements. On the contrary, many rules and tools, as in games, guide the formulation of arguments and hypotheses as well as teacher directions to students, student responses, and so forth. According to Lemke (1990), in order to evaluate students’ achievement in an activity, students should learn the discourses of the subjects (see also Ash et al., 2007; Gee, 2003). Similar research on discourse as a game (e.g. Anderson et al., 2007; Wells & Arauz, 2006) shows that participation in social forms of scientific discourses supports both learning and consequent performance in science classes. As is the case in games, students may be able to participate in certain types of communication activities but unable to take part in others. According to Wells and Arauz (2006), however, this requires curricula adapted to an inquiry orientation. The focus in this assessment approach is not direct assessment of the dialogue per se but rather the activities that would be likely to generate dialogue.
5.3. The research on assessment in Sweden following changes to the national grading system —1999–2009

A mapping of the research on assessment in Sweden provides an overview of assessment in primary and secondary schools across the period 1999–2009 (Forsberg & Lindberg, 2010). The mapping includes doctoral theses and Swedish, Nordic, as well as international research, on Swedish conditions. According to this survey, the research on assessment focuses on compulsory schooling. Most of the studies related to assessment research are about student performance and schools’ performance, the latter being the largest category. The mapping does not report any studies of what methods the teachers use when they assess students for grading, and it does not include any study on classroom practices regarding assessment by grading or classroom practices in upper secondary schools in the field of science. Thus, the current thesis points towards a lack of studies about teachers’ assessment practices in upper secondary schools, particularly in the domain of science education. The research over this period suggests that, even though changes have occurred in the Swedish national educational system and in international research on assessment, assessment approaches have not changed:

Oral or written homework, tests and examinations are common forms of assessment. They also include assessments linked to the phenomena of hands up, group steering and pilotage. The same applies to the teacher's continuous communication with the students in accordance with the united well-established pattern of question-answer-response (Forsberg & Lindberg, 2010, p. 37).

Thus, in this survey, assessment methodologies such as I–R–E discourse patterns and written examinations appear to be the most common assessment approaches used by teachers. This is a well-known but not necessarily complete description of teacher’s assessment by grading. These well-known methods may well be accompanied by less formal methods of assessment. To understand teachers’ assessment by grading it appears to be necessary to also search for other possible methods that teachers use. Furthermore, it is not known how curriculum requirements on the use of assessment as a tool for learning, or as a tool for encouraging student responsibility and participation, are accounted for by current assessment practices. For example, how should critical thinking, argumentation skills or the knowledge acquired outside of the classroom be assessed? This thesis aims to shed some light on this area of
research by examining science teachers’ assessment practices and teachers’ and students’ perceptions of teachers’ assessment by grading.

5.4. Criticism and limits of educational assessment

Criticism of current forms of educational assessment

There is widespread criticism directed at the traditional psychometric approach to assessment. This criticism is based on a number of factors: assessment emphasises comparisons between students rather than the specific and changing levels of attainment by individuals; there is frequently a mismatch between curricula and test content; there is pressure to test a relatively limited number of aspects of the program of instruction; and there is an assumption that students learn in a linear fashion and therefore must be taught and assessed on the basics before proceeding to more complex intellectual tasks (Broadfoot, 1996; Gipps, 1999). Many researchers in the field of assessment argue that a traditional psychometric approach to assessment has acceptable psychometric properties and is easy to score, but this approach has been criticised because it does not reflect what students really are capable of and the quality of knowledge, for example, the degree of understanding of a topic. Other reasons for the increased disapproval of traditional assessment based only on psychometric measurement, as for example objective testing, is the test’s undesirable ‘wash-back’ effect on instruction (e.g. Broekkamp & Van Hout-Wolters, 2007; Crooks, 1988). Moreover, there is a tendency for teacher-made tests to place emphasis on lower cognitive levels (Crooks, 1988), and the undesirable impact on learning (e.g. Broekkamp & Van Hout-Wolters, 2007; Ecclestone & Pryor, 2003). The research has also found issues of ethnic bias in assessment of students (e.g. Gipps, 1999; Huston, 2005; Smith & Hawkins, 2011). Current assessment is also problematic because it defines students’ attitudes in relation to their school work. For example, it influences students’ sense of ownership, control of learning, and process of identity construction (e.g. Ecclestone & Pryor, 2003; Rasmussen & Friche, 2011).
**The limits of educational assessment**

Assessment has the tendency to measure factual and procedural knowledge that is relatively constrained in form and content and that fails to effectively identify complex knowledge. Current assessment approaches are linked to earlier theories that assumed individuals had rigid dispositions to perform work in certain ways and situations, and the characterisation of learning as a step-by-step accumulation of facts, knowledge, and skills (e.g. Gardner, 2006; Huot, O’Neill & Moore, 2010; Pellegrino, Chudowsky & Glaser, 2001). These assessment approaches lead us to ask questions about the authenticity of the inferences one can draw from students’ outcomes and the need to reflect on the limits of such assessment practices. The static nature of current assessment is also criticised for limiting the development of students’ learning (e.g. Pellegrino et al., 2001). It is claimed that static assessment provides snapshots of achievement at a particular time and does not pay attention to the development of students’ conceptual understanding, which is at the heart of learning. Most current modes of assessment do not correspond with contemporary underlying theoretical views about how learning works and are not designed to capture the complete progression of students’ learning.

Other limitations of current assessment practice are related to the issue of what new knowledge is. Learning is not only the acquisition of new knowledge but is also the interaction between new knowledge and students’ prior knowledge (e.g. Davis, 1998; Yin et al., 2008). Davis (1998) argues that it is not easy, even for proficient teachers, to match the differing needs and abilities of individuals with appropriate objectives and methods. He asserts that when attempting to understand how to match one need to a pupils’ understanding and skills so that it may be effectively assessed, it is not possible to determine what is new knowledge, unless we are familiar with what was the prior knowledge. One implication of this reasoning is that the acquisition of new knowledge requires prior knowledge to ‘be detected with at least some semblance of accuracy’ (Ibid, p. 122). This is, however, not always done and not easily accomplished. This reasoning is in line with that of other assessment specialists (e.g. Glaser & Silver, 1994; Newton, 2007). Furthermore, current assessment does not pay attention to the social character of the acquisition of knowledge. By drawing on Vygotsky, Daniels (2008) maintains a view that knowledge and learning is not located in the head of the individual but outside of it, between individuals (see also Elwood, 2006). Thus, assessment cannot identify students’ abilities from what is in their heads. According to Elwood (2006), if we look within the student for their learning and knowledge we are
looking in the wrong place. From a sociocultural approach, assessment describes the relationship between the learner, the teacher, and the assessment task in the social, historical, and cultural context in which it is carried out (e.g. Greeno, More & Smith, 1993; Lave & Wenger, 1991). Greeno, More and Smith (1993) argue that it is not enough to consider that knowledge is influenced by context, they also argue that knowing, reasoning, and understanding are the relations between the cognitive agent and their situations and, therefore, it is meaningless to try to determine what individuals know separately from the context.
6. Theory

6.1. Different forms, purposes, and levels of educational assessment

The research in this field describes three levels of assessment purpose (e.g. Newton, 2007). Those levels of assessment are the judgment level, the decision level, and the impact level. Newton explains that an assessment system that is fit for one purpose will not necessarily be fit for all purposes. Assessment at the judgment level involves the technical aim of an assessment event, for example, the purpose of which is to obtain a standard-referenced judgment, expressed as a grade. It represents an assessed person’s knowledge, skill or understanding, that is, an account of their competence at the end of the term. Assessment at the decision level refers to the use of a judgement assessment. Action at the decision level enables the assessment to support, for example, a selection for entry to higher education. This is the most significant usage of the term ‘assessment purpose’ because this level seems to be the one that is most frequently associated with it in research (Newton, 2007, p. 150). Assessment at the impact level is the assessment used to support learning. It involves: (a) the planned impacts of running an assessment system that ensures that students continue to be motivated and (b) it ensures that all students acquire a common core for each subject. To ensure that students remain motivated, assessment at the impact level requires that all students learn a common core of subjects, the assessment may well be administered on a unity-by-unity basis and aligned to a national curriculum, but this is not a prerequisite for assessment at the impact level.
Features of assessment at the judgment level

In a general sense, judgement refers to the overall outcome from diverse assessment events in the classroom. It represents the assessed student’s knowledge, skill, or understanding and represents the student’s competence. The judgement must be comprehensive and based on discussions with peers and an evaluation by the teacher based on a portfolio with a descriptive judgement of the student’s skills. The judgement might be expressed in the form of a grade and based on evidence of performance across a long continuum.

Features of assessment at the decision level

The use of knowledge measurement at the decision level has followed two historical lines of occurrence: (a) testing for selection and placement, and (b) assessment of educational outcomes. Selection placement testing is based on the concept of testing developed by the French psychologist Alfred Binet, early in last century, as measurement of the ability or aptitude to profit from schooling (Broadfoot, 1996). Over the years, this has been the most pervasive role of assessment, coordinated with work and conceptions of individual differences in human intelligence. Selection testing attempts to measure students’ abilities prior to a course of instruction where individuals are being properly diagnosed, placed, included, or excluded. This kind of testing later became linked with certification and exemplifies the power and control aspects of assessment as well as its role in cultural and social reproduction (Broadfoot, 1996; Gipps, 1999; Linell, 2009).

When assessing and grading students, teachers make decisions according to values, criteria, or interests (e.g. Broadfoot, 1996; Linell, 2009). People make decisions together with others because, as a system, values and interest are integrated into the regulations of established social practice. Furthermore, people accept, internalise, and act, agreeing shared ideas that they believe are true and valid, and because social practices are supported by power agreements (Broadfoot, 1996; Linell, 2009).

Features of assessment at the impact level

Assessment at the impact level is assessment to support learning and engages several fields of education associated with teachers’ professional development,
school improvement, and, more generally, with educational change (Gardner, 2006).

It has long been recognised that assessment supports learning as well as measuring it (Black & Wiliam, 2003, 2006). According to these authors, Scriven and Bloom were the first to use the term ‘formative evaluation’ relating to the curriculum and teaching and the first to use the term in its currently accepted sense. They defined summative assessment tests as ‘those tests given at the end of episodes of teaching (units, courses, etc.) for the purpose of grading or certifying students, or for evaluating the effectiveness of a curriculum’ (Black & Wiliam, 2003, p. 117). Scriven and Bloom contrasted these with ‘another type of evaluation which all who are involved—student, teacher, curriculum maker—would welcome because they find it so useful in helping them improve what they wish to do, which they termed “formative evaluation”’ (p. 117, ibid). The concepts of formative and summative assessment are distinguished only at the time when the evaluation in question is carried out.

A variety of investigations have established that formative assessment produces learning improvements greater than those found in almost all other experiments (Gardner, 2006). Both formative assessment and assessment for learning emphasise the role of assessment supporting learning, according to ARG (Assessment Reform Group, ARG, 2002). ARG are a group of researchers who have proposed a set of changes as the basis for a new system of national assessment in the UK. The group collects and uses research from around the world to better understand how assessment can support learning:

The process of seeking and interpreting evidence for use by learners and their teachers, to identify where the learners are in their learning, where they need to go and how best to get there (ARG, 2002) (In Gardner, 2006, p. 2).

The practice of assessment for learning follows certain principles. For example, it is part of effective planning and focuses on how students learn; it fosters motivation and promotes understanding of goals and criteria; it helps learners to know how to improve and it develops their capacity for self-assessment (ARG, 2002). These are some of the principles proposed by the Assessment Reform Group (ARG, 2002) that summarises the position assumed in the research literature and that have become widely accepted.
6.2. The concept of assessment and grading

*What kind of assessment are we trying to understand in this thesis?*

In this thesis, assessment focuses on teachers' planned processes of gathering and integrating information about students to discover, collect, and record students’ learning as a means of making decisions about their grades. These processes provide the grounds for recording and reporting students’ progress but they also constitute a mechanism for the accountability of national educational provision, of individual schools, individual teachers, and communities (Skolverket, 2005). Thus, in practice, both assessment and grading are used to make decisions about students, and to regulate and legitimate the process and outcomes of competition.

*AAssessment and the relationship with learning theory*

The research suggests many approaches to learning and assessment and points to the essential nature of the alignment of assessment with learning, teaching, and content knowledge as a basis for claims for the validity of any assessment (James, 2008). This relationship cannot be taken for granted because there are some assessment practices that have only a vague relationship with current understandings of learning, for example, the ‘short answer test’ in science that requires recall of taught facts, ignores processes, does not take into account the ways that students learn the subject matter, the difficulties students confront, and the way that these issues are dealt with (ibid). Learning is viewed as the conditioned response to external stimuli and this theory of learning is referred to as ‘behaviourism’. A basic belief of the behaviourist school is that learning is seen as linear and sequential. Other assessment practices may be based on the cognitive constructivist views of learning. This latter approach focuses on the individual acquisition of knowledge but recognises that learning is rarely identical to what is taught and that learning is not only a means for absorbing knowledge but an active process of individual sense-making. The implication for assessment in this view of learning is similar to the behaviouristic approach but may focus on some problem-solving and understanding of a scientific idea. The sociocultural view of learning and assessment assumes that learning occurs in an interaction between the individual and the social environment. This learning and assessment approach leads to student development and is regulated by the interaction between students and teachers, focusing on the role of feedback. The implication for teaching and assessment is that teachers need
to create an environment that enables students to think beyond their current level of competence. This view of learning will be described in greater detailed below.

To develop a consistent assessment system with any degree of concordance between assessment practices and belief about learning, it is important to consider how these different approaches might be blended or synthesised. In order to draw together a variety of approaches, the research usually draws a distinction between summative and formative assessment. These approaches are often referred to as assessment of learning and assessment for learning. Both types of assessment are important and central to an effective educational practice and there is a considerable amount of research on how to use these different approaches—which are conceptually and pragmatically distinct (e.g. Harlen, 2005; Black, Harrison, Hodgen, Marshall & Serret, 2010).

**Assessment in contemporary societies**

Assessment is undergoing a paradigm shift from psychometric to a wider pattern of educational assessment because of changes in the social purposes of assessment in recent years (Broadfoot, 1996). Broadfoot views formal assessment as an integral part of the provision of mass education and associates it with the increasing complexity of the division of the labor that is leading to an increase in the complexity and regulation of many aspects of social life. She argues that the actual practice of assessment is operating as a series of checks and balances on the education system to guarantee its major function of perpetuating the social, economic, and political status quo. In this context, the research on assessment suggest that assessment has acquired a much broader profile and is required for a wider range of purposes, for example; assessment for learning, assessment to provide feedback to students, as well as assessment to provide information about students, teachers, and schools and to steer curricula and teaching. Thus, assessment also functions as an accountability procedure, as a tool for selection and as a certificating device. The traditional psychometric model is no longer adequate for the current circumstances; hence, the assessment paradigm has shifted.

**How assessment and grading are currently used**

Currently, one can ask what assessment means for students and teachers and what the teachers’ priorities are when assessing students for the purposes of
grading. The concept of assessment is almost unknown to teachers and students, and often it is used whilst talking about grading because neither teachers nor students make any distinction between these processes (McMillan, Myran & Workman, 2002; Selghed, 2006; Lysne, 2006; Rinne, 2013; Gómez, 2016). Grading is also the most common concept when teachers need to communicate the results that students have achieved at school (e.g. Selghed, 2006; Rinne, 2013). In Scandinavian countries, in general, most people, including teachers and students, are unfamiliar with the term assessment but the term refers to the quantitative measuring of students’ outcomes: ‘most people use the word grading synonymously with assessing student progress and achievement level’ (Lysne, 2006, p. 328). Lysne’s view corresponds to that of Newton (2007), who also suggests that all kinds of assessment and grading lead to decisions by teachers and the school. According to Gipps (1999) and Broadfoot (1996) grading is essentially a psychometric model used to measure individual differences. These authors have described the paradigm shift from this model to a new, more educational model that involves descriptions of a wider range of evidence and feedback to support learning; this is assessment.

Further distinctions are necessary in regard to assessment. The term classroom assessment (in everyday classroom activity) is often equated with formative assessment (e.g. Stiggins, 2006; Bennett, 2011). When using the concept classroom assessment in this thesis, it does not refer to the assessment processes included in formative assessment — the kind of assessment used in the work of Black (2003) and Black and Williams (1998, 2006) — but it means the process of collecting learning evidence at the judgement level that provide the grounds for grading students.

Much of the confusion in terms of assessment context has to do with changed educational ideology (Lysne, 2006). According to Lysne, the term assessment is used synonymously with evaluation in spite of the fact that they have different meanings: ‘Evaluation implies some degree of judgment regarding goodness, worth and values, and is more sensitive to cultural values and general purposes of education as stated in most national school legislation’ (Lysne, 2006, p. 328). The concept of evaluation corresponds quite well with that put forward by Eva Forsberg and Viveca Lindberg (2010), who explain the difference as follows: ‘Assessment is seen as assessments that focus on individual student achievement while evaluation is linked to the evaluation of a specific curriculum or a program’ (p. 42). Thus, there are good reasons to differentiate between the terms assessment and evaluation. This study is,
however, focused on how teachers assess individual student achievement, and how they gather information and use this information for the purposes of grading, and not the evaluation of any system.

6.3. A sociocultural view of learning and assessment

The current thesis adopts a sociocultural approach to learning. This approach describes learning and knowing as a social process, situated in physical as well as sociocultural contexts (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Rogoff, 1990; Vygotsky, 1987). The context of the study — the scene — is the school, and the purpose of the study is to examine human action. Thus, the thesis is concerned with describing, interpreting, and possibly explaining actions. Wertsch (1998) emphasises that the task of a sociocultural analysis is to understand how mental functioning is related to the cultural, institutional, and historical context: ‘the task of a sociocultural approach is to explain the relationship between human action, on the one hand, and the cultural, institutional, and historical contexts in which this action occurs, on the other’ (Wertsch, 1998, p. 24). The Vygotskyan heritage lies in the focus on the mediational capacity of speech. The focus of Wertsch’s idea is a basic irreducible description of agency as individual-acting-with mediational means. The focus of the mediated action and the cultural tools in the action make it possible to live ‘in the middle’ and to address the sociocultural situatedness of action, power, and authority (Wertsch, 1998, p. 65). Both the individual agent’s role in mediated action and the cultural tools are involved in the actions. This is because the mediational means or cultural tools are situated culturally, institutionally, and historically. Learning and thinking are always situated in a cultural setting and are dependent on the utilisation of cultural resources. Drawing on the ideas of Lev Vygotsky, Mikhail Bakhtin, and Kenneth Burke Wertsch (1998) has explored the relationship between individual and social communication, emphasising the multi-voicedness of communication and the linguistic dimensions of speech. He maintains that we can use mediated action, which he defines as the irreducible tension between active agents and cultural tools, as a productive method of explicating the complicated relationships between human action and its multiple cultural, institutional, and historical contexts.
6.4. A discursive approach

The communicative actions between teachers and students are a collaborative accomplishment. The teacher and student are interdependent in the social event of speech. It is through language, written or spoken, that people can act and interact. But teachers use a range of modes of communication that go beyond spoken language, such as gestures, diagrams, images, and demonstrations. The focus of the current thesis is the observation of classroom activities, interpreted as language and actions involving other modes of communication that teachers and students draw upon to negotiate meaning and achieve understanding. According to Fairclough (1992), language can be regarded, amongst other social structures, as defining certain potentials and possibilities and excluding others. Both teachers and students articulate particular modes of language use alongside the social relations that occur in the classroom. Thus, language is an element of social practice, controlling particular areas of social life. The way that people use language within a specific domain, such as the school, is organised in sets of patterns that Fairclough (2003) calls ‘discourse’ or ‘discursive orders’. New orders of discourse include expressions, such as ‘globalisation’, ‘modernity’, ‘neoliberalism’, etc. Neoliberalism is a political project involving a series of reforms in society, for example, the marketisation and commodification of the school. It involves new modes of being and acting, which in turn, leads to new forms of language use (Ibid). Some discourses are dominant; others are subordinated within a society at particular times. When subordinated discourses or ‘voices’ are suppressed and certain other discursive orders attain hegemony, we are dealing with monological language practices. The alternative approach to monologic language is dialogical language, or dialogicality, in this case the speech becomes contextualised and de-privileged. Fairclough has drawn on earlier ideas on language from Foucault and Bakhtin’s ‘dialogical’ theory of language and these are mostly concerned with sociocultural processes. In the dialogical theory of language, discourse is understood not as a process involving individuals and social structures as independent entities, but, instead, as dynamic and mutual interdependencies between individuals.
7. Method

7.1. The pedagogic setting, the research methods, and the analysis of data

The setting

The pedagogic setting for this study is composed of six municipal schools that offer the natural science program in different communities in the region of Skåne. The schools, teachers, and students were chosen using probability sampling (Robson, 2007); schools, teachers and students were randomly selected and asked to participate in the study. The only criterion was that the teachers were working in upper secondary schools that offered the natural science program and thus were certified and active teachers in chemistry, physics, or biology. The natural science program is one of the six national higher education preparatory programs. With a qualification from the program, students should have the knowledge needed for higher education primarily in the natural sciences, mathematics, and technology.

The overall research strategy

The empirical work of the thesis consisted of three stages and three different and separate qualitative research methods, each of which began with a pilot study to adjust and fine-tune the chosen method. Thus, multiple methods of data collection and analysis were used to address the research question of this thesis, namely: (a) individual face-to-face interviews with 25 science teachers working in five different schools at the upper secondary level (b) an ethnographic study in three different classrooms; chemistry, biology and physics in a municipal school that provides a natural science program. Every
class consisted of around 30 students each. The observations were followed by interviews with each of the three teachers involved in the ethnographic observations. The teachers and students of this second stage of the project did not participate in the empirical work of the first stage and (c) group conversations with 15 of the students from the three different science classes involved in the ethnographic observations. The students included 2 from biology class, 6 from chemistry class and 7 from physics class.

**Individual face-to-face interviews with 25 teachers – Interviews 1**

With the help of school catalogues edited by the schools, 40 licensed science teachers from various municipalities in Skåne were contacted via e-mail and telephone and asked to participate in the interviews. 25 teachers from five schools in three different communities of Skåne agreed to participate in the research project. The teachers were interviewed face-to-face using a semi-structured approach for 25–30 minutes in their workplaces and asked about their assessment practices. The questions were categorised into three main areas: (a) teachers’ understanding of the different qualities of science education knowledge, such as procedural skills, analytical skills, and critical thinking, as well as how they assessed these qualities (b) what skills teachers considered when assessing student learning and what kind of assessment was critical when grading students and (c) the way in which students participated in the assessment process.

It was my personal preference to begin the empirical work with interviews with the teachers because the interviews gave me an overall view of teachers’ assessment practices. The use of language facilitates contact with teachers as talk is a way of understanding what lies behind their actions as assessors of students’ learning. Language is the principal mode of meaning-making. It mediates the communication that makes it possible to know how teachers think about their own assessment practices; their inner speech through which the teacher’s thoughts are brought under conscious control. As my thesis is based on sociocultural theories of learning it is appropriate to consider language as a method for finding answers to my research questions, as inspired by both Vygotsky (1987) and Bakhtin (1986). For Vygotsky, language is the tool embedded in action and, as such, gives rise to meaning. Yet for both Vygotsky (1987) and Bakhtin (1986), meaning is dependent on the social and historical context in which it is occurs. The interviews with teachers may provide a sense of how teachers themselves consider their own assessment. The task of the
interviewer is to create a conversational atmosphere with the teachers and to allow them to talk, listening more than speaking, enjoying the task and following other practicalities as recommended by Robson (2007). From a sociocultural point of view, interviews as a research method run the risk of decontextualising human action by separating action from practice, and therefore, it is of central importance to go to the place where the teachers’ speech originates (Kelly & Roth, 2006). An ethnographic study enables the researcher to observe teachers in action and to map these observations onto what teachers have said about their experience as assessors during the interviews, and also what they have not said.

**Ethnography**

The second stage of the empirical work consisted of an ethnographic study of three different science classes in one communal school that offers different vocational programs and programs for further studies, including the science program in Skåne. An ethnographic approach is the description and understanding of the life and traditions of people living in various cultures. The method once focused on indigenous peoples but is now commonly used more generally (Robson, 2007). A full ethnography requires participation in the culture for a period of months or years, but it is also possible to conduct ethnography on a small scale, as in the present thesis. There are many variations of the ethnographic approach depending, among other things, on how much the observer participates in the action. None of the possible options are problem-free. The approach used in this thesis is termed observer-as-participant (Robson, 2007), where the observer does not participate in the observed activity but whose status as a researcher is known to the participants. This approach is opposite to that of participant-as-observer, where the observer tries to establish a relationship with members of the group during the observation. In the ethnographic approach used for this thesis, it is important to do everything possible to ensure that the observed individuals are unaware of being observed. During the first days of the observations this was very difficult to achieve, but after being in the classroom for a few days both the teachers and the students began to ignore my presence. Prior to the observations, an ethnographic pilot project was conducted in another municipal upper secondary school in order to practice all the practicalities involved in the process of observation, such as how to manage the video camera, the sound, lighting, the placement of the camera, and the additional audio devices that were used to observe the conversations of individual
students, all in accordance with Hammersley and Atkinson (2007), and Robson (2007). It is important to emphasise that when observing as a participant, all the people involved in the ethnography should know and accept the role of the observer. It was part of the observer’s preparation in the very early stage of the observations to provide the students and teachers with information about the purpose of the research and the ethical considerations that were involved.

I have completed a total of 20 observations resulting in 50 hours of activities recorded without interruption in the three classes in sequential lessons over a period of four weeks. The observations were of a first-year biology course composed of 25 students who were 16 years old, a third-year physics course composed of 25 students who were 18 years old, and a first-year chemistry course composed of 25 students who were aged 16 years old. Both teachers’ and students’ activities during the lessons, experimental sessions, and other usual activities in the classroom were video and sound recorded. Thus, the subject matter of the study involves the careful examination of teachers’ and students’ conceptions of assessment in science classrooms. Group conversations consisting of two to four students were also recorded in parallel with teacher lecturing, as well as students’ teamwork and experimental sessions, with the goal of capturing some students’ conversations. The aim of the recorded conversations was to study the discourses that contributed to student learning and assessment across the subject matter domains. Language is the primary human mediator of student science learning and we are interested in understanding the use of this tool in the social construction of content knowledge, emphasising its use in guiding both learning and teachers’ assessment. The focus of interest was to understand the systematic assessment practices employed by the teacher as well as the students’ roles as learners and assessors of their own work.

The interviews with teachers and students – Interviews 2

The third stage of the empirical work entailed face-to-face interviews with the three teachers involved in the ethnographic observations and some of the students from these observed classes. Thus, this stage began during the breaktimes (e.g., between lessons or during lunch) in the school where the ethnographic observations were being made. A series of two or three cycles of interviews were conducted with every group of students, with the aim of performing a Gateway narrative inspired by Caroline Lundford Mears (2009). This kind of narrative is a series of interviews conducted with groups of
students or teachers in a form of conversation. The conversations with the group of students consisted of three cycles of conversations with every group to explain the meaning of the ethnographic study, the thesis, their rights as narrators, etc. Staging the interviews as multiple conversations allowed for communication to be improved and the learning of the individuals who agreed to participate in this project to be maximised. The interviews with different groups of students were conducted on several occasions, taking advantage of school time work breaks. Only the last interviews were recorded and the students were asked to book a special time for this last conversation due to the need to record it. A total of 15 students agreed to participate in the group interviews. Students created their own groups of two to four for every group conversation. The conversations with teachers and students that followed the ethnographic observations provided an opportunity to interpret human action. It also provided an opportunity to understand what had been observed in action in the classroom during the lessons, and the possibility to ask teachers and students about the motives for their actions. For example, teachers and students were asked about teachers’ assessment practices during the interactions and why the students were usually silent during the lessons. All the empirical data collected were analysed by focusing on teachers’ assessment during interaction with students, as well as the students’ participation in learning and in the assessment process.

7.2. Analysis of the videos, sound recordings, and interviews with the teachers and students

*Interviews with 25 teachers – Interviews 1*

The interviews with teachers were structured using Robson’s (2007) qualitative research design and conducted as individual face-to-face interviews with open-ended or semi-structured questions. The interviews were analysed by categories and subcategories, using two coding cycles in the Verbal Coding Exchange System (Saldaña, 2013). The data were then displayed in matrixes (Miles & Huberman, 1994) to visualise and generalise teachers’ statements about their assessing and grading practices. Similar statement and relationships were arranged in clusters. This is the first step or level of the coding process, which is followed by a second level of coding and the development of subcategories.
The ethnographic research

The collection procedure for the data was performed by an observer who sat silently in three different science classrooms and audio- and video-recorded most of the activities in which students and teachers were involved over a period of four weeks. This stage of the study used an ethnographic approach where the researcher was involved solely as a researcher rather than a full-scale ethnography conducted in a short time and undertaking a degree of participation. The participation of the observer involved the observation of events, interactions, and behaviours, and the production of field notes. All observations were audio-recorded and video-recorded following Martin Hammersley and Paul Atkinson’s (2007) methods in ethnography.

A variety of forms of verbal exchange were drawn from the transcripts to categorise the unit(s) as a pattern of ‘skilled conversations’ (Saldaña, 2013, p. 137) representing a higher or deeper level of information, including exchanges such as debates, inquiries, contradictions between teachers and students, and acts of negotiation (Gomez & Jakobsson, 2014). We also tried to find patterns of communication showing how the teachers assisted students’ learning by analysing their teaching and assessing the taught material. Students’ agency and engagement in learning and assessment were also carefully analysed, including how both teachers and students exerted their roles in the subject; for example, how the students engaged or did not engage in science discourse with teachers and peers, and how teachers did or did not answer students’ questions, and how they assessed answers from students. The analysis also focused specifically on how students’ ideas were evaluated and shared by teachers and peers, and on the way in which teachers provided opportunities for students to discuss, share, and negotiate students’ ideas and interest in the subject matter.

Interviews with three teachers – Interviews 2

At the end of the observations, the three teachers involved were asked to participate in in-depth interviews. The aim of the interviews was to listen to teachers talk about what had been observed during the lessons, in order to reach an understanding of the teachers’ actions in specific situations. We asked teachers for their views on particular events that had been observed during their interactions with students and about the probable causes of outcomes. The interviews were analysed in one cycle of the coding exchange system (Saldaña, 2013).
The findings are reported in article II: Everyday Classroom Assessment practices in Science classrooms in Sweden (Gomez & Jakobsson, 2014).

**Interviews with students – Interviews 2**

In the final stage of the overall research project, a total of 15 students from the three classes involved in the ethnographic study were interviewed. I call students narrators. Their voices are an essential factor in the reflection process. The interviews were face-to-face in the form of multiple group conversations.

When analysing gateway narratives, one must take the students’ narratives seriously. I started by analysing what one of the groups said and tried to identify patterns in their narratives that matched with the other groups. I then performed a cross-case analysis to shed light on what could be learned from the other groups of narrators: what did the data mean across all the narrators? Overlapping, coinciding or contradicting narratives were analysed and considered in the subsequent findings. I examined the group narratives many times to identify patterns in the narratives, contradictions and differences among the diverse groups, and to transcribe and analyse the data for everyone that participated in the groups. In order to consider each narrative that had specific interest for each of the research questions, a separate document for each research question was developed and reviewed, highlighting patterns related to every research question. The findings are reported in article III: Students’ explanations of their science teachers’ assessments, grading practices and how they learn science (Gomez, 2016).
7.3. Delimitations

According to Wertsch (1998), almost all human actions are mediated actions. This thesis does not address all kinds of actions and mediational means within the studied context because it is limited to the classroom environment. Thus, it does not involve all agents that are immersed in the school context and it will not examine the tensions in mediational means in the context in any detail, neither will it consider the simultaneous goals of a mediated action. The focus of the thesis is to examine teachers’ and students’ activities related to teachers’ assessment and grading practices. The classroom is the tool for interpreting human action and the scene, the agents in action are the teachers and students; they are observed in the ethnographic study and, a posteriori, asked about their motives for undertaking such action.

The thesis does not examine the processes of local and national evaluation of schools and teachers or school policy. The national Swedish assessment and grading system is described in this thesis a grosso modo to illustrate the studied context but it is not meant to examine how the complete Swedish assessment system works. I have not studied how the national curriculum works in upper secondary school after the changes in 1994 and 2011, however I have looked at some paragraphs from the curriculum, specifically those that are directly related with assessment and learning. From a pedagogical point of view, it is not possible to neglect the relationship between assessment and learning. The national curriculum describes the teachers’ and students’ roles and responsibilities in the processes of learning and assessment.

One basic mission of science education is to understand an idea, and to be able to use it to explain natural phenomena scientifically, being aware that the scientific explanation is only one of a multiplicity of alternatives. Both the discussion of a scientific explanation, and the dialogues on a multiplicity of alternative explanations, require students to talk about science. The same applies for students who wish to demonstrate their ability to convey critical thinking and to address, for example, ethical questions about the environment or genetic engineering. In this context, it is illustrative to describe what the natural science program looks like, to explain teachers’ and students’ views on learning and assessment. Thus, I have in the current research used some paragraphs from natural science programs to illustrate methods to learn science.
The current thesis considers teachers’ assessment practices only in municipal schools, excluding high-performing and national recruitment programs existing in these schools, and does not take into consideration independent, adult, distance and other kinds of schools that offer natural science programs. Neither does the thesis consider issues related to age, gender, and ethnicity.

7.4. Methodological considerations

Making action the focal point of a sociocultural approach to understanding how teachers assess students’ acquisition of knowledge requires paying attention to how teachers act in an authentic learning and assessment situation such as a classroom. It is in the real classroom situation that teachers’ and students’ roles can be observed, to understand the assessment processes that occur during interactions with students. In the first stage of this thesis, 25 teachers were interviewed with the purpose of understanding their perceptions of their own assessment practices. These interviews may partially help us to understand the conceptions that teachers have of their own assessment practices and what they perceive is going on when interacting with students in their class. In the second stage of the empirical work for this thesis, an ethnographic approach was, therefore, thought to be more likely to be fruitful in describing, interpreting, and explaining how a class of students interact, experience, and make sense of their everyday activities. According to Säljö (2000), thought and language are not equivalent and therefore one cannot know the individuals’ reasons and their thoughts are not always disclosed through conversations. What people say is only a general expression for accomplishing the communicative convention for social interaction that is in force at that moment. From a sociocultural perspective, this means that during an interview it is not possible to follow teachers’ and students’ thoughts, but it is possible to follow what they say and what they do. From a methodological point of view, doing ethnography makes it possible to observe interactional processes in a class, for example, dialogues and negotiation processes between students and teachers as well as between students. In order to develop explanations for specific situations during the interactions in class, the ethnographic observation was complemented by interviews with teachers and students that were conducted when the observations were complete. Both formal and informal conversations with teachers and students may help to overcome some of the difficulties when
using interviews as a research method (e.g. Lemke, Kelly & Roth, 2006; Robson, 2007). The conversations allow the interviewer and interviewee to enter into a dialogical situation that may help to make sense of situations in which teachers and students’ have interacted, and that may reveal something of both the teachers and the students’ conceptions about assessment (e.g. Linell, 2001, 2009). Furthermore, conversations may cast light on the power dimensions of the relationships between students and teachers that might not be readily observable in the ethnographic observation.

A limitation of interviews as a research method, when they are used alone, is that they do not take language, power, and societal issues into account. This is discussed by Lemke, Kelly and Roth (2006), who suggest that what happens during an interview cannot be analysed purely on its own terms. The interview ‘data’ must be understood in relation to other conversations and other events in our lives, and in other situations (see also Linell, 2001, 2009). What emerges from conversations with students and teachers must therefore be seen as situated not only in their own thoughts and their own conceptions; what they express must be understood in light of what is seen as socially reasonable as well as what one is expected to say in different situations.

By combining ethnographic findings with teachers’ and students’ statements, and by using established assessment theories, an understanding of some of the complex processes that take place in a science classroom is enabled. As a sociocultural approach maintains, human action is involved with mediational means in a fundamental relationship, as individual(s)-acting-with-mediational-means (Wertsch, 1998). This means that any attempt to draw conclusions from the qualitative data produced in observations and interviews exclusively in their own terms, and taking only one of these three entities in account, would be misleading.

7.5. My experience and standpoint

Shortly after I began work as a chemistry teacher, I reflected and engaged in discussions about learning science, and, in parallel with my work as a teacher, I have immersed myself in this area with further studies in pedagogy at Lund University. When I commenced my doctoral studies in the field of assessment in sciences, I wondered why assessment had now become a focus of attention for researchers and the media while neither students nor parents or teachers are aware of what is really involved in the term assessment. I have been teaching
for almost my whole professional career, which began in the 1970s, and I have always assessed my students’ performance. I asked myself: what is the point of this new kind of assessment I am now learning? Some answers to my question came during my very first international conference on pedagogical assessment at Stockholm University (November 2007). On this occasion, two important things happened that inspired my research and that have had important emotional and pedagogical consequences for the choice of the current research. First, I had the opportunity to learn about the different purposes of assessment from a lecture by a renowned expert in the field of assessment, the English professor Dylan Wiliam, who presented assessment as a model for classroom transactions, as something new that you, as a teacher, have the possibility to change. He meant that assessment is a value-driven procedure about students, about achievement, and about learning. He introduced me to assessment for learning (Afl). In my earlier practice as a teacher, I had placed learning at the center of teaching but underscored the importance of assessment of that learning. Thus, since the beginning of my doctoral studies, I have been interested in assessment that supports learning because I have reflected on this approach. Second, during the conference, another expert in the field of assessment, Viveca Lindberg, discussed the different ways teachers assess students. She claimed that we really do not know how teachers assess students because, in Sweden, there is no research on how teachers in fact assess students’ performance in the classroom, and she argued that this is a weakness in the field of assessment in the Swedish context. Her statement made an impact on me and further inspired me to undertake the current thesis.

Given that assessment has a social role in selection, certification, and control, and because it is an important tool for regulating competition, assessment should be considered as having an epistemic and social character. In this context, my interest in science education and the assessment of students’ performance in sciences has developed with the emerging perspectives of the different images of the nature of science. I have reflected on these and become particularly concerned with science as a human activity. As a chemist and a teacher, I have experienced how several forces have tended to picture natural sciences as difficult, authoritarian, and available only to people with special talents. In many situations, these conceptions of science make students feel stupid, yet, in spite of the specialised modes of reasoning and calculation in science education, are no more complex than other subjects (e.g. Lemke, 1990). Science is also commonly pictured as having an aura of absolute
objectivity and we teach our students complex and subtle skills that we expect them to use in answers to written tests.
8. Findings

8.1. The findings, the overall research project and foci of the three published articles

The aim of this thesis was to investigate science teachers’ assessment and grading practices in Swedish upper secondary schools. According to the teachers’ statements, we found in interviews with the 25 science teachers that assessment is performed continuously in the classroom and that the summative approach at the end-of-term involves two main operations: (a) gathering information on assessment sheets from a variety of sources, such as examinations, homework, and experiment reports and (b) combining collected information in an interpretative synthesis limited to an arithmetic algorithm that lead to grades. The test is the most important assessment tool and the most critical evaluation approach through which teachers decide on grades. The process by which teachers determine the grades takes place without participation from students. Assessment is generally considered to be an activity in which teachers alone fully exercise their autonomy. All the teachers claim that students’ results on written tests are their primary source of information for determining end-of-term grades, although some teachers gave some importance to classroom activities, as well as homework and reports, especially if the teacher was not sure that the written tests provided a comprehensive picture of a student’s performance in the subject matter. The teachers considered other, more qualitative, sources of information, usually as complementary information when students were in danger of failing. Teachers indicated that they assessed students’ oral participation during the lessons, but it was unclear as to how and in what situations they assessed students in this way or how this influenced grading. Some teachers expressed positive thoughts about self-assessment whereas other teachers held negative views of such methods. Only one teacher worked with portfolios of each student’s work and discussed the nature of sciences (NOS) with them. A further finding was that teachers do not differentiate between assessment and grading and they used
both terms as equivalent during the conversations. When the teachers were asked questions about assessment they shifted the subject and talked about grading. Most of the teachers complained about students’ begging for higher grades, and claimed that grade inflation was common in their schools.

The findings of the first study of teachers’ assessment practices have been published in the article, Science teachers’ assessment and grading practices in Swedish upper secondary schools (referred to hereafter as article I). The conversations with teachers in this research project provide an image of the way that teachers themselves experience their own assessment practices and this was an important starting point for further investigation of teachers’ assessment practices inside the classroom. This thesis stems from sociocultural approaches and considers it important to observe classrooms interaction between teachers and students in action to understand the dynamic process of assessment in the classroom and to answer the question: what do teachers actually do when they assess students for grading during classroom activities? For example, it is meaning that students develop their ability to think critically and analytically. When teachers assess and grade students, should they consider all knowledge students have acquired outside the school. The teachers claimed that all these qualities of knowledge and skills are assessed by the test. Thus, in addition to written examinations, classroom observations were undertaken in order to examine the approaches that teachers have developed for assessing critical and analytical thinking, reasoning and understanding in science, and its relation to society. The classroom observations were performed as an ethnographic study and the results have been published in the article, Everyday classroom assessment practices in science classrooms in Sweden (referred to hereafter as article II). The focus was to observe how teachers perform assessment during interactions in the classroom, and how teachers assess students’ abilities, for example, to conduct a discussion, to argue and draw conclusions and analyse and solve problems. The ethnographic study has shown that in classroom practices the teachers’ discourses are dominant; the I-R-E pattern of interactions characterised the lessons, but teachers did not always answer students’ questions and they controlled the discussions in a way that prevented students from developing their learning. In general, students were not given the opportunity to analyse, discuss or challenge the teachers’ discourses. Students spoke quietly to each other when they did not understand the subject or when they were disappointed with the teachers’ answers to their questions. One of the observed teachers claimed during the individual interview that students prefer the lessons to be silent. Other teachers claimed that a silent classroom is the teacher’s preference.
In article II, some of the teachers’ statements, found in the interviews for article I, about their own assessment philosophies, have been confirmed by observing teachers and students in action. The classroom observations show, for example, in line with findings presented in article I, that the everyday classroom assessment is characterised by the I-R-E pattern of communication and that the written test is the most important approach to assessing students. The discourse of written tests dominated the classroom talk for both students and teachers. The written tests seem to be the most important assessment tools the teachers use for grading. This approach is used to assess all kinds of knowledge and skills. The study shows that students have very limited opportunities to discuss their own questions, in part because the lessons are dominated by the teachers’ discourse. However, it was found that in addition to the written tests, the three teachers assess students through informal methods that include students’ individual characteristics. Furthermore, these kinds of teacher assessments were noted in individual conversations with the teachers in conjunction with the ethnographic observations. These teachers’ discourses included students’ characteristics, for example, ‘weak student’, ‘top student’ and ‘student that asks stupid questions’. This suggests that teachers use both formal and informal assessment approaches to make decisions about the assessment of students. One teacher claimed that she used these informal assessments to grade students.

The third and final empirical phase in this thesis was to investigate the teachers’ assessment and grading practices from the students’ perspectives. In this phase, students had the opportunity to explain, in small groups together with their peers, the different conceptions they have of learning and assessment sciences. An observation, made in the classrooms during the ethnographic work, was the dominance of the written test in the discourse of both teachers and students, a finding that is in line with most of the recorded material, both in the whole class and in the group interviews with the students.

A further observation in the ethnographic study was that students were mostly silent in lessons. Therefore, interviews with the student groups focused on asking them why they were silent. Teachers and students explained the silence in the classrooms in similar ways. Some teachers claimed that everybody, both teacher and students, wanted it this way. Some students confirm this by explaining that silence is expected, but some other students claimed that they were afraid to talk for fear of being labelled by their peers as stupid and, therefore, they preferred to be silent and were accustomed to this dynamic. The students’ explanations of teachers’ assessment have been
8.2. How the findings reported in the three published articles provide answers to the research question of the thesis

Article I, Science teachers’ assessment and grading practices in Swedish upper secondary schools, highlights teachers’ assessment practices in upper secondary school in accordance with the teachers own experiences from their assessment practices. The written test is the most critical method for assessing students with the purposes of grading, including assessment of different qualities of knowledge, such as procedural and analytical skills, familiarity, as well as aptitude for critical thinking. This finding answers research question 1, ‘What kind of assessment approach is crucial for teachers when determining a student’s grade and how do teachers assess students’ knowledge in terms of procedural and analytical skills, familiarity, and aptitude for critical thinking?’.

Moreover, teachers believe that they solely have responsibility for assessing and grading students, that students should not participate in the assessment process and that students should receive grades at the end of the term. Teachers do not use some of the formative assessment approaches, such as self- and peer assessment. This finding answer research question 3 ‘How are students involved in the assessment process and what are teachers’ and students’ experiences of peer- and self- assessment?’.

Article II, Everyday classroom assessment practices in science classrooms in Sweden, highlights teachers’ and students’ conceptions of teachers’ assessment and grading in the classroom context and present impressions of how science is taught and learned, both from the teachers’ and the students’ perspectives. The teachers practice assessment during interaction with students through different methods, for example, through the I-R-E pattern. In the I-R-E pattern of learning, teachers control the discourses in the classroom, preventing open discussions with students about issues of interest to them or about issues pertaining to the specific subject. Teachers control the classroom discourse while students were silent, obtaining scientific information from the
teacher as passive elements in learning. This approach does not allow students to show how skillful they are in the subject, students cannot show how adept they are at arguing or exercise critical thinking in these situations. Students’ own questions are not taken seriously and students make the decision to be silent to avoid ridicule from teachers and peers. This finding answers research question 2, ‘To what extent and in what ways do science teachers practice assessment during classroom interactions and what do the instructional and learning discourses look like in these situations?’

Article III, Student explanations of their science teachers’ assessments, grading practices and how they learn science, highlights students’ perceptions of teachers’ assessment and grading practices and students’ conception of learning science. It was found that students do not have knowledge about how teachers assess them besides the test; that some students are irritated because teachers favoured some students when grading them; that students do not differentiate between assessment and grading. Those are some of the experiences of assessment explained by students. According to students, in science programs it is not necessary to have opinions or discuss issues during teachers’ lecturing. Students make the decision to be silent during lessons because the atmosphere in classrooms is not appropriate for talking. Students suppress their own agency in learning as they remain silent. Those findings answer research question 4, ‘How do students in the upper secondary school system experience teachers’ assessment and learning as part of science education and what are students’ experiences in terms of their own agency in learning and assessment during lessons?’. Students explain that they do not participate in the assessment process, that the test is the most important approach for teachers to assess and grade and that they do not have knowledge about self- and peer assessment, thus this finding answers research question 3, ‘How are students involved in the assessment process and what are teachers’ and students’ experiences of peer- and self- assessment?’.
8.3. The contribution of the writers of articles I, II and III

My own contribution to article was to plan and conduct the interviews, to write the article, and to submit it for publication. My former tutor, Professor Anders Jakobsson, was involved in the process of choosing the research method, co-analysing the data obtained, and providing support during the process of writing. My contribution to article II was to plan and conduct the ethnographic study, plan and conduct the interviews with teachers and students, write the article and submit it for publication. Professor Jakobsson provided advice on the research methods, co-analysed the data and was engaged in acquiring the necessary equipment for the ethnographic observations: camera, Dictaphone, etc. I am the sole author of the third article.

8.4. Summary of the articles

Article I


María del Carmen Gómez, Anders Jakobsson

This study examines science teachers’ assessment and grading practices as well as student participation in the assessment process. The teachers were asked about how and when they assess students and what was crucial when grading students. I asked teachers when they considered students to have developed the following knowledge criteria: aptitude for critical thinking, analytical and practical skills, and how they assessed students regarding these skills. The article examines overall evidence-based assessment practices as reported by teachers in face-to-face interviews. The assessment and grading practices were found to be at odds with modern perspectives of assessment as well as its role in learning.
**Article II**


María del Carmen Gómez, Anders Jakobsson

In this article, I examined the extent to which, and in what ways, science teachers practice assessment during classroom interactions through everyday activities in an upper secondary school in Sweden. Framing questions included: are teachers performing an integrated assessment of students’ skills as the national curriculum mandates? If so, what do the instructional discourses look like in these situations and what are students’ experiences regarding their agency in learning and assessment? Teacher-led lessons in three science classrooms were video-recorded and analysed by combining ethnographic and discourse methods of analysis. Students’ conversations were also recorded. We found that traditional assessment methods, such as tests, examinations, and assignments were the most common methods used to assess and grade students’ learning. Teachers mostly ignored students’ questions and did not provide opportunities for students to discuss or argue scientific issues, as the national science curriculum stipulates. Different aspects of knowledge stipulated in the national Swedish curriculum, such as lifelong learning, stimulation of students’ creativity, curiosity, as well as their wish to explore and convert new ideas into action, and find solutions to problems, were restricted by teachers’ discourses.

**Article III**

Students’ explanations of their science teachers’ assessments, grading practices and how they learn science. *Cultural Studies of Science Education* (2016), Vol 11, No 3. DOI :10.1007/s11422-016-9740-x.

María del Carmen Gómez

This study draws on data generated through group interviews with students who were involved in a larger ethnographic research project conducted in three science classes with the purpose of understanding teachers’ assessment practices in an upper secondary school in Sweden. In these interviews, I asked students about their conceptions of what forms of assessment were prioritised by their teachers, why students were silent during teachers’ lectures, and the
students’ experiences of peer- and self-assessment. The research design and analysis of the findings derives from what students told me about their teachers’ assessment and their experiences of learning science. Students told me that, in addition to the results of the written test, they did not know what else teachers assessed and used to determine grading. Furthermore, students did not participate in classroom discussions because of peer-pressure and fear of disappointing their peers, or of being graded less favourably as a result of their views, answers, or questions. Students’ silence is also linked with students’ conceptions of science learning and their experiences of teachers’ traditional methodologies of teaching and learning science.
9. Discussion

This thesis offers an opportunity to understand how science teachers practice assessment from both the teachers’ and the students’ perspectives. Although the research was undertaken in only six municipal schools which offer natural sciences education in southern Sweden, and the number of participants was limited to 28 teachers and 15 students, the findings have the potential to establish a dialogue with different agents in other contexts. Through ethnographic observations and interviews with teachers and students, this research allowed both parties directly involved in assessment and learning to offer their opinions and experiences. Explanations from teachers and students about science teachers’ assessments have, to some extent, provided the opportunity to understand science teachers’ assessment practices in those environments.

The teachers’ perspectives on assessment provide an opportunity to review how they experience their own assessment practices. The current research found a culture among teachers that weakens and damages the foundation of a meritocratic society. This is expressed, for example, in the informal characterisation of students as ‘low achieving student’, ‘top student’, ‘student who asks stupid questions’, and such-like, characterisations that are based mainly on a student’s characteristics or performance. It is reasonable to expect, for example, a ‘top student’ to achieve well and be awarded high grades. I suggest that this is a way students are labelled by teachers who believe that ability and performance are constant and changeless and, perhaps even innate and very easy to assess. Thus, the label assigned will add some bias to the teachers’ observations and will, most likely, also translate into bias in the grading of the student. Such cultural phenomena are well known to be present, but are difficult to prove in specific cases. However, the mere existence of such bias decreases the accountability of grades and undermines the foundation of a meritocratic society, that is, one that is based on equality between individuals and fairness in assigning merit. In a meritocratic society, true and correct validation of merit is crucial. From this perspective, the grades obtained by any student must be both reliable and valid. This, in turn, implies that the
assessment and judgement, on which the grade is based, must also be both reliable and valid. The standard method for obtaining this is to base the assessment and judgment on verified foundations that are known and recognised by all agents with an interest in the resulting grade. This provides accountability for grades as the criteria on which they are based is transparent. Research on these issues should benefit students and society.

During the ethnographic study, I reflected on the reasons why students were silent during the teacher-led lessons and how students perceive their own silence in relation to learning the science content. I suggest that students were not regarded as co-constructors of scientific knowledge or of classroom learning settings, in part because their questions and thoughts were not always answered (Gomez & Jakobsson, 2014), and in part because they were silent during the lessons; and therefore, passive elements in learning. Thus, in this thesis, I have described how the teachers deal with students when they ask questions and how the students experience their agency in the processes of learning and assessment. Teachers want students to participate in the science discourse but expect them to do so in accordance with the ‘social order’ (Fairclough, 2001) established in the classroom. Teachers assume a position established from the beginning of the term depending on their own subject position; to be heard, and to not listen to students. This is possible because it is in line with their discursive rights and obligations. Both teachers and students are allowed, and required, to speak or not speak within particular situations. The observed classroom interaction is typical of teacher-centred instruction or the I-R-E approach. The results of this thesis match the findings of previous research. For example, Rop (2003) found that under teacher-centred instruction, classroom questions remain unanswered. The possibilities for enriching dialogue based on the remaining uncertainties in the minds of students are closed. In this respect, I recall a quote from an observed classroom in the ethnographic study where a student posed a question to the teacher, the teacher answered:

Do not get yourself entangled with transition elements!!! (…) they behave silly, I do not want to talk about them!! They are anomalous! Forget them … until you begin to study chemistry at university!! (Gomez & Jakobsson, 2014, p. 33).

This way of responding to students may be a consequence of teacher-centered instruction where teachers establish the social order. This finding is in line with the research on science education, which shows that science classrooms tend to discourage dialogue because teachers are more focused on fulfilling the curriculum and ‘doing school’ (Rop, 2003, p. 13). Moreover, teachers do not
encourage questioning because of the view that ‘to get higher grades students do not need higher thinking’ (ibid, p. 23). Thus, the research and the findings in this thesis suggest that there is an effort to teach content, whilst ignoring deeper learning and understanding. This is a persistent problem in science education stemming from the dominance of traditional learning that focuses on concepts. In this approach, science is not considered as contextualised and may not reflect the position of individuals in society.

The silence in the observed classroom and reported in Gomez & Jakobsson (2014) may also be interpreted as a lack of communication or non-participation, that is, a lack of action that may have implications in learning and the assessment of students’ performance. If we return to Fairclough (2001), teachers talk and learners do not talk as observed in classroom unless they are directed to do so by the teacher. In this sense, the silence seems to have a symbolic connotation as students identified their silence as a form of agency, as a strategy for avoiding ridicule from their peers (peer pressure). Thus, silence occurs not only because of cultural characteristics and teaching methodology. Social inclusion and students’ agency appear to be important factors in the students’ silence. To deal with this, teachers need to develop instruction methodologies to encourage students to develop skills and to understand when students are conscious of being silent, to involve and include them in classroom activities. Students also fear that teachers will ridicule them, or they fear that their speech may negatively influence teachers’ assessments. Thus, silence is a form of decision-making. A clear example of silence or non-participation is when students and teachers claim that even if students know the answer to the teacher’s question, they do not talk. Thus, science teachers need to develop an understanding of silence and all its possible causes and recognise that any decision or action is grounded in agency. It is useful to pay attention to the research on the role of emotions in the process of learning (e.g. Järvelä, 2011) because the silence of students may be also related to the emotional learning climate in the classroom, where peer ridicule or the fear of looking stupid can lead to non-active participation through silence. Since teachers have control over classroom interactions, they are important agents in establishing and normalising pattern of interactions in classroom discourse and may possibly consider silence to be appropriate behaviour. More research on this issue is needed.

The teaching of content at the expense of understanding has also been confirmed in the present study. Both teachers and students claimed that the subject of physics is not contributing to dialogue or leading students to engage
in critical thinking. A student in physics claimed: ‘It depends on the subject. If the subject requires that you must have opinions—for example social studies and history—then you must talk. It is different in physics’ (Gómez, 2016). It may be possible that when science is taught without consideration of students’ opinions this may contribute to silence among students. The student in this example has the perception that science, specifically physics, has no need for discussion. This results in a silent student. This position on students’ agency is related to the finding that, in the culture of science classrooms, students feel that they may be punished if they talk.

The pattern of perceptions found amongst teachers and students regarding science learning and assessment may be problematic. The history of the development of scientific ideas shows that the expansion of knowledge involves critical thinking, dialogue, and questions, and that school is supposed to be the place to introduce students to the world of scientific thinking. The approach of learning science content by ‘doing school’, as described by Rop (2003), was found among teachers in the current thesis. One teacher, who also refused to give students the opportunity to participate in the assessment process, claimed:

They [students] are not involved in the assessment process at all (…). It is me who should possess the knowledge (…) it is me who knows what it is the truth, the right things (…) it is me who is the assessor! (Joachim). (Gomez & Jakobsson, 2015, p. 15).

It was found that teachers do not explain to students how they assess them for the purposes of grading other than through tests. This contradicts one of the principle goals in science education, the need for science teachers to develop assessment instruments that are contextualised and go above and beyond paper-and-pencil experiences. Other than in tests, students do not know what teachers assess and they associate assessment directly with grades:

Patrik: Ah ... Assessment … We don’t really know. We have only got grades for the tests we have done and it is the grades you obtain in the test that count (…) what we have right because of our results on the written test and assignments (Gomez, 2016, p. 15).

These assessment practices are in accordance with a Swedish review of research on assessment that observed that the psychometric tradition dominates teaching and assessment from comprehensive school to higher education (Lindberg, 2005). Teachers’ assessment is not an authentic measure of science knowledge because current practices do not support the development of a
critical scientific literacy. Paper-and-pencil tests are even less effective to make scientific knowledge socially relevant.

Conducting integrated assessments of students’ knowledge and skills is a complex and crucial part of instruction which involves new ways of being and acting and should respond to students’ needs rather than discouraging them. Teachers need to become important transformational agents of assessment, and practice a form of assessment which follows the meritocratic ideal. But teachers should not be exposed to the strong pressure, from various agents, of assigning ever higher grades, as teachers and students have revealed in the current research. According to the interviewed teachers, the pressure for higher grades comes from principals and students, as the teacher Regina claimed when she was asked about the way students participate in the assessment process:

(…) Most students accept their grades because they have got the grades they expect, but there are some students who try to influence me as they need higher grades in order to be admitted to the physician education program. Can I get higher grades, they say? No, I say! Regina (Gomez & Jakobsson, 2015, p. 13).

The issue of higher grades was perceived in different ways from the perspective of students. There was a claim from some students that teachers showed favouritism towards particular classmates when grading them, and that some students used tactics to obtain higher grades, as a student claimed when she was asked about her experience of self-assessment:

There are many peers which are good at talking about their grades, they are good at marketing themselves (Gomez, 2016, p. 22).

The findings of this thesis describe how teacher assessment and grading practices do not develop into a fully effective learning environment. The requirement to, as completely as possible, assess many different aspects of students’ knowledge and skills, like aptitude for scientific methods and critical thinking, requires a broad, largely continuous and sometimes informal process of assessment, incorporating also classroom activity. Under the influence of teachers’ assessment practices, individuals in the learning environment are not encouraged to learn to their full potential. Assessment by grading has been shown to exclude students, since it is not fully transparent and is influenced by some factors irrelevant to grading. In view of the problems identified with teachers’ practices of assessment by grading, as reflected by teachers and students in this thesis, it is reasonable to assume that grades are not fully
reliable and valid for natural science in upper secondary Swedish schools and that students do not use their learning potential in full.

When the current grading system was imposed, it lacked, to a major extent, clear grade criteria. Also, any tool to calibrate grades was, and formally still is, lacking. The system completely relied on the professionalism of the teachers to grade their students, a situation which still prevail. Simultaneously there are a number factors in force, like competition between schools and evaluation based on grades, which adds pressure to award higher grades. Since this pressure for higher grades is not counteracted by any controlling mechanism, it is likely that the sum of all grades nationally will increase, irrespective of teachers striving to keep their judgements consistent over time. In this view, the current general ‘grade inflation’ in Sweden is not surprising but is an obvious sign of a lack of consistency in grading. The current inconsistencies in grading have led the authorities to pursue a more extensive use of national tests as a tool for calibrating grades (e. g. Waldow, 2014).

If grades are not assigned in accordance with a governing, democratically agreed, clear, and usable set of instructions, variations in the criteria for the same grades may arise. The resulting differences in the content of grades may undermine trust in the grades as fair and just, and threaten the base of the meritocratic ideal. If, as in Sweden today, unreliable or invalid grades are used in the evaluation of institutions, distribution of educational resources, control of admittance to higher education then the decisions based on these grades will lack rational grounds, since the grades on which the decisions are based do not reflect any specific content. Consequently, a reliable and valid system of grading is crucial in many aspects. This may be obtained by a well calibrated grading system, and a well performed, consistent system of assessment by grading. It is evident that the current Swedish grading system has flaws, and that the grading process deserves to be a field for future research.
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Abstract

This study examines science teachers’ assessment and grading practices as well as student participation in the assessment process in the upper secondary school. The teachers were asked about how and when they assess students and what was crucial when grading students. We asked when they considered students to have developed the following knowledge criteria: aptitude for critical thinking, analytical and practical skills and how they assessed students regarding these skills. We report overall evidence-based assessment practices from the teachers’ comments in face-to-face interviews. Teachers’ comments are closely aligned and associated with long-established beliefs. The assessment and grading practices were found to be at odds with modern perspectives of assessment as well as its role in learning.
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1. Introduction

Our study is based on issues related to developments in Swedish teachers’ assessment practices following school reforms in 1994 and the revised curriculum of 2011 (SOU, 2008, p. 27). In these documents, the epistemology of concepts on knowledge, understanding, confidence in the subject matter, aptitude for critical thinking and students’ participation in their own assessment have been particularly emphasised. Changes to the national curriculum in Sweden and recent research in western countries suggest that assessment and grading both
require new approaches to measuring and evaluating students’ learning. Our study seeks to
determine how these issues relate in a Swedish context and is one of several reporting the
findings of a larger research project that aims to examine teachers’ assessment practices in
upper-secondary science in Sweden.

International and Swedish research literature shows that teachers’ assessment practices have
yet to be examined (McMillan, Myran, & Workman, 2002). Further, Johnston, Afflerbach and
Weiss (1993) noted the lack of research in this area and, in later studies, McMillan et al.
(2002) discusses the same problem. In the Swedish context it is important to study how
teachers assess and grade students as we have changed the curriculum and we need to know
how teachers take into account the new guidelines on assessment. The prominent assessment
research, both international and from a Swedish perspective, has above all focussed on
compulsory schools (e.g., Brookhart, 1994, 1997, 2004; Brown, 2004; Cizek, Fitzgerald, &
Rachor, 1995, 1996; Klapp Lekholm & Cliffordson, 2009; Martinez, Stecher, & Borko, 2009;
McMillan et al., 2002; McMillan & Nash, 2000) or on the effects of classroom assessments
(e.g., Alkharusi, 2008; Harlen & Crick, 2003). Teachers’ literacy as regards assessment has
also been reported (e.g., Brookhart, 2011; DeLuka & Klinger, 2010; Howley, Howley,
Henning, Gillam, & Weade, 2013), as well as students’ conceptions of assessment processes
(e.g., Andersson, 2000; Brookhart & Bronowicz, 2003; Brown & Hirschfeld, 2008). Only few
studies highlight factors that influence teachers’ assessment practices (e.g., Martinez et al.,
2009). Additionally, research exploring how teachers assess student achievement in upper
secondary schools within the framework of science education is relatively rare. The current
study addresses these issues by examining teachers’ own statements about assessment
processes. The national curriculum in Sweden prescribes students’ participation in assessment;
for this reason, we will additionally focus on how and in what ways they are involved. This
also implies examining the extent to which teachers use features of formative assessment to
serve the social construction of scientific knowledge according to the national curriculum.

2. The Research on Teachers’ Assessment

The predominant research on compulsory schooling from both international and Swedish
perspectives suggests that student assessment is left to individual teachers. Additionally, most
research in the area shows that it is not specifically studied or understood (e.g., Brookhart,
1994; James & Pedder, 2006). However, recent studies indicate that both achievement and
non-achievement are taken into account when teachers assign grades (Klapp Lekholm &
Cliffordson, 2008; 2009). For example, social backgrounds, motivation, gender and ethnicity
may affect grades and assessment (Klapp Lekholm & Cliffordson, 2008; 2009). These
researchers suggest that teachers often try to maximise students’ grade outcomes to benefit
both students and schools (see also Cliffordson, 2004a).

Selghed’s 2006 exploration of teachers’ conceptions of the grading process in upper secondary
schools showed rather disparate ideas about the Swedish assessment system. Selghed
concluded that teachers graded similarly to how they did before the assessment reforms of 1994.
Both Swedish and international research point to a shift from pencil-and-paper and
single-response tests towards performance-based assessment in science education (e.g. Bell &
Cowie, 2001; Jakobsson, Mäkitalo, & Säljö, 2009; James & Pedder, 2006; Treagust, Jacobowitz, Gallagher, & Parker, 2001). For example, James and Pedder (2006) argued that the integration of formative assessment in science education may improve results and raise achievement standards. Another example is Treagust et al.’s 2001 study that focussed on a broader programme of teaching and assessment by following a physics class in which the teachers successively improved both effectiveness and learning requirements by encouraging students to discuss and develop their ideas and their scientific language. Another example of the shift is research concerning student perceptions of scientific concepts (greenhouse effect and global warming; Jakobsson et al., 2009). The authors found that the students were able to express their knowledge in a more developed manner and use different knowledge forms when they interacted with others and with cultural tools compared to when they were tested by paper-and-pencil tests. The authors further argued that in studies based on constructivist learning theory, students appeared to have many misconceptions regarding concepts, but their performance improved when they were allowed to discuss and interact with others.

3. Assessment in Science Education

As mentioned, several science education scholars have called for reforms concerning assessment of and for learning (e.g., Corrigan, Dillon, & Gunstone, 2007; Duschl & Osborne, 2000; Sampson & Clark, 2008; Tierney, 2006), arguing that the assumptions underlying current assessment approaches fulfilled outmoded functions. Several studies indicate that assessment procedures that focus on elementary knowledge in science often are biased as they rely disproportionately on a narrow range of skills, such as memorisation (e.g., Gallagher, 2007; Gott & Duggan, 2002; Osborne & Hennessy, 2003; Roberts & Gott, 2006). According to these scholars, paper-and-pencil testing might suffice for science programmes that only are designed to acquire facts on a subject. However, promoting more engaging activities, such as problem solving, argumentation and process skills, will require more demanding assessments. For example, Gallagher (2007) argued that these kinds of practices involve tasks that are student-led, have a societal context and may involve broader skills, such as analytical thinking, communication, critical thinking and problem solving. Such activities may be difficult to simply measure through paper-and-pencil examinations that require epistemological discussions about the subject. Recent research has increasingly focussed on formative processes used by teachers to master learning. Stiggins (2006) argued that assessment in modern societies ‘must support the learning of all students so all can succeed at meeting standards’ (p. 2). Effective classroom assessment may lead to profound achievement; therefore, it must describe students’ current status completely. These arguments are in line with this article’s general aim vis-à-vis science assessment processes in the Swedish curriculum. However, Black and Wiliam (2003) asserted that the development of formative assessment depends on new practices and assessment tools. They additionally stressed that research about these issues has to include ‘the perceptions and beliefs of teachers about learning, about the “abilities” and prospects of their students, and about their roles as assessors’ (Black & Wiliam, 1998, p. 51).

4. Summative and Formative Assessment

Findings related to the limits of traditional educational assessments (e.g., Elwood, 2006;
Pellegrino, Chudowsky, & Glaser, 2001), as well as the increasing amount of evidence over the past decade on the pedagogic potential of formative assessment (e.g., Bennett, 2011; Black & Wiliam, 2009; Poehner & Lantolf, 2005; Lundahl, 2011), have increased the public demand for school science reforms. However, according to Black and Wiliam (2003), the terms *formative* and *summative* did not apply to the assessments themselves, but rather to the functions they served. They argued that assessment development requires new methods and items that align formative and summative work. This implies that teachers’ formative work would not be undermined by summative pressures because of accountability. In comparison, summative requirements might be better served by taking full advantage of improvements in teachers’ assessment work. Bennett (2011) defined formative assessment as ‘a process used by teachers and students during instruction that provides feedback to adjust ongoing teaching and learning to improve students’ achievement of intended instructional outcomes’. He simplifies his statement as follows: ‘as long as the results are used to change instruction, any instruments may be used formatively, regardless of its originally intended purpose’ (ibid. p. 6).

Newton (2007) asserted that assessment for formative purposes has different accountability characteristics that fundamentally differ from summative assessments. For example, one important aspect of formative assessment is the *dialectical relationship* between teacher-peer-learner, which can be contextualised as consisting of five ‘key strategies’ (Black & Wiliam, 2009, p. 8).

Further, as the responsibility for learning falls on both teachers and learners, peer- and self-assessment is emphasised. However, these forms of assessment seem to be controversial. According to Wiliam (2000), self-assessment opponents often deny student objectivity, although their assertion applies primarily to summative assessment. In other words, accuracy in formative assessment above all is an issue of secondary significance, as the focus is on whether self-assessment can enhance the learning process. According to the authors, other formative features focus on the assessment agent. Traditionally it is the teacher who collects the evidence of learning and decides. However, formative assessment also includes peers and individual learners in the making of such decisions. In this respect, teachers consider students as important instructional resources.

5. Theoretical Foundations of Learning and Assessment in Research

In a classic article, Gipps (1994) discussed problems identified with most traditional assessment models, namely: *decomposability* and *decontextualisation*. Decomposability often assumes it is possible to divide complex competency learning into smaller parts, which in turn can be assessed through individual stimulus-response connections (Gipps, 1994). Gipps further argued that assessing separate skills may foster teaching practices where learning can be seen as linear and sequential, and where complex understanding occurs only when the basic constraint on learning is mastered. In decontextualisation, ‘each component of a complex skill is fixed, and will take the same form no matter where it is used’ (Resnick & Resnick, 1992, p. 43). However, according to the authors, teachers cannot teach a skill component in one setting and expect it to be automatically applicable and assessable in another. In addition, Gipps (1994) argued that situations of ‘scaffolding’ in learning processes, offered by people who may be more competent,
may be extended to assessment in situ. To circumvent these issues, Brookhart (2011) suggested that assessment may involve formative approaches, that is, to use assessments based on language, dialogues and collaborative developmental methodologies (Brookhart, 2011; Ash et al., 2007; Poehner, 2011; Poehner & Lantolf, 2005). These studies view learning and assessment as a productively attached process where the individuals are engaged interactively.

6. The Concepts of Knowledge and Assessment From a Swedish Perspective

Teachers’ assessment practices are of increasing interest to the educational assessment society in connection with the introduction of new curricula in 1994 and a revised version in 2011. The Swedish curriculum incorporates statements to the effect that students’ complete performance, including understanding, aptitude for critical thinking skills and confidence in the subject, should be assessed in order to produce a final grade. In addition, when teachers grade their students, they are to take into account ‘…all information about students’ knowledge in relation to the demands in the syllabus including such knowledge the students acquire by different ways, to make a comprehensive assessment of the students’ knowledge during the whole course’ (Swedish Ministry of Education, 1994, p. 35). In many respects, this is a major difference from the earlier, centrally controlled system (Lgy, 1970; SKOLFS, 1992, p. 6, 24), in which the total annual grades were nationally balanced in accordance with the normal distribution; the grades in different geographic areas were designated guided by results from annual, centralised, national tests (e.g. Cliffordsson, 2008).

Regarding knowledge and learning, the national curriculum (Skolverket, 2013) stipulates:

The school’s task of imparting knowledge presupposes an active discussion about concepts of knowledge, about what knowledge is important today, what will be important in the future, and also about how learning and the acquisition of knowledge take place. (p. 6).

Most of the character of the national curriculum of 1994 is confirmed in the newly revised curriculum from 2011 (SOU, 2008, p. 27). For example, the revised curriculum for the Swedish upper secondary school (Skolverket, 2013) states:

The national school system is based on democratic foundations. The Education Act (2010, p. 800) stipulates that education in the school system aims at students acquiring and developing knowledge and values. It should promote the development and learning of students, and a lifelong desire to learn (Skolverket, 2013, p. 4).

The all-round development of students, scientific ways of thinking and the ability to think critically are also stipulated as follows:

Students should develop their ability to think critically, examine facts and relationships, and appreciate the consequences of different alternatives. By these means students will come closer to scientific ways of thinking and working (Skolverket, 2013, p. 5).
Regarding assessment, the curriculum does not stipulate directly the kind of assessment teachers should practice but leaves the teachers the possibility of working with formative characteristics of assessment.

6.1 What types of knowledge and skills/competencies does Swedish Science Education require?

Besides facts and understanding about the chosen knowledge area the programme of natural science involves:

… the subjects biology, physics and chemistry together with the subject of mathematics are the core of the Natural Science Programme. (…) The education should develop students’ knowledge about context in nature, about the conditions for life, about physical phenomena and events, and about chemical processes. (…). The education should stimulate students’ curiosity and creativity, and their ability to think analytically. Students should develop a scientific approach.

Regarding critical thinking the Swedish Science Education requires:

Ability to think critically, reason logically, solve problems, and make systematic observations. Students should be given the opportunity to develop the ability to distinguish between statements based on scientific and non-scientific grounds. (…).

Regarding sociocultural issues for the development of society the Swedish Science Education requires:

The education should contain a perspective from the history of ideas, which means that the ideas and theories of the sciences are studied as parts of a historical process. The education should give an understanding of how science and the development of society both affect and are affected by each other and in particular highlight the role of science in questions concerning sustainable development. Students should also be given the opportunity to take part in ethical discussions of the role of science in society (Skolverket, 2012, p. 228).

7. The Study and the Research Questions

The overarching purpose is to explore whether teachers are using practices that comply with the national curricula on the concept of knowledge and student assessment participation. Thus, teachers were asked about their assessment practices in three main areas: a) understanding different qualities of science education knowledge, such as procedural skills, analytical skills and critical thinking, as well as how they assessed those qualities; b) what they considered when grading student learning and c) the way in which students participated in the assessment process.

The current study thus addresses the following research questions:

How do science teachers assess and grade students’ knowledge in terms of procedural and analytical skills, familiarity and accumulated experience and aptitude for critical thinking?

What should teachers take into account when grading students?
How are students involved in the assessment process?

In what situations do teachers assess students and how is it made clear to the students that they are being assessed?

8. Methods and Analytic Procedures

The sample in this study was composed of 25 teachers in different communities in southern Sweden who were interviewed about their assessment practices. They were chosen by *probability sampling* (Robson 2007, p. 261), that is, they were randomly selected and offered to participate in the study. One important criterion was that the teachers should be science teachers in first-, second- and third-course programmes in five different schools and certified to teach chemistry, biology and physics at the upper secondary school level. The school samples are representative of those in southern Sweden responsible for upper secondary science programmes. However, as the study strives to collect qualitative data concerning the teachers’ own experiences about assessment and grading processes in upper secondary schools, the aim was not to give a simple and generalisable image concerning all Swedish teachers, and instead was to describe and analyse teachers’ own experiences about assessment and grading processes from a self-constructed narrative. According to Saldaña (2013), narratives of this kind communicate a category of knowledge that portrays human experiences in a way where actions and events may contribute positively and negatively to the investigation. Thus, the analysis of the teachers’ narratives is considered exploratory and the aim is to create trustworthy data collection close to teachers’ experiences and ideas. With this in mind, we argue that qualitative methods are more suited to our approach.

The interviews were carefully prepared and lasted around half an hour, excluding time for self-instruction and preparation (for details, see Silverman, 2010). The interview methods were inspired and structured from the perspective of Qualitative Research Interviews designed by Robson (2007), and conducted as individual *face-to-face* interviews in the form of open-ended or semi-structured questions. This implies that both the interviewer and interviewees were allowed to clear up misunderstandings and interviewees urged to expand on their responses. The interviews were audiotaped with the consent of the respondents and the teachers were asked about their experience about assessment practices in three main areas (see appendice). The names of the teachers are fictitious, and the five schools in different communities in the south of Sweden are named A to E.

8.1 Data Analysis

Our data analysis is based on and inspired by assessment research in the international science education community. In the first phase, we analysed the interviews and found categories and subcategories using two coding cycles in the Verbal Coding Exchange System (Saldaña, 2013). The data was then displayed in matrixes (Miles & Huberman, 1994) to generate all statements about the responder’s own experience of assessing and grading processes. Further, in order to find patterns in the material, we coded the data by gathering similar teacher statements and relationships in small experience clusters. This step constituted the first level of the coding process, with the second level being a development of sub-categories by
examining the teachers’ statements, followed by a revision of the first level. In this phase, we also reorganised and reanalysed the data that was coded during the first cycle method.

Our categorisation and sub-categorisation were inspired by Gott and Duggan (2002) and Osborne and Hennessy (2003) in that their results indicate assessment modes that focus on low-level conceptual knowledge. Osborne and Hennessy (2003) additionally suggested that more engaging science (e.g., problem-solving, argumentation and process skills) will require developing more rigorous assessment practices. Many of these suggestions involve tasks that are student-led and classroom-contextualised, and may involve skills such as analytic thinking and communication and practical observation. In this sense, our categorisation considered the teachers’ statements and related them to different kinds of assessment practices in the literature.

Three categories were described in the following: Category number 1 – ‘The procedures used by teachers to assess and grade students’ learning’ – aimed to answer the research question: How do science teachers assess and grade students’ knowledge in terms of procedural and analytical skills, familiarity and accumulated experience and aptitude for critical thinking? In this first category, we found three different patterns of teachers’ assessment practices, which in turn were arranged into three sub-categories:

Sub-category 1a. Process-focussed assessment

Sub-category 1b. Outcome-focussed assessment

Sub-category 1c. Implicit or inconsistent assessment strategies

In subcategory 1a, the assessment of students’ development and their understanding of the subject are in focus. Teachers in this category consider the assessment process as a part of students’ learning, with the written test not being the critical or dominating grade feature. The process gives teachers opportunities to discuss the social character and the nature of science.

In sub-category 1b, the teachers are more concerned with students’ learning outcomes and accomplishing the curriculum. The teachers assess outcomes basically by written tests with the quantities of knowledge and curriculum compliance being decisive. The written examination is critical when assigning the final grades. In sub-category 1c, the inconsistency of the assessment is related to the sense that teachers display contradictory assessment and grades strategies. These teachers do not consider the assessment process and the test as critical for final grade assignment.

Category 2, ‘What is the most critical factor for teachers when deciding on the final grade?’, aims to relate to the research question: What is critical for teachers when grading students? In this category, two main patterns were found and identified with the following sub-categories:

Sub-category 2a. Alternative assessment methods

Sub-category 2b. Traditional assessment methods

‘Alternative method’ refers to assessments that use examination methods not exclusively for the purposes of grading and often set aside unilateral paper-and-pencil examinations.
teachers’ assessment in this group is complex and includes different types and levels of student knowledge and skills. Teachers use several methodologies for assessment, such as portfolios, argumentation, dialogues or other assessment methods used for learning. With ‘traditional assessment methods’, we refer to assessment and grading practices mainly based on paper-and-pencil examinations. In this group, teachers exclude other types of assessment methods.

Category 3, *Student participation in the assessment process*, is related to the research questions about students’ involvement in the assessment process and in what kind of situations teachers assess students, as well as how is it made explicit to them that they are being assessed. In this category, four different patterns were identified; accordingly, two sub-categories were built:

Sub-category 3a: Teachers assert that assessment is their responsibility. Students do not participate.

Sub-category 3b: Teachers have positive insights into students’ participation in the assessment process.

9. Results

9.1 The Procedures Used by Teachers to Assess and Grade Students’ Learning

The findings from our study are presented in this section, enlarging on each of the three major categories with associated sub-categories summarised above, while giving examples of teachers’ statements in every category based on the interviews. The first category concerns *The procedures used by teachers to assess and grade students’ learning* and relates to the research question about how the teachers assess and grade students in terms of procedural and analytical skills, familiarity and accumulated experience and aptitude for critical thinking. The three general patterns of procedures that were found in the analysis are described in the following three sub-categories.

9.1.1 Sub-Category 1a. Process-Focussed Assessment

Only two of the 25 teachers met the criteria for this sub-category. Their assessment methods mainly focus on students’ learning and development processes. According to these teachers, assessment is complex, demands to be systematic and achieves its aims by a diversity of approaches. Students’ performances are often assessed by evaluating their portfolios and their development and use of scientific language. Students’ experimental work, argumentation skills and collaborative performance constitute important parts of the assessment process. One of the teachers addressed the topic as follows:

When they feel […] when the students are not afraid to come into the laboratory session anymore, but they feel delight and excitement: when they want to begin the work; when they discuss with each other and with me about what chemistry is about, what happens and why; when they observe a chemical reaction; when the students feel that they have developed skills and knowledge […] they master and manage the chemistry talk! And then […] I know that they are ready [for the] next step. (Jens).
This statement may suggest that the teacher has created a kind of interactive tool to assess students’ knowledge. The teacher pays attention to the emotional engagement of students in their learning processes (Järvelä, 2011), and claims that the students ‘are not afraid to come into the laboratory session anymore, but they feel delight and excitement’. In this respect, this part of the assessment seems to be spontaneous and to consider moments of contingency in the process of learning. Accordingly, the teacher notes the students’ impact on his teaching. He further clarifies his ideas about assessment processes thusly:

I assess the students all the time, in the classroom, in the experimental session, and I write every assessment moment in my notebook that students have possibility to discuss with me. Students also have portfolios that I evaluate constantly. All this assessment is considered in the final grades. (Jens).

9.1.2. Sub-Category 1b. Outcome-Focussed Assessment

The majority (18) of the respondents were evaluated to meet the criteria in the sub-category of outcome-focussed assessment. The teachers claimed that written tests do not constitute the only foundation to assess students’ development and understanding of the subject content. However, they described written tests as the most important and decisive element for grading. Teacher assessment is above all focussed on students’ outcomes; explicit aims in the curriculum and the grading processes exclusively depend on written documents and measurements of knowledge. Procedural skills such as those demonstrated during experimental work are not an important factor for grading students.

One teacher in this category was asked about assessing student understanding in physics:

I don’t assess classroom situations at all, I don’t do it. It is what they do in the written test which counts. (Mathew).

Another teacher was also asked about student understanding and confidence in the subject:

The written test is the most important criterion for grading students. We try to define different tasks, both easy and difficult ones, so that the students can show if they are developing an understanding, skills and confidence. […] You can see how far the students have developed by such a discussion, how they’re reasoning, if they’re right or wrong. This is what gives me insight into their knowledge, understanding, confidence and all of those things. (Regina).

This teacher uses different tools, such as laboratory reports, homework tasks and language skills, as sources for the assessment process; however, these activities do not seem to be given any weight in the total assessment that leads to grades. In this context, she said the following:

Then you can look at the laboratory reports […], the lessons and all other activities […]. But you can’t raise the grade because of the laboratory reports or something else (…). You cannot do it. It is still knowledge, both in width and depth, which is crucial when grading the students. (Regina).
Another teacher answered a question about assessing critical thinking in physics as follows:

In physics? [5] Yes […] they […] they […] I don’t know, but they are very quick to learn the application of models by using the formulas, which are simplifications of reality in the world [9]. The simplification always matches reality perfectly. Physics is not the same as in social science. There you must call in [to] question […]. Here, in physics, we are working with models that are tested […]. In physics nothing needs to be criticised. (Michael).

Only two teachers expressed explicit aims for students needing critical thinking in science. One of these was a biology teacher that endorsed critical aptitude as relevant during discussions on ethical issues of genetic studies. However, the two teachers did not report how they assessed these skills; instead, the teachers expressed the following:

We used to construct different levels of knowledge in the test and in this way we measure all of this… confidence, familiarity and understanding. (Robert).

It is the test that decide all of this, confidence, analysis qualities of knowledge and so on. (Maurice).

9.1.3 Sub-Category 1c. Implicit or Inconsistent Assessment Strategies

About one-fifth of the teachers’ assessment and grading processes were characterised by implicit or inconsistent strategies. In addition, some of these teachers expressed an uncertainty or even a contradictory view about assessment. One example of this was the following:

There is so much different information about this [what to assess] […] there is a vast amount of information to base assessments on, that I do not feel insecure when I assign grades. (Jon).

However, when he was asked about the most decisive factor in grading, he replied with a contradictory statement:

It is the written test which is the most critical in assigning grades. I do not assess the student at all in classroom situations, I do not…. It is how they perform in the written test which accounts for their final grade. (Jon).

9.2 The Most Critical Factor for Teachers to Take Into Account for the Final Grade

The second category relates to what teachers take into account when grading students. In this category, two main patterns of practices were found and identified with two sub-categories:

9.2.1. Sub Category 2a. Teachers Use Alternative Assessment Methods

Alternative assessment methods are those that shift away from pencil-and-paper and single-response tests. These could, for example, be performance-based assessments, assessments of communicative skills and evaluation of students’ familiarity with the subject through dialogues. In addition, the teachers in this category strive to assess students’ performance using several different tools. The written test seems not to be the only critical
tool for assessment and grading. Only few teachers (2) were found in this sub-category. One of the teachers expressed the most critical factor in chemistry by stating the following:

The most critical factor is that they can communicate chemistry to me and to each other. (Jens).

Another teacher answered the same question as follows:

What is critical to me is that students mastered the scientific language. It is only by mastering the language of science [that] students can talk about new terms, new knowledge, this is important when assessing students. They must discuss and communicate with the others. (Jackeline).

9.2.2 Sub-Category 2b. Teachers that Use Traditional Assessment Methods, that is, Written Examinations

Nearly all of the teachers (23) made statements that indicated that they especially used traditional assessments methods and that the results from written tests constituted the main tool in the grading process. Mathew expressed the most critical grading factor as the following:

Grading a student simply means checking how they performed in four or five written tests during the term. It is the essential thing about it. The written test is very important for the final grade. (Mathew).

Another example is the physics teacher, Joan:

The most important [factor] for assessment and grading is the test. (Joan).

9.3 How Do Students Participate in the Assessment Process?

The third category is connected to students’ involvement in the assessment process. Additionally this category aims to describe in what kind of situations the teachers assess students and how it is made clear to students that teachers are assessing them. In the analytic phase, we found two explicit patterns of students’ participation that we present in the following sub-categories. The categories were built on the teachers’ statements and depended on two criteria: a) teachers’ ideas about permitting student participation in the assessment process; and b) teachers’ statements about students’ awareness of situations when teachers were assessing them.

9.3.1. Sub Category 3a: Teachers Assert that Assessment is Their Task

A majority of the teachers (20) expressed statements that fell into this category. In general, the teachers expressed that they listen to their students’ opinions about different kinds of assessment activities and that they may have opinions about the grading situation at the end of term when they receive their final grades. However, there were no statements in this category that indicated any pervading student involvement during the assessment phase. Some examples of statements in this category were the biology teacher Joachim and the chemistry teacher Charles:
They [students] are not involved in the assessment process at all […] It is me who should possess the knowledge […] it is me who knows what it is the true, the right things […] it is me who is the assessor! (Joachim).

They do not assess each other or themselves or such… I do not do anything like that. I am the teacher, I am the assessor […] Students’ duty is to perform. (Charles).

Another teacher was asked in what ways the students are involved in the assessment and grading processes:

No, […] they do not participate in the assessment process. They cannot do it, as they are not (…), they try to influence when we discuss grading. (…). Most students accept their grades because they have got the grades they expect, but there are some students who try to influence me as they need higher grades in order to be admitted to the physician education programme. Can I get a higher grade, they say? No, I say! (Regina).

The teacher’s statement may suggest that Regina does not separate between the concepts and the process of assessment and grading. She stated specifically:

they do not participate in the assessment process. They cannot do it, as they are not (…), but they try to influence when we discuss grading.

9.3.2 Sub Category 3b: Teachers Have Insights Into Students’ Participation in the Assessment Process and They are Positively Open to Alternative Assessment Practices

Only three teachers expressed that they allowed students to participate in assessment. In addition, these teachers also give students self-assessment activities or adopt alternative assessment methodologies (for example, portfolios). The teachers expressed curiosity and positive ideas about alternative assessment methods that involve students. One example is the chemistry teacher, Johanna:

Oh yes, I think that we teachers should work more to improve this (…), sometimes I ask students to make self-assessment in the final of the term, but sadly this practice does not lead to anything. (Johanna).

9.4 Teacher Comments About Students’ Awareness About Assessment Processes

In order to understand whether students participated in some way in the assessment process, the teacher was asked about students’ knowledge of the precise moment they were assessed.

I am not sure if they know, I assess them automatically. (Johnny).

Another one of the teachers addressed the issue more indirectly. She was concerned about students’ silence in the classroom and encouraged them to take part in discussions:

Often they are too conscious about assessment. It makes it difficult for them to participate in talking situations during the lessons. I usually encourage students to participate; they refuse to talk […]. Nobody wants to talk; very often, they observe each other, specially my high achievers; they don’t want to say anything. (Brigitte).
This quotation reveals a possible contradiction between the teacher’s assessment for learning purposes and assessment for summative or grading purposes. The teacher is engaged in students’ learning, but she probably assesses them by evaluating the answers from discussions. In this situation, the teacher’s effort to encourage students to talk does not lead to participation; on the contrary, the students become silent. However, more research is needed about what assessment situations may hinder development.

10. Discussion

A summary of results indicates that most of the participating teachers in this study seem to work with rather traditional assessment and grading strategies and methods. Furthermore, analyses suggest that these are often associated with a view of knowledge that is mainly related to a memorisation of subject content and assessed in summative approaches. In addition, the results suggest that summative paper-and-pencil tests are the dominating instrument for the purpose of grading, and that assessment of students’ knowledge is principally considered the teacher’s task. The students do not participate in the assessment process and only have possibilities to know the result of the assessment made by teachers. In other words, the results of this study imply an explicit distinction between statements from upper secondary science teachers’ assessment and grading practices and the Swedish national curriculum that stipulates students’ participation in the assessment process. An example is that a vast majority of the teachers meet the criteria in the sub-category of outcome-focussed assessment. The teachers claim that written tests do not constitute the only foundation to assess student understanding of the subject content. However, they describe written tests as the most decisive element for grading. Analyses also indicate that only few teachers use performance-based assessments of communicative skills and evaluation of students’ familiarity with the subject through dialogues and development of science vocabulary.

International assessment research (e.g., Brookhart, 2004; 2011; DeLuka & Klinger, 2010) stresses strategies that focus students’ learning and develop their knowledge of the subject. The comments in this study generally speak for themselves, but the various findings in terms of prevalence or level of consensus show that after 20 years of changes in the national curriculum, teachers continue working with traditional assessment practices in the science classroom. We consider that methodologies used to assess the character of knowledge through mainly memorising for examinations may exclude students from articulating their thoughts and discussing scientific and societal issues. As a result, there is a risk that the development of students’ critical thinking as well as more sophisticated skills such as curiosity, creativity and ability to think analytically, which the national curriculum stipulates, may be adversely affected (e.g., Corrigan et al., 2007; Duschl & Osborne, 2000; Sampson & Clark, 2008; Tierney, 2006). Additionally, Duschl and Osborne (2000) argued that students may not engage in more advanced kinds of science because the type of knowledge the teacher is assessing simply does not demand it. Poehner (2011) asserted that students might be afraid to express their thoughts or hypotheses if they feel that an incorrect answer could adversely affect their grades, or if they ask a question that exposes any lack of knowledge.

One of the teachers tries to solve the problem through allowing students to make mistakes
when discussing scientific issues and to create assessment-free moments. However, the consensus among the teachers in this study as regards assessment and grading may impact students’ development of the skills that the science curriculum requires. The teachers’ assessment strategies and methods seem to restrict opportunities for discussing issues concerning the role of science in society and other specific competences. The assessment environment becomes characterised by the written test culture which seems to have a decisive influence on how to organise the subject content and what knowledge forms to emphasise.

Black and Wiliam (2009) argued that if teachers focus merely on the written test, students adapt to this environment and also focus on the written test and the complex qualities of knowledge risk being disregarded. However, increased teacher awareness about the assessment environment may contribute to a better understanding of these issues and their impact on student learning. According to Brookhart (2004; 2011), teachers need support as well as explicit tools to develop as assessors and in order to implement the curriculum. An effective integration of formative and summative assessment is needed to promote students’ learning, and to activate them as owners of their own learning processes (Brookhart, 2011).

11. Conclusion

Teachers continue to use traditional learning and assessment strategies in spite of the changes in the Swedish curriculum; we suggest that one reason for this may be that teachers encounter difficulties in benefitting from the research on educational assessment; further research is needed to explore this claim. Regarding the assessment environment, and following the ideas of Brookhart (2004; 2011), teachers need to create formative assessment environments and need support and instruction in doing this; research in this field has yet to be conducted.

Appendix: Symbols in Transcript Excerpts

[…] Denotes micro-pause.


Underlining denotes that the word is accented or emphatic.

! Exclamation mark denotes stress or animated tone.
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Abstract The focus of this study is to examine to what extent and in what ways science teachers practice assessment during classroom interactions in everyday activities in an upper-secondary school in Sweden. We are science teachers working now with a larger research project on assessment in science education that seeks to examine teachers’ assessment practices in the upper-secondary school. Framing questions include: are teachers performing an integrated assessment of students’ skills as the national curriculum mandates? If so, what do the instructional discourses look like in those situations and what are students’ experiences regarding their agency on learning and assessment? We emphasize the social, cultural and historic character of assessment and sustain a situated character of learning instead of the notion that learning is “stored inside the head”. Teacher led lessons in three science classrooms were video-recorded and analyzed by combining ethnographic and discourse methods of analysis. Both methods are appropriate to the theoretical foundation of our approach on learning and can give some answers to questions about how individuals interact socially, how their experience is passed on to next generations through language and how language use may reveal cultural changes in the studied context. Making the study of action in a classroom the focal point of sociocultural analysis supports the examination of assessment processes and identification of the social roles in which teachers and students are immersed. Such an approach requires observations of how teachers act in authentic teaching situations when they interact with their students in classroom making possible to observe negotiation processes, agencies when both teachers and students are involved in every-day activities. Our study showed that teachers mostly ignored students’ questions and that students solved their own problems by helping...
each other. Teachers did not provide opportunities for students to discuss or argue scientific issues as the national science curriculum stipulates. We found that traditional assessment methods, such as tests, examinations and assignments were the most common methods used to assess and grade students’ learning. Different aspects of knowledge stipulated in the national Swedish curriculum, such as lifelong learning, stimulation to students’ creativity, curiosity as well as their wish to explore and convert new ideas into action, and find solutions to problems, were restricted by teachers’ discourses. The observed teachers’ learning and assessment practices constrain students’ agency leading to students’ silence consequently hindering students’ development.

Abstrakt  Fokus för denna studie är att undersöka i vilken omfattning och på vilket sätt lärare i naturvetenskapliga ämnen betygsätter eleverna under vardagliga aktiviteter och interaktioner i klassrummet på en gymnasieskola i Sverige. Vi är lärare i naturvetenskapliga ämnen på gymnasiet och arbetar nu i en större undersökning med syfte att ta reda på gymnasielärarnas bedömningspraktiker. Våra frågor inkluderar: utforlärarna en integrerad bedömning av elevernas kunskaper som de nationella läroplanen fastställer? Om så är fallet, hur ser diskurserna ut i dessa situationer och vilka är elevers erfarenheter kring sitt eget deltagande i lärande och bedömning? Vi betonar den sociala, kulturella och historiska karaktären av lärande och bedömning, och stödjer den situerade karaktären av lärande i stället för det lärande som finns “lagrat inne i huvudet”. Lärrarledda lektioner på tre naturvetenskapliga klasser videoinspelades och analyserades genom att kombinera etnografisk och diskursanalysmetod. Båda metoderna är lämpliga avseende den teoretiska grunden för vårt synsätt på lärande, och kan ge några svar på frågor om hur individer interagerar socialt, hur deras erfarenheter förs vidare till kommande generationer genom språket, och hur språkavståndningen kan avslöja kulturella förändringar i den aktuella kontexten. Genom att fokusa på handlingen använder vi ett sociokulturellt perspektiv, som möjliggör en undersökning av bedömningsprocesser och identifikation av de sociala rollerna som lärare och elever spelar under bedömningssituationer. För detta behöver vi observera hur lärarna agerar i en autentisk undervisningssituation, där de interagerar med sina elever i klassrummet, som gör det möjligt att observera förhandlingsprocesser, eget deltagande i lärande och bedömning, när både lärare och elever deltar i dagliga aktiviteter i klassrummet. Vi fann att lärarna oftast ignorerade elevernas egna frågor och att eleven löste sina egna problem, genom att hjälpa varandra. Lärarna gav inte elevernas möjligheter att diskutera eller argumentera vetenskapliga frågor, som naturvetenskapliga läroplanen stipulerar. Vi fann att lärarna använder traditionella bedömningsmetoder, såsom skriftliga prov, examinationer och läxförhör, och att dessa var de vanligaste metoderna för bedömning och betygsättning. Vi har i den här studien konstaterat att frågor om lärande, som anges i den svenska läroplanen; livslångt lärande, stimulans för elevernas kreativitet, nyfikenhet och deras önskan att utforska och omvandla nya idéer till handling, samt finna lösningar till problem, begränsades av lärarnas diskurser. Lärarnas lärande och bedömningsmetoder begränsar elevernas medverkan. Vi anser att detta leder till att eleverna tystnar, vilket i sin tur hindrar elevernas utveckling.

Keywords  Assessment and learning · Science education · Classroom interactions · Language and power

Nyckelord  Bedömning-lärande · Naturvetenskapen · Klassrumsinteraktioner · Makt och språk
In the last few years the process of grading-assessment in upper secondary schools has been a focus of public debate in Sweden. The center of attention in these debates is grade equivalence, students’ low performance rates and the difference between students’ increasing grades and decreasing scores on international large-scale studies. The underpinnings of discussions about grades in the media are economic and political especially as they converge with school accountability and competition between schools. Five years after the implementation of a major national education reform effort, Swedish newspapers were debating a report published by the Swedish National Agency for Education. The report showed that one out of four students in upper-secondary schools failed to pass one or more of the eight compulsory subjects (Sydsvenska Dagbladet 4 Juni 1997) [Southern Swedish daily 4 June 1997]. The eight compulsory subjects are English, History, Physical Education and Health, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, Swedish and Swedish as a Second Language (Skolverket 2013) [The Swedish National Agency for Education 2013].

The columnist Hele´n Gustavsson wondered if it was the lack of knowledge among students or the assessment system that failed to reach the goals mandated in the education reform movement. One of these goals was “to ensure development of students’ knowledge to prepare them for vocational diploma or studies in higher education; which means that the student has achieved a level of professional expertise providing good preparation for a professional life and for a life as adult and as a citizen responsible for their own lives.” (Ministry of Education 1994, p. 27). She suggested that the problem was not to be found with the students, but that something had changed in the assessment system of 1994, which could explain students’ low performance rates in the eight compulsory subjects listed above. She also suggested that in order to understand this issue one should bear in mind that the new assessment system in Sweden was introduced at the same time that major changes occurred in Labor market policy thus making a connection to neoliberalism, a subject we will discuss later. These changes and the implications for society have been summarized by Donald Broady, Mats B. Andersson, Mikael Börjesson, Jonas Gustafsson, Elisabeth Hultqvist, and Mikael Palme (2000) in a report entitled: Skolan under 1990-talet-sociala förutsättningar och utbildningsstrategier. [The school in the 1990s-social conitions and educational strategies.] According to the their report, the changes in the Swedish school system during the 1990’s include goals and accountability focused around issues of decentralization, privatization and marketization. This direction involved changes in the whole educational system and reveals major ideological changes in Swedish society.

According to Magnus Dahlstedt (2007) changes in Swedish society over the past two decades are based on two central themes: decentralization and freedom of choice. These two primary themes have impacted the educational system, evolving “from collective to individual, from public to private, from outer to inner demands. During the same period the education system has shifted from top-down government to freedom of choice and individual responsibility, from conformity to diversity, from practices of direct control to practices of accounting, from sanction to self-discipline.” (p. 64). Because of the aforementioned changes in Swedish educational policy the processes of control and management of schools has resulted in schools competing with each other—partially through privatization of schools—and the freedom for students to choose a school. In this system, students are expected to take more responsibility for their learning and more responsibility for education is placed on the family (Dahlstedt 2007). Student failure can be linked to low socioeconomic status (SES), gender, and ethnicity and other similar contextual factors in the educational system and society at large. Following a world-wide pattern, there is an increasing division between rich and poor, threats to environment and economic insecurity for low SES families. Both students and families are forced to assume the burden and
consequences of the limited school choices they are afforded and unfortunately blame themselves for failure. School choice for these students and families is not to be confused with those of parents who have the means to choose any school in the Swedish education system.

These two decades of reform have lead to dramatic changes in Swedish education. Some of these changes include, growing ethnic segregation and class differentiation, both social phenomena enabled by the principle of freedom of choice making it possible for students from well-educated families that also have financial means to choose less socially vulnerable and immigrant dense schools. This student movement was not possible before the reform because the Swedish social system had mechanisms to counter this based on the principles of social welfare and harmony. “Since 1980, the educational system has increasingly come to function as a platform for individual development rather than as a redistributive tool” (Dahlstedt 2007, p. 63). The changes during these two decades have also led to more cultural and economic injustices. For example, according to Broady and colleagues (2000), by 1990 science programs had consolidated their status as the most important elite education programs in Swedish upper-secondary school, where only few students with lower SES succeed in entering.

According to Dahlstedt (2007), however, the differentiation of pupils in schools follows intrinsically the same pattern as before while the reforms during the last 20 years have reinforced the prevailing situation of inequity in the school system of Sweden. Consistent with the neoliberal agenda of making teachers more accountable, changes in the school system, including assessment, were required by the Swedish government as necessary for advocating for more government control than before the reforms. Dahlstedt (2007), argues that the need to make Sweden more competitive in the world and adapt to changes in the labor market were the key arguments from the government for the aforementioned changes in the education system. Test results, for example, can now be used as a selection instrument when students choose a school, as a control of a school’s goals, and as an argument for state authorization of opening new schools. In the neoliberal context, compulsory examination tools become redundant, the central test has been removed and grades have become an important foundation for education policy decisions. This change in emphasis influences teachers’ assessment practices as they must accommodate and transform learning and assessment according to the changes required by the Swedish government. The neoliberal ideology behind reform processes not only encourages reconsidering the purposes of assessment, but also leads to a shift of assessment procedures.

Neoliberalism

We shall refer to the term neoliberalism as a political project of governments to facilitate the re-structuring and re-scaling of social relations in different domains according to the requirements of an unrestricted global capitalism (Fairclough 2003). In order to sustain the structural continuity of the capitalist system, governments have engaged in radical restructuring, involving “both ‘re-structuring’ of relations between the economic, political and social domains (including the commodification and marketization of fields like education—it becomes subject to the economic logic of the market), and the ‘re-scaling’ of relations between the different levels of social life—the global, the regional (e. g. the European Union), the national and the local.” (Fairclough 2003, p. 4). According to Norman Fairclough, language is unescapably involved in these new processes of neoliberal
order because language is “an irreducible part of social life, dialectically interconnected with other elements of social life, so that social analysis and research always has to take account of language” (Fairclough 2003, p. 2). Consequently the neoliberal order permeates our society and schools and this process involves new ways of being and acting, and new ways for using language.

Understanding the influences of neoliberalism, many researchers define the purpose, the use, means and interpretation of assessment in a broader perspective, as we do also in this research. Specifically, we recognize that assessment is embedded in issues of culture, politics, ethnicity, SES and power. For example Patricia Broadfoot (1996) considers that assessment has emerged in society to help shape and organize education for all in response to major changes in society resulting from a neoliberal framing agenda.

According to Broadfoot (1996), assessment procedures mediate the relationship between education and society in contemporary education systems. Mass education and formal assessment appear to be inseparable in modern societies because the underlying rationale of all kinds of formal assessment is the neoliberal ideology involving issues of social control of education by the state. She pointed out various trends in the relationship between education and society including: proof of competence, control of competition and content and control of individuals and the educational system itself. Accordingly, assessment approaches have a crucial role to play in the Swedish system of education by attesting to competence, regulating competition and diminishing the individual’s frustration of those who have not succeeded in realising their objectives. There is evidence that these trends are also identified in many industrialized countries: “towards the certification of more industrially relevant competencies; towards a decline in formality in individual pupil assessment as it becomes more the responsibility of teachers and selection imperatives give way to more inclusive priorities; and, at the same time, a corresponding increase in other external forms of system control, such as national monitoring and centralized curricula.” (p. 63).

The Swedish public debate on grading intensified during the 1990s and continued in the 2000s, as the presence of “grade inflation” was a centerpiece in government reports (e.g. SOU 2004:29) [State Public Inquiry SOU 2004:29]. Christina Wikström (2005) investigated the mechanisms behind grade inflation and she concluded that grade inflation results in instability in the criterion-referenced grade system and in discrepancy of grades as selection instruments for school choice. She argued that increased grades could be explained by better achievement from students, however the increasing of grades cannot explain why incoming college students were continuously showing declining skills in mathematics. She suggested that the standards have been lowered either because teachers have problems with the current criterion-referenced grade scale or due to school competition between each other based on grades such that teachers were not able to endure the several forms of pressure for high grading. According to her, competition for higher grades is between teachers, schools and municipalities and the need to report higher grades to the Ministry of Education by reducing the proportion of failing students.

Wikström and Wikström (2005) point out that the decentralized structure of the school system limits central control mechanisms and that leaves the responsibility for grading students entirely to the schools and subsequently to individual teachers, who in turn defend their classroom assessments. They noted that there are no compulsory examination tools, such as standardised tests or external examiners, to judge the grade-setting process, and that grades are determined in the municipalities and conclude that this system leaves open the way for local grade inflation. Obviously, the immediate implication of grade inflation is the instability in the criterion-referenced grade system and the resulting discrepancy in selection for higher education and in the labour market, as the writers claim.
But assessment regulates competition. As Broadfoot (1996) argues: “Certification and
the associated processes of selection has arguably long been the most commonly recog-
nized function of educational assessment, since it involves students demonstrating their
achievement in relation to the goals of the educational system.” (p 32). A consequence of
the divergence in grade instability of predetermined criteria of assessment and competition
is also a divergence in every norm-referenced grade system. Students’ performances are
evaluated in fair, objective and technically correct methods by competent and qualified
teachers, “The subsequent ranking of candidates in comparison with their fellow com-
petitors against predetermined criteria allows further and higher educational institutions
and employers to select those whom they consider to have ‘performed’ the best” (p. 32).

Because assessment of students’ performances involves both competence and compe-
tition, education and proof of education through grading, are powerful instruments for
controlling both the development of individuals and of society. We argue that individuals
should be allowed to compete on an equal basis to show their competence. In addition if
grade inflation occurs, a teacher’s assessment cannot be considered a neutral measure of a
student’s merit.

Alli Klapp Lekholm (2010) claims that, “a fundamental problem with assessment in
Sweden is the difficulty of attaining comparability of scores because it depends in the final
analysis on teachers’ assessment practices and what they account for when they assess
students’ learning” (p. 129). While we accept her affirmation that the grading system in
Sweden has problems with grade calibration and that teachers assess students in different
ways, we consider that these problems are merely technical issues of assessment that have
risen as result of inherent contradictions caused by school reformation.

What Lekholm and other authors do not recognize is that teacher assessment is
embedded within issues of culture, ethnicity, politics and power. Swedish teachers now are
assessing students under a different kind of pressure, which is aligned with competition
between schools and municipalities. A shortcoming in the prevalent research on assess-
ment in Sweden is that it does not recognize the strong social and cultural character of
assessment. For example, Eva Forsberg and Viveca Lindberg (2010) conducted a mapping
of Swedish research on assessment, commissioned by The Swedish Council of Science
Research, in which they asserted, “Our interest applies primarily to assessment as an object
for scientific knowledge, not assessment as a social phenomenon, even if they are con-
nected to each other. In scientific activity, it is the object assessment that is in focus for our
activity” (p. 54) [Vår intresse här gäller i första hand bedömning som ett objekt för
vetenskaplig kunskap, inte bedömning som social fenomen, även om de är förbundna med
varandra. I den vetenskapliga verksamheten är det objekten som är i fokus för vår
verksamhet].

What is it we are trying to understand?

This background brings us to the focus of the current study, which is to examine teachers’
assessment practices where they are interacting with students in everyday classroom
activity. What is the significance of such interactions in classroom? In an assessment
research context it is assumed that learning and assessment of the students’ performance is
dependent on interaction in the classroom as the primary source of information (e.g.
Broadfoot and Black 2004). However, this is a limited view because there are several kinds
of assessment activities in a classroom. For example, sharing criteria of assessment with
students, collaborative assessment approaches among peers and peer- and self-assessment have been suggested to have potential effectiveness for learning (e.g., Black and Wiliam 2009). These activities are important for teachers to develop in their classrooms, together with their students, that is, making the interaction between a teacher and student an interesting pedagogical issue to be examined.

According to Caroline Gipps (1999) the processes of learning and assessment are deeply embedded and situated in cultural and historical contexts, but these situations are not normally taken into consideration within traditional Western assessment practices. This idea is in line with the findings of several researchers in the field of assessment. Paul Black and Dylan Wiliam (1998) noted, for example, that in studies carried out all over the world there exists a relatively strong empirical indication that the dominant picture of assessment processes in the science classroom is one where, above all, individual written tests are strongly entwined with the process of grading, and the way teachers assess students’ learning determines the types of grades we give them. Wynne Harlen (2008) completed this picture by pointing to the use of everyday assessment methods, such as observation and the interpretation of science students’ performance in the experimental parts of the instruction. A study by Martin Nystrand, Adam Gamoran, Robert Kachur, and Catherine Prendergast (1997) demonstrated the significance of informal practices for assessing students’ conceptual understandings, carried out by means of teachers’ implicit or explicit evaluations of students’ responses and questions in everyday interactions in the classroom. This interaction may be described as a sequential classroom organization, involving alternations of verbal and non-verbal behavior between the teacher and students, which often takes form in a classic initiation–student response–teacher evaluation (IRE) (e.g., Mehan 1979). According to Jay Lemke (1990), this pattern of interaction is culturally acquired, habitual, intuitive, and constitutes a tool with which to master the classroom and evaluate students’ knowledge and performance.

In essence, we are interested in the pedagogical changes that the new curriculum requires, including changes about what knowledge is and how teachers assess knowledge. One question in our study is about how, and the extent to which, teachers use these kinds of classroom interactions as forms of assessments for grading students’ performances. One obvious approach in relation to this focus is to conduct classroom observations and in-depth interviews with the teachers and students involved. By using discourse analysis in combination with an ethnographic approach we intended to describe teachers’ assessment processes and practices over a period of time.

Thus, the focus on this study and the research questions can therefore be expressed as follows:

- To what extent and in what ways do science teachers practice assessment during classroom interactions?
- What do these assessment activities look like in a classroom in the context of the new Swedish curriculum of 1994 and the revised curriculum in force since 1 July 2011?
- Are teachers performing an integrated assessment of students’ skills?
- What are students’ experiences during the actual interactions at the lessons regarding their own agency on learning and assessment?
- Are teachers assessing students’ achievement through interactions with them? If they are, then what do the instructional discourses look like in those situations?

Our study is one of several reporting the findings of a larger research project that aims to examine teachers’ assessment practices in upper-secondary science classes in Sweden. The
larger research project is being performed in two stages. The first one was a study to investigate science teachers’ assessment practices in the upper-secondary school in Sweden. In this stage, science teachers from different communities in southern Sweden were interviewed and asked about their assessment and grading practices (Gomez and Jakobsson 2013). The current study is a part of the second stage of the research project, which aims to closely examine teachers’ assessment practices in interactional situations with their students. This article reports the results of the observations and in-depth interviews with the teachers involved in the current study.

Fairclough (2001) argued that the social condition of interactions in an institutional context is determined by conventions of discourse, but he also asserted that those conventions do not prevent individuals from being creative in the course of their everyday work. Our intention in the current study was to use his approach to discourse analysis to portray the dominant teacher discourses that have relevance to learning and assessment processes in classroom interactions.

Theories on context

Our research is grounded in an analysis of the language used for assessment in instruction by teachers and students during their everyday interactions in the classroom. We focused on the discourses teachers and students engage in as part of science learning and assessment activities. We drew primarily on concepts elaborated by Fairclough (2001) namely, discourse, practice, power, and social conventions to analyze the language used by teachers in assessing student learning. Specifically, we were interested in examining discourses focused on an individual’s participation in shared intellectual activity.

Fairclough (2001) considered language a form of social practice that conveys short and long-term causal effects on both individuals and society as a whole; language is part of the society, he asserted, a socially conditioned process, which interacts dialectically with other non-linguistic elements of society. Conversations between people create communication through which thinking with others is possible. But language is also significant for understanding the relations between individuals within institutions insomuch as relations between individuals belonging to different social categories involve power. Power, in turn, precedes speech, because what individuals can say is situated within existing institutions whose norms and conventions determine what can and cannot be said (Fairclough 2001).

The terms discourse and practice are considered to be ambiguous by Fairclough (2001) because both can refer to either what people are doing in a certain situation, or what people usually do given a particular circumstance. Thus, both terms can refer to action or to convention. The ambiguity of these terms is also appropriate to our study, which placed an emphasis upon the social character of discourse and of practice: “the individual instance always implies social conventions—any discourse or practice implies conventional types of discourse or practice” (Fairclough 2001, p. 23). However, this ambiguity also suggests the social prerequisites for individual agency: “the individual is able to act only in so far as there are social conventions to act within. An implication is that people are enabled through being constrained: they are able to act on condition that they act within the constraints of types of practice—or of discourse” (Fairclough 2001, p. 23). Discourse and practice are constrained by interdependent systems called “orders”: “orders of discourse” and “social orders” (Fairclough 2001, p. 24). In this study we were concerned in understanding how teachers act within those orders of discourse during encounters in the
classroom with their students, and the way those practices contributed to the assessment of students’ learning.

The school is a social arena where discourse happens, and every individual involved in school activities has a recognized social role, or subject position. The different kinds of discourses are established depending on the subject positions of teachers and students, and it is only by living within these positions that individuals become a teacher or a student. Thus, “occupying a subject position is essentially a matter of doing (or not doing) certain things, in line with the discoursal rights and obligations of teachers and pupils—what each is allowed and required to say, and not allowed or required to say, within particular discourse type.” (Fairclough 2001, p. 31). However, this kind of social determinism does not prevent individuals from being able to “de-structure” and “restructure” orders of discourse. The subject has the paradoxical characteristics of “…being socially determined, and yet capable of individual creativity; obliged to act discoursally in preconstituted subject positions, yet capable of creatively transforming discourse conventions” (Fairclough 2001, p. 140).

What is the phenomenon we claim to assess when assessing students’ outcomes?
A sociocultural view of learning and assessment

Much research on assessment seems based on assumptions emerging from a quantitative view of learning and knowing and a predictive, deterministic psychometric framework (see Delandshere 2002). According to Ginette Delandshere (2002) most of the educational assessment specialists are still working with century-old conceptions and behaviorist approaches and in spite of the call for changes, educational assessment remains unchanged. She claims that with a behavioristic approach learning entails an accumulation of knowledge and learning comes from teaching, which is arranged to transmit pre-determined knowledge in a fragmented, sequential and hierarchical manner. The task of assessment is then to observe whether individuals can repeat this knowledge when they are stimulated to do so. We call into question this approach and propose a quite different learning and assessment method grounded on a socio-cultural perspective of learning and assessment, that includes historical, socio-cultural, and activity theories of learning. Thus, we follow Vygotsky’s key feature of sociocultural view of learning which is that individuals learn through dialogue with others and that those ideas in dialogue with others appear first in an external social plan that then become internalized by the individual (Vygotsky 1978).

The basis of the sociocultural theory of human thinking and development was articulated by the early twentieth century thinker Lev Semyonovich Vygotsky. The contribution of Vygotsky and his colleagues to understanding human thinking and development is crucial, as it helps bridge the Cartesian dualistic line of reasoning, which separated body and mind (e.g. Wertsch 1991). A fundamental characteristic of sociocultural theory is its focus on human action (Wertsch 1991), and on humans using “mediational means” such as tools and language. From this perspective, individuals are regarded as being active developing agents and their development takes place through the use of tools such as language and their autonomy as learners. The interaction between individuals with mediational means may result in developmental changes within the agent. Language is an instrument for learning and modes of thinking and patterns of language use are social processes. However, focusing in language as a singular instrument for learning is not enough to understand the development of students’ identities as learner. In education,
knowledge and pedagogy are closely interlinked to identity. None of these terms can be understood about without the others (Bernstein 1996).

According to a socially situated view of learning (e.g. Lave and Wenger 1991) learning is not only a cognitive activity, but also entails developing a social identity related to practice and discourse inside a community as well as across communities. Social identity can be theorized as related to groups to which individuals belong to and, as Fairclough (2001) argued, their roles within these groups. Accordingly, individuals will learn and demonstrate skills, knowledge and language use if they consider that they are part of the community and conversely they will fail to acquire knowledge and demonstrate knowledge if they not feel involved in the community.

Some theoretical aspects of these sociocultural theories on learning have inspired the current study in particular the social character of language. Individuals use language as mediational means, as means of social interaction, and/or a means of statements and understanding. Learning is not conceivable without social experiences with others and its dependence upon cultural resources. Following sociocultural theory of learning in our study goes beyond “within the head” models of learning because these ignore cultural contextual factors on learning and thereby assessment. A classic pattern of interactions in a classroom is that the teacher’s attention is focused on the “correctness” of student’s response.

The IRE pattern mentioned previously has been criticized because teachers who use the IRE pattern as the only or dominant procedure in the classroom have a propensity to be teacher-centered, and this approach fails to provide students with opportunities to voice their own ideas or comment on those of others. Gordon Wells (1993) argued that in this pattern of interactions, the teacher, by virtue of his/her status as primary actor or knower, both initiates and finishes the interaction. William Carlsen (1997) has also examined the tension between scientific argumentation and the “authority of knowledge” versus the “authority of position” (p. 15) and found that the teachers’ questions can play a role in discouraging students’ discourse. Wolff-Michael Roth (1996) argued that the evaluative sequence of IRE is seldom based on students’ genuine questions.

Kenneth Tobin and James Gallagher (1987) closely studied and documented what teachers and students actually do in science classes and found that the level of cognitive demand placed on students in classes and laboratories was likely to be relatively low; they suggested that in this dynamic of interaction, the possibilities of student engagement were limited by teachers’ management of the discourse. Several other observational studies (e.g., Carlsen 1991) have indicated that when teachers ask more authentic questions and when the question is less likely to take the form of an assessment, the students seem to produce longer and more complex answers and are more likely to contribute their ideas or opinions. Eduardo Mortimer and Philip Scott (2003) have come to the same conclusion. They worked with the IRE pattern in order to explain and develop a dialogical framework for analyzing science classroom communication and suggested that the emphasis ought to be less on the questions teachers pose and more on the way teachers react to students’ responses and genuine questions.

Classroom interaction research also suggests that teachers’ pedagogical practices may influence students’ participation in classroom discourse, or lack thereof (e.g., Mack 2012); that peers may also be involved in the dynamics of classroom interactions, for example, by controlling the discourse (e.g., Thornberg 2010); and that the teacher’s role in encouraging dialogic interaction in classrooms may improve students’ inclusion in science discourse (e.g., Martin and Hand 2009).
Our research design derives from real life in schools

The primary source of data was transcriptions of audio- and video-recorded lessons of three regular teachers teaching chemistry, biology, and physics in their respective classrooms; recorded statements from in-depth interviews with the teachers involved in the observations; and personal field notes. We followed the ritual chains of interactions and transactions that are deployed in everyday classroom activity in upper-secondary science classrooms and analyzed the collected data by carefully combining our ethnographic work with discourse analysis.

This procedure followed an ethnographic approach rather than a full-scale ethnography. The approach is termed “observer-as-participant” by Colin Robson (2007). In this approach the researcher “is someone who takes no part in the activity, but whose status as researcher is known to the participants. Such a state is aspired to by many researchers using systematic observation” (p. 319). The participation of the observer involves the observation of events, interactions, and behaviors, and the production of field notes. All observations were audio-recorded and video-recorded as suggested by Martin Hammersley and Paul Atkinson (2007). Specifically, they describe technicalities about the correct placement of the voice recorder, the cameras, light conditions, observers’ position, and so on.

The three classes were two classes from the first year courses in biology and chemistry; each class comprised about 30 students all aged 15–16 years; and a third class engaged in the 3rd year of a physics course that comprised 30 students aged 17–18 years. We completed a total of 20 observations as a result of which 50 hours of activities were recorded continuously in the three classes in sequential lessons over a period of four weeks; these lessons covered most of the activities students and teachers were engaged in, that is, both theoretical lessons and experimental work. Separately and in parallel with teachers lecturing, we focused on recording specific instances of student–student conversations during the lessons and laboratory activities.

At the end of the observations the teachers and students involved were asked to participate in in-depth interviews. The aim of the interviews was to find consistency in what had been observed and noted during the lessons in order to reach an understanding of the teachers’ actions in specific situations. We asked teachers about their beliefs about special events observed during theirs interactions with students and about the probable causes of an outcome.

We wanted to know what teachers and students were doing, and why through analysis of the videos, recordings and interviews

A review of the video and audio-taped records of all observed activities led by teachers in the classrooms and of the interviews with teachers, in two cycles of coding using the Verbal Coding Exchange System (Saldaña 2013) was conducted. Situations where we interpreted the interaction as an assessment event involving students’ learning were analysed. The first cycle coding method proceeded with an exact transcript of the vocal exchange, including non-verbal prompts and pauses between the speakers. The data was analyzed through the lenses of situated action and learning that concern the everyday activity of persons acting in [a] setting (Lave and Wenger 1991).

We chose and wrote out by hand those patterns of communication that gave us information about how teachers act when teaching science, paying careful attention to those acts. We drew from the transcripts a variety of forms of verbal exchange to categorize the
unit(s) as a pattern of “skilled conversations” (Saldaña 2013, p. 137) representing information exchanges among individuals, to include debates, inquiry, contradictions between teachers and students, and acts of negotiation. At this level we reflected on our inquiry and our aim to find patterns of interaction that facilitated or prevented students’ participation in both the learning and assessment processes. By analyzing their teaching and assessing the taught material, we also tried to find patterns of communication that showed how teachers assisted students’ learning. Student’s agency and engagement in learning and assessment were also analyzed carefully, including how both teachers and students’ exerted their roles in the subject; for example, how the students engaged or did not engage in science discourse with teachers and peers, and how teacher answered and assessed questions from students. The analysis focused specifically on how students’ ideas were evaluated and shared by teachers and peers, and on the way in which teachers provided opportunities for students to discuss, share, and negotiate students’ ideas and interest in the subject matter.

In a second level of the verbal coding exchange, we examined the teacher and student meanings of key instances by examining speech characteristics, such as the tone of voice of teachers and students, and non-verbal communication. Before the categorization proceeded, we reorganized and reanalyzed the data that was coded through the first cycle method and we then proceeded to the second cycle coding method. A second cycle coding helped us to develop a sense of the categorical organization of the data from the grouping that had resulted from the first cycle of verbal coding. In the second cycle we rationalized the data and developed a smaller list of broader categories, themes, and assertions. Then the categorization proceeded.

We noted during our ethnographic work that discourses concerning traditional assessment approaches, such as those about written tests and examinations, were ubiquitous in everyday classroom activities. Those discourses were not the focus of our analysis of the collected data. We were interested in examining the process of assessment involving activities that may be difficult to evaluate by traditional paper-and-pencil examinations, such as, aptitude for critical thinking, argumentation, knowledge acquired outside the school, and analytical skills. All of the aforementioned skills are mandated by the national curriculum and as such are to be regarded by teachers when assessing students’ performance. Unfortunately teachers place strong emphasis on paper pencil tests as evidenced by our study. However, we need to further research the reasons for this seemingly wholesale ignoring of mandated education policy.

As part of our ethnographic work, we also took field notes with the explicit purpose of describing in words what was unsaid and unspoken. The field notes were neither a translation of experienced activity nor a final text, but a personal diary about what happened during every day of the observation (Goodall 2000). We produced an account of discursive activities among students; that is, which students were active participants in discursive activities and how often, which students did not participate in discourse, and which students always answered teachers’ questions correctly and often. The field note work was also a valuable tool for describing the classroom context in everyday observations.

Exclusionary practice and developmental conversations: science for some students

This section begins with an example of exclusionary practice observed in compulsory school. We describe in this narrative how a students’ failure may be linked with the way they are portrayed at school through for instance pedagogical discourses. The narrative has the intention to explain one of the causes why it is necessary to investigate the encounters between students and teachers in assessment situations.
The backdrop for this narrative is a mandate of the Swedish Education Department since 1994 called “developmental conversations”. It means that at least one time in each term teachers must have a conversation with students and their parents about their scholastic development or progress in most of the Swedish school levels. The specific purpose of such conversations is to help students improve their learning and their lives. This governmental decision has become legitimized in several governmental documents (e.g., SOU 2000:1; Skolverket 2013) [The Swedish Government Official Report, 2000:1; The Swedish National Agency for Education 2013] and is embedded in the global educational reform changes in Sweden. In such documents, developmental conversations are emphasized as a method for strengthening citizen participation and influence in democratic processes and to get students and their families engaged and held accountable in the educational process. Moreover, “Students are forced to take greater responsibility for their own education and to bear the burden of the consequences for the choices they make—or they do not make. Parents and children who do not live up to these expectations and demands tend to be portrayed as problematic or deviant. The implication being that they have no one else to blame but themselves” (Dahlstedt 2007, p. 64).

One of the authors, Maria was invited to participate in one of those developmental conversation meetings. Although she was not directly involved in this student’s science learning, she was asked to represent the sciences and mathematics teacher’s team. Maria has been a mathematics and science teacher for 30 years. In all of her years of teaching she has never before been astonished and affected when witnessing a school meeting. Specifically, one of the most subtle forms of exclusionary practices took place in a developmental conversations meeting in which she attended and left her shocked because she could not believe that this could happen in Sweden.

Maria had participated in this kind of conversation as a parent, and thought that developmental conversations were a good thing. However, this time the author was sitting not as a parent but as a substitute teacher who was there for 2 weeks, together with a student called Peter, which is a pseudonym. Peter, a fluent Swedish speaker in the upper-compulsory school or the 9th grade, is from Iraq and had been resident in Sweden for 12 years. His native language is Arabic. This is an urban school with a blend of students regarding social class and ethnicity. Others attending the meeting were Peter’s parents, the head-teacher, who is a supervising teacher with complete control of the class, and a social consultant that evaluates Peter’s schooling and his social development.

Maria in a discussion with the co-author supposed that she was chosen by the head-teacher to be present in the meeting because of her position as a substitute teacher, without any power to make decisions. A tenured teacher, a teacher that is normally in charge of the science lesson, may possibly have the option of expressing her opinion about Peter’s situation, which should be discussed in the meeting, but in this meeting, as planned by the head-teacher no further input or opinions were sought from anyone in attendance because the outcome of the meeting was decided in advance.

Peter was sitting with his head down looking at the floor and the head-teacher began the meeting by reading in her papers a description about how Peter had failed the last physics test, and how he also failed the last term in a chemistry course and how horrible it would be if he also failed in biology. She told him that what he needed were good grades in mathematics, Swedish and English and that he did not need to study the sciences. She asked him if it would not be better for him to focus on those subjects. Peter responded by saying yes without taking his eyes off the floor. The head-teacher asked his parents to confirm her recommendation saying that he did not need sciences anyway and it would be good for him if we decide at this time that he dropped out of the science classes.
Maria reflected on the head-teacher’s influence on a student’s learning and life chances. The head-teacher used her power to construct ideas about how bad Peter was in science, and she likely covertly construed consensus on Peters’ impossibilities to learn sciences and argued about his need for grades in only three subjects, Mathematics, English and Swedish. In the meeting nobody could argue against the head-teacher, nobody could say “no” to the head-teacher. She was correct in the eyes of the others in the meeting!

The parents agreed also and asked Peter, would you like to learn only math, Swedish and English? Yes, he said, with a resigned expression in his eyes. Peter felt perhaps that he was so bad in sciences that he should not contradict the adults. After this meeting, which was arranged to “help a student in his development”, Peter was removed from science classes and placed together with other students being excluded from science classes in similar circumstances. “A”, a teacher that knew of Peter, was angry because she argued that what the head-teacher did was not right and was not fair. The decision was unfair because it was a discriminatory act against Peter that resulted in excluding him from any future science learning.

This institutional example of decision making that leads to exclusionary practice raises the question about how Peter’s science teachers used his way of knowing for learning science and whether Peter had been provided opportunities to recount his own everyday scientific experiences or knowledge ability outside science class. The idea behind tracking pupils in the compulsory school is to increase the proportion of students passing grades. This practice is in line with school policy to make teachers and schools more accountable on the basis of the proportion of passed students. The spirit of developmental conversations, which was proposed to provide a sense of scholastic direction, was ignored and instead used to maintain a de facto status quo as the new Swedish accountability educational system demands.

Alejandro J. Gallard M., and René Antrop-González (2013) differentiate between de jure and de facto aspects of education policy and argue that de jure educational policies, which are often legal guidelines that mandate minimum levels of compliance, unfortunately become translated to mean the normative way to implement educational practice: “…at the heart of the underpinning of de facto exclusionary practices is a total disregard for any practice that will enable the enfranchisement of people by going beyond the de jure aspects.” (p. 995). The spirit of developmental conversations is to help students, as they progress through their academic career, to make informed decisions about education and their future. What has become de facto though is to use developmental conversations as a vehicle for exclusion of students with minimum if any student participation in the process. This echoes Gallard M and Gonzalez’s belief that:

…de jure pedagogical actions that become de facto can and do serve as smoke screens for at the very least exclusionary practices. Specifically, what is viewed as doing the right thing as an effort to provide access for all, in reality does little more then meet the de jure aspects of teaching and learning. Indeed, this made teaching easier, but it does not address the spirit of the national curriculum, which is to meet the learning needs of the students. This is because the spirit is lost and replaced by de jure pedagogical actions, which are the most minimal of acts

(Gallard M., and Antrop-González 2013, p. 994). In this study developmental conversations became a normative implementation of an educational mandate that does not follow the spirit of the same. Thus a de facto status quo in school ensures that the law is followed by the teacher-head, even if she does not follow the spirit of developmental conversations; and secondly she ensures the implementation of the new Swedish school accountability educational reforms that specifically demand that all students will approve at least three subjects to continue studies at the upper-secondary school.
One of the inferences one can draw from this history is that when science students come to the Swedish upper-secondary school they are already differentiated from other students like Peter. In the upper-secondary school, this exclusionary practice endures and science is portrayed as difficult and intended for only students having special talents. For example, in an ethnographic study of classrooms interactions in the upper secondary school in Sweden, Dennis Beach (1999) observed different demands on students in economic and business programs than those in the science program. Comparing mathematics tasks of the science program to the other programs he observed that the complexity of tasks were different. He encountered differences even on working speed, attendance at school, punctuality, the way teachers see students and their own teaching, and recruitment to qualifications based education, which Beach noted, “privilege to already privileged students by the system” (p. 354). In science programs at the upper secondary school, according to Beach, it is not possible to work less if students are to stay in the program. Science programs have a mechanism, such as higher tempo, and the consciousness that students will demand more difficult mathematic drills in the future, preventing non-productivity.

The description provided in the preceding paragraph is an ambitious pedagogical strategy that results in students who have difficulty meeting the productivity demands dropping out the science and mathematics track and consequently being evaluated out. The process is not the same in the economic and business programs. According to Beach, these programs have their own mechanisms, including low-productivity as a norm. These findings suggest that science in the upper-secondary school is portrayed as demanding, intended only for high achieving students, and less available for all students. It could also mean that those who study economics or business are destined to be clerks or some other low status job, in summary, reflecting how the social reproduction in upper-secondary school is expressed as before the reform.

Eva Nyström (2007) has also reported inequality at the upper-secondary school in Sweden. Her research has made visible how these processes about teaching and learning science are constructed in talk or discourse situations. She draws on a range of post-structuralist methods that reject hegemonic and essentialist ways of seeing sciences, arguing that factors such as social categories, gender, ethnicity and sexuality are constructed during dialogues when teachers and students talk science and practice the same. Alejandro Gallard, and colleagues, (2013) refer to these influencing factors as contextual mitigating factors. In our study, we use the term CMFs to indicate that “there is no past, present or future action, existence, or thought that has not been mitigated upon by influencing factors that are part of all contexts. We do not argue they are defined equally by all contexts. Rather they are unique and defined by a particular context in which their influences are experienced.” (p. 4)

In addition to the view of science described by Beach (1999) at the upper level of schooling, pupils at lower grades also experience processes of inequality and exclusion. In other words, the problem of the misuse of assessments begins in the compulsory lower level and not the upper level. Learning is focused on the three subjects mandated for admission to upper secondary school: Mathematics, Swedish and English (Swedish national school curriculum, Ministry of Education 1994). This situation has been of some concern to the Swedish government, which formed a commission to investigate this matter (Skolverket 1998) [The Swedish National Agency for Education 1998]. The lowering of expectations for pupils has resulted in an increasing portion of pupils who fail to achieve one or more of the three focused mandatory subjects for admission to upper secondary school. It may well be that such students respond to lower expectations by identifying themselves as unfit for studies and consequently, they give up studying. The negative
outcome from lowered learning demands on pupils suggests that the narrowed focus of teaching is not for pedagogical reasons, but more a response to the new Swedish accountability system within and across schools.

In the new, revised curriculum for the upper secondary school, depending on the program that is chosen, grades from eight or twelve subjects such as mathematics, Swedish, science, English, mathematics must be at a passing level in order for the pupil to be admitted to upper secondary school (Skolverket 2013). [The Swedish National Agency for Education 2013] The education programs now offered are divided into two main groups, one preparing for further studies, such as science programs, that must have passing grades from twelve subjects. The other prepares students to be auto mechanics, electricians, auxiliary nurses or dental assistants requiring passing grades from eight subjects. An example of some of the subjects, which students must pass whether 12 or 8, are: Swedish, biology, chemistry, English, geography, history, mathematics, physics, and social science. The reason for the difference between the two programs, in terms of the number of subjects that a student must pass, is determined by the Ministry of Education. However, we believe that this difference in expectations is more about weeding out students under the guise of greater productivity demand. For example, those who are placed in health and care programs by their schools upon graduation immediately go to work and have little chance of studying at a university.

The revisions to the curriculum of 1994 may be interpreted as a formalization of exclusionary practices already developed within the upper secondary school, where different groups of pupils have access to different knowledge and standard of education. For example, a new regulation for the upper-compulsory primary school, called Regulation 2011:355, was announced by the Government, through the Swedish Education Ministry on the 2011-03-31 in which students were to be recruited into “spetsprograms” which are elite programs with specialized courses. This new regulation may be interpreted as reinforcing exclusionary practices by separating students into different classes in accordance with their academic ability especially in the sciences. Portraying science as an elite subject may influence a teacher’s assessment practices in the upper secondary school, and probably even influence students’ responses. However, the research on our assertion is very limited.

What we found in our ethnographic study

The results of the current research study may be summarized according to two major themes as follows:

- **Assessment practices by teachers in everyday activities in science classrooms:** Several features of the dominant discourses relevant to the assessment and grading of students are presented in this section of this article.
- **What the teachers said about their assessment practices in everyday classroom activities:** This section presents the teachers’ own statements about how they assessed students, and their conceptions of the way they assessed student learning and outcomes.

An analysis of the material obtained from the research study is presented next, enlarging on each of the two major themes summarized above. The actual situations in the science classrooms are set out based on the transcripts from our ethnographic observations and interviews with the teachers. The first major theme is related to the research questions because it explains to what extent and in what ways science teachers practice assessment during classroom interactions and how these assessment activities look like in a classroom in the context of the new Swedish curriculum of 1994 and the revised curriculum in force.
since 1 July 2011. The second theme represents what the teachers expressed about their own assessment practices. This second theme is related to the requirement of the new curriculum, which is to assess all student knowledge, including those acquired outside the school context. These themes are related to the Swedish national curriculum of 2011.

Assessment practices by teachers in everyday activities in science classrooms

The transcripts A, B, C and D are related to the research questions in many ways. Transcript A shows to what extent and in what ways science teachers practice assessment during classroom interactions and how the instructional discourses look like in those situations. This is related to the following research question: To what extent and in what ways do science teachers practice assessment during classroom interactions? Transcript B shows what the assessment activities look like in a classroom in the context of the new Swedish curriculum of 1994 and the revised national curriculum of 1 July 2011. This transcript is related to the following research question: What do these assessment activities look like in a classroom in the context of the new Swedish curriculum of 1994 and the revised curriculum in force since 1 July 2011? Transcript C is an example of student’s actual experiences during the lessons. This transcript is related to the following research question: What are students’ experiences during the actual interactions at the lessons regarding their own agency on learning and assessment? Transcript D shows what the instructional discourse looks like. This transcript is related to the following research question: Are teachers assessing students’ achievement through interactions with them? If they are, then, what does the instructional discourses look like in those situations?

Transcript A: The following transcript is from a lesson where the chemistry teacher, Maria, lectures on the electronic structure and characteristics of elements in the periodic system of elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turn</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>Main dialogue Speaker</th>
<th>Parallel dialogue Speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>Teacher: Maria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>…and let’s see… we know that here we should find in total eight electrons… and how should these electrons be distributed? (…) Helen! […och vi får se …vi vet att här ska vi hitta åtta elektroner … och hur är de placerade? (…) Helen!]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>Charles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two on the first and six. [Två i den första och sex]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>Helen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hum… two on the K-shell and six on the L-shell. [Hum… två I K-skal och sex I L-skal]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>Teacher: Maria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes…[ja]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.47</td>
<td>Teacher: Maria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>…and so, we go on… Yes…[…och vi fortsätter… ja …]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>Robin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What did you say? [Vad sade du?]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Two on the K-shell … [Två I K-skal …] (Sept 2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In this event, the teacher starts the dialogue by initiating (I) the conversation, asking “how should these electrons be distributed?” (Turn 1). Three of the students raise their hands and the teacher directs to Helen to respond (R): “hum...two on the K-shell and six in the L-shell” (Turn 3). Soon the teacher evaluates (E) the answer: “Yes...” (Turn 4). This structure of talk is similar to the IRE-pattern of interaction (Mehan 1979). The interaction shows one way science teachers practice assessment during classroom interactions. The extent the teacher assesses students is given by the extent to which the IRE pattern is used by the teacher because during the interaction the teacher is always evaluating students’ statements. In every interaction the students are held accountable. At this moment, however, we do not know how the teacher uses those assessment activities to grade students.

We do not consider that teachers are performing an integrated assessment of students’ skills when learning and assessing solely through this kind of interaction. In accordance with the stipulations on the new national curriculum in force since 1994, and the revised national curriculum, in force since 1 July 2011, when teachers award grades they should take into account the knowledge students have acquired outside the actual teaching situation and on the basis of the national knowledge demands for each course make a comprehensive assessment of each student’s knowledge. The questions teachers pose to students during lecturing are short, and are concentrated on the correctness of the answer. Students are not given the opportunity for analysis or reflection during those interactions thus making it difficult for teachers to perform an integrated assessment of students’ skills. In order to perform a comprehensive and multifaceted approach needed to assess students in accordance with the new national curriculum teachers are required to use different skills to capture evidence of learning from students. This task is more complex requiring a more multifaceted assessment strategy than a paper-and-pencil test. In our study beside the IRE pattern of learning and assessment, we have not found any other alternative method of assessment being used than paper-and-pencil tests.

During the dialogue sequence captured in Transcript A, other dialogues progress in parallel and silently between students. These dialogues are important pedagogical tools for students because they use them in collaboration with their peers to try and make sense of the subject and in so doing invite further comments by other students seeking to understand the idea of electron distribution in the atom. The dialogues between students also reveal that during IRE interactions students must in some way solve their own problems both individually and collaboratively. The dialogues may be also interpreted as showing the difficulty students experience asking teachers about science concepts and ideas they do need to share with to each other “What did you say?” (Turn 5).

Transcript B: What do these assessment activities look like in a classroom in the context of the new Swedish curriculum of 1994 and the revised national curriculum of 1 July 2011?

The teacher, Maria, is explaining at that moment the distribution of electrons in the transition elements. It is the continuation of the lesson shown in Transcript A on the periodic system of the elements. The main characteristic of this dialogue is that the teacher remains silent when students want to discuss the transition elements.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Main dialogue</th>
<th>Parallel dialogue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>13.54 Louise</td>
<td>But how can palladium have zero valence electrons? Then it can’t react… as you see…[Men hur kan palladium ha noll valens elektroner? Då kan den inte reagera… som du ser …]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>14.00 Teacher: Maria</td>
<td>Palladium… [paladium]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>14.05 Teacher: Maria</td>
<td>[silence]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.08 Teacher: Maria</td>
<td>[silence]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>14.11 Teacher: Maria</td>
<td>If you ask me about the chemical characteristics of palladium… I do not know… eeh…but it seems that the outer shell is all occupied, isn’t? [Om du frågar mig om de kemiska egenskaper av paladium… Jag vet inte …men det ser ut att ha sin yttre skal hel fylld, eller hur?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>14.14 Louise</td>
<td>Pd… number 46, the book says that it has zero valence electrons …how can it react when it has zero valence electrons? Our book says… 2, 8, 18, 18, 0 [Paladium är nummer 46 i tabellen, i boken står att den har 0 valens elektroner … hur kan den reagera om den har noll valens elektroner?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14.20 Teacher: Maria</td>
<td>Yes, exactly, and this has to do with the electron, which is added in each step to the orbital of lowest energy… therefore the new electron is placed in the inner [sub] shell, and therefore there are not electrons in the outer shell. [Ja just det, och det har att göra med elektronen som adderas i varje steg till skalen av lägsta energi … därför den nya elektron placeras i de innersta skal, och därför finns inte elektroner i den yttersta skal].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>Say something! [Såg någonting!]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>14.27 Louise</td>
<td>…then it could not react with …consequently…[… då kan den inte reagera med … följaktigen]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>14.29 Teacher: Maria</td>
<td>[silence]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.39 Teacher: Maria</td>
<td>[silence]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[Oct 2009]
Student, Louise, breaks the IRE pattern of interactions by asking the teacher a question. Maria, the teacher, tries to answer Louise but is unsuccessful. Louise insists, “But how can palladium react when it has zero valence electrons” (Turn 7). The teacher formulates a new answer from another perspective that requires a higher cognitive level but Louise does not master it: “[it] has to do with the electron, which is added in each step to the orbital of lowest energy…” (Turn 13). This short, instantaneous discussion is finished by Louise’s hesitation: “…then it could not react with …consequently…” (Turn 15). The teacher does not answer the question, she became silent and the dialogue ends at this moment. The students’ limited opportunities to talk or discuss concepts or epistemologies of science are revealed in this transcript.

The student–teacher dialogue could have been developed in a discussion about other approaches to explain the electronic structure, but as the transcript shows, the teacher closes the possibility for Louise to ask further questions by remaining silent (Turns 16–17). In this kind of interaction, students have limited opportunities to obtain answers to their own questions. The teacher’s talk dominates the episode and the rest of the students are silent. It may be understood as an interactive/authoritative pattern of the communicative approach (Mortimer and Scott 2003).

The teacher’s approach to learning and assessment of sciences as demonstrated in this excerpt, and characterized by the teacher limiting opportunities for students to talk or discuss various concepts of science, is in contradiction to both the new national curriculum of 1994 and the revised national curriculum of July 2011. In turns 16 and 17 of Transcript B, the teacher remains silent and in this way silences the students also. By this act the teacher does not promote students’ opportunities to influence their learning. In addition, when the teacher silences students they are denied the possibility to either ask questions or participate in their own development, undermining their agency. An individuals’ agency is important because in the free choice paradigm, school is supposed to be a place with opportunities for individuals to pursue careers and therefore the students strive to get good grades by asking the teacher questions that may help them in their development and lead to better opportunities in future life as individuals.

As Transcript B reveals, Charles and Jon are in the same situation as Louise. Neither Charles nor Jon understands the issue, but they do not say anything to the teacher or the class. Their attempts to understand the issue of transition elements seem fruitless and their opportunities to further discuss ideas are constrained by what they seem to perceive as their lack of understanding and their lack of access to the teacher. Charles does not give up and insists his peers to talk and to say something: “Say something… Say something!” (Turn 16). He does not dare ask question to the teacher possibly because he feels the environment does not allow him to talk and he stays silent.

Transcript C: This transcript shows what the teachers’ instructional discourse looks like during lectures in a specific learning situation. The teacher has recently ended the dialog with the class by remaining silent for some minutes. By remaining silent the teacher appeals to her authority and her position as a knowledge expert: the development of a non-interactive authoritative approach to science instruction and the monologic character of the interactions.
The teacher eventually interrupts her own silence, continues the lesson and finishes the communication about transition elements. The teacher finishes the discussion by appealing to her authority: “they do not behave as they should. And it has to do with Bohr’s atom… it is not 100 %” (Turn 18). The teacher’s instructional discourse emphasizes her status as a primary actor or knower: “And because those transition elements are very troublesome, we leave them!” (Turn 18). Students’ agency in this situation is variable, some of them became silent, others were talking to each other, and one student, Louise insists and demands an answer to the question by gesticulating with his hand, and saying: “But…” (Turn 19). However, the teacher does not answer Louise; instead she proceeds with the lesson and finishes the dialogue in this way: “We leave the transition elements and focus on group III A (…) all the atoms strive towards getting 8 electrons in the outer shell…” (Turn 20).

Transcript D: Students were not satisfied with teacher explanations; they are disappointed with the teacher because of the limitation placed upon their own inquiry. The linear and sequential character of science learning and assessment is exposed.
Emil breaks out of the IRE pattern, stating that “Pd has 18 electrons in the outer shell!!!” (Turn 21). The teacher becomes angry and she silences the student by appealing to the authority of her position (Carlsen 1997) saying: “…Do not get yourself entangled with transition elements (…)” (Turn 22). She again is appealing to her authority of knowledge and says “they are anomalous” (Turn 22). Eventually, the teacher moves from a scenario of openness to a scenario of power over meaning and said: “Forget them! …” (Turn 22). The teacher finishes the dialogue by revealing her conception of learning, which she presents as linear and sequential: “Until you begin to study chemistry at university!! [The teacher becomes irritated]” (Turn 22). This interaction suggests that the teacher’s assumption of learning as linear and sequential also informs the assessment model she endorses, which may be relevant when she grades her students. Such an approach also may foster teaching and assessment practices that focus on specific components of separate and hierarchical skills; a strategy that may be less suitable if the aim of instruction, as the national Swedish curriculum stipulates, is to develop a learner’s thinking or problem-solving abilities.

The dialogues between students Charles, Hanna, and Jon provide confirmation of their engagement on learning the subject, and shared goals for learning but they did not understand the transition elements and they did not dare to ask the teacher; instead they sought to involve members of the class in a side discussion. Charles said: “Hanna, do you understand?” (Turn 22). Charles asked again, “Do you understand?” (Turn 24). Charles turned to Jon in an attempt to gain an understanding of the subject: “It is those transitions…” (Turn 28). Eventually, Charles responded to Jon: “It is really unclear…” (Turn 30). The students had learned from prior experience that to interrupt the teacher’s lecture is not acceptable and as such the teacher is the only one with the authority to talk (Lemke 1990).

What the teachers said about their assessment practices in everyday classroom activities

The following is a conversation with the teachers Maria and Susanne who were asked to answer particular questions about their assessment practices.

**Interviewer** What is your conception of the students’ knowledge of the subject when they ask questions during your lecture, and how do you assess students when they ask questions?

**Response by Teacher Maria** It is individual. You notice that there are students who ask because they think and are keen to ask questions, but there are other students who are more annoying since one notices
that they can’t follow the lecture; they don’t listen and they ask stupid questions (…). I try not to assess students who ask stupid questions, but for those who ask good questions I feel that this should be included in the total grading of the course. But I try not to lower the grades of those who ask stupid questions.

*Interviewer* During the lessons, why are all the students silent? Why do the students not talk at all? They do not take the initiative and participate in discussions—why?

*Response by Teacher Maria* Ha, ha, I do not give them a chance to participate! (…) It’s clear that I should ask them a lot more, perhaps! (…) But actually I want the class to be quiet (Nov 2009).

Her comments reveal that Maria wants students to be quiet and silent: “Ha, ha, I do not give them a chance to participate! (…) actually I want the class to be quiet.” The transcript also shows that she has a preconception about students’ characteristics: “but there are other students who are more annoying (…), and ask stupid questions.” This pattern of interaction is relevant because it reveals the social and cultural character of learning and assessment. Such practices seem to be deep-rooted in the behavior of the teachers suggesting that they consider their practices to be normalized and approved by the school. Both her personal experiences and professional education are culturally conditioned and these values and conceptions on learning may affect inevitably her conceptions on assessment. The assessment of students is related to the classroom context in which she constructs a culture of assessment based on socially accepted norms. The transcript of the conversation with the chemistry teacher Maria confirms that the teacher controls the talk when teaching chemistry.

Conversation with the biology teacher, Susanne:

*Interviewer* What is your conception of the students’ knowledge of the subject when they ask you questions during your lecture and how do you assess the students when they ask questions?

*Teacher Susanne* If I have to repeat things I think the students should know already that I become a little… you can’t say that I give them a negative assessment… but I feel suddenly that this student is perhaps not one of the top students. If it’s a student who asks questions and is active and is asking questions, then I can assess the student more positively…That’s how it goes! It is also important when you assess students that they feel comfortable; it has to do with personality—there are many things to consider when grading. But it is the case that you grade up or down depending on what kind of questions they ask.

*Interviewer* During the lessons, why are all the students in silence? Why do the students not talk at all? They do not take the initiative and participate in discussions—why?

*Teacher Susanne* It’s force of habit, as I come from a university teaching style. But it is the students who want it this way. The students want me to tell them all the important facts in the subject and therefore I must talk all the time (Nov 2009).

The transcript shows that the teacher is more comfortable with lectures governed by recitation, in an IRE pattern, and she admits to having silenced students: “It’s force of
habit” but one that she justifies by claiming that the students also want the class to be this way. The transcript also shows that the teacher assesses the students’ questions: “But it is the case that you grade up or down depending on what kind of questions they ask.” She categorizes students as “top” students and she maintains that she assesses students’ questioning as being positive or negative: “if it’s a student who asks questions and is active and is asking questions then I can assess the student more positively.” She claims that a top student is evaluated more positively, saying: “…That’s how it goes!” In addition, feelings, personality, and other unspecified things are important when this teacher grades students: “(…) they feel comfortable; it has to do with personality—there are many things to consider when grading.” (Nov 2009). This claim suggests that the teacher takes account of the characteristics of a student’s personality when she assigns a grade.

A summary of the teachers’ statements show that both teachers have similar conceptions about learning and assessment. Both Maria and Susanne’s transcripts show how these teachers have assessment practices that are at odds with established measurement principles, that is, when assessing and grading students they do not take into account personal characteristics of students.

In the pedagogical discourse of IRE it is still the teacher who decides who will talk, and when, and about what (Lemke 1990). Susanne blamed students for her own instruction practices: “But it is the students who want it this way.” She might be advised to explicitly counteract the reproduction of instructional discourses that coerce students. We suggest that an effort to do this should entail having a more explicit awareness of the social positioning of teachers as individuals with possibilities for creating and sharing their own reflections with their colleagues as to how their actions shut down students.

Let us explain the sense we made

A summary of the discourses displayed in the in-depth conversations with the teachers revealed that all teachers used implicit assessment of their students in the everyday school context. The teachers, Susanne and Maria, recognized that they used these informal assessments to grade students in circumstances where students ask good questions and are active in discussions. Maria claimed that when she assessed students who posed good questions, this kind of assessment should influence the final grading of students. However, when students posed “stupid questions” Maria tried not to assess them. This statement may be understood in the light of what is seen as socially reasonable as well as what one is expected to say in different situations. According to convention or “common-sense” assumptions, it is not acceptable to say openly that students should be evaluated negatively in such situations. Teacher Susanne shared this practice with her colleague Maria and evaluated “top students” more positively; however, differently from Maria, she evaluated “up and down” depending on the questions students posed. Susanne also shared the lecturing approach with the teacher Maria and, similar to Maria, she also recognized that she silences students, claiming that it is because of “habit.” Both teachers shared and practiced “common-sense” assumptions in their everyday work according to which they interacted and constructed linguistically how the assessment proceeded during the social interactions. Clearly, assessment may well be considered not only as a technical endeavor but also as culturally conditioned. Thus, classroom practice may to some extent influence assessment and grading. Historically, however, mainstream educational assessment researchers examining teachers’ cognition may have ignored contextual variables that lead us to ignore teachers’ thinking in specific contexts.
We have found that the assessments teachers perform have both a formal character, particularly when using high-stakes testing and examinations, and an informal character that involves assessment of student’s personal characteristics in everyday interactions in classroom, which in turn the teachers use for grading purposes. We consider that both the formal and informal approaches of assessment are different from our meaning of the same, given the way they are enacted in practice. Both approaches are nevertheless similar as both have same purpose. Let us explain.

Formal assessment specialists are very clear that individuals’ characteristics should not be taken into account when students’ achievement is assessed. However, in this kind of assessment the teachers follow established conventions, which were stipulated in the curriculum, both in turn depending on social rules, institutions and conventions in society. In this context the formal assessment is supposed to be properly performed, justified and objective. Informal assessment, in contrast, often involves teachers taking into consideration students’ personal situations and characteristics. However, both the formal and informal assessments were done at the same time, and both led the teacher to make decisions about grades, that in turn were used to make decisions about students’ lives. Doing this does not allow the teacher to differentiate between formal and informal but encourages the teacher to allow the formal to override the informal.

We argue that using formal and informal assessments simultaneously is a strategy teachers use to screen students in a tradition that only the “right” kind of students may be prepared for university science studies. Teachers’ instruction is characterized by a dominance of the science discourse leaving students alone with their own reflections. The discourses of the teachers are imbued in a pedagogic discourse (Bernstein 1996) with the purposes to legitimize the schools’ authoritative regulations of order, relations and identity. The teachers follow how the Swedish Ministry of Education suggests that they teach science. Accordingly, in order to achieve their mission, teachers take charge of classroom by exercising strong control over both the learning context and what they view as science knowledge. However, the context created by the teachers is to privilege the needs and abilities of some students, while simultaneously ignoring the needs of others. Classroom assessment can achieve the fundamental goals of differentiation, evaluating not only disciplinary content knowledge but also critical skills necessary for social advancement. Furthermore, we hold that teacher-generated classroom assessments meet the needs of both formal and informal assessments. Research on informal assessment is advancing, and we reflect on the importance of linking informal assessments with learning process involving authentic inquiry is (e.g. Meyer and Crawford 2011).

Our final thoughts

We have shown in this study a problematic aspect of discourses in instructional contexts that constrain the learning and development of students. We are of the opinion that one way to overcome this issue is to change the classroom practice though it is easier to say than to do it. Such practices seem to be ingrained in the behavior of the teachers suggesting that they consider their practices to be normal, endorsed by schools. The observed classroom interactions including teachers shutting down specific students. This resulted in excluding students from exercising their learning needs with regard to science thereby hindering their development of scientific literacy. We do not consider the solutions are straightforward because changes to norms and habits carry contradictions between people as the established conventions created by order of discourses may be undermined by new
orders of discourse. We want here to draw attention to the idea, promoted by Fairclough (2003), that discourses involve individuals and require individual creativity, but the outcome of restructuring orders of discourse lies outside individuals in social competition with each other. Participants’ agency in restructuring orders of discourse involves the individuals’ will—or lack thereof—to mediate in the world. For example, an individual who looks to persuade others through their discursive analysis demonstrates strong levels of agency whereas others who are passive demonstrate weak levels of agency (Roth 2007).

Further research may encourage teachers to interact with their students in a fashion, which develops explicitly and purposefully their students’ command of both conversational and academic language. These changed interactions consequently will improve the quality of their students’ learning, their performance on science assessments, and—we hold importantly—their development as social agents. To this end, educational research can and should emphasize not only the epistemic and technical aspects of assessments, but also the social and cultural aspects thereof.

We were limited in certain areas

Research on social interaction shows that what is observed at a particular moment is not just a function of the current interactions, but the deployment of resources that have been shaped and renewed in many other prior interactions (Fairclough 2003). Consequently, any analysis of discourse is selective because we choose to examine specific questions about certain social events and not other conceivable matters. But as Fairclough (2003) shows deeper cultural norms that have become so accepted by the participants, like the teachers interviewed in this study and the students struggling to learn, are not readily open to critical analysis. A particular limitation of our study is the lack of focus on the temporal dimensions of learning in the studied context (Mercer 2004). The following quotation from biology teacher Susanne, extracted from the video-recorded lectures, shows a typical example of such temporal dimensions in classroom interactions.

Susanne: Tomorrow we will visit the laboratory MCT. As I told you last week, this laboratory is working with … It is located in … You can read more about this activity on your homepage … We will meet at the parking place outside the building … Den ligger i … Ni kan läsa mer om platsen och aktiviteten på Er sida … Vi träffas vid p-platsen utanför byggnaden] (Sep 09).

This kind of discourse shows the past shared experiences that took place before the day of our ethnographic observation, as well as activities to be realized outside the classroom and in the future. These activities involve teaching, learning, and probably assessment processes and are examples of activities that have not been the focus of our study. Besides, it is not possible to capture accurately events involving informal assessment by teachers—these are only understood through teachers’ statements in the interviews. All dimensions of the social life created, the time and place, and other categories in the day-to-day interactions among members of the studied groups are socioculturally constructed and it is not possible to describe them in totality, nor is it possible to use the findings alone as a basis for inferring something about what the members of the studied group are doing (Fairclough 2003).
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Student explanations of their science teachers’ assessments, grading practices and how they learn science
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Abstract The current paper draws on data generated through group interviews with students who were involved in a larger ethnographic research project performed in three science classrooms. The purpose of the study from which this data was generated, was to understand science teachers’ assessment practices in an upper-secondary school in Sweden. During group interviews students were asked about their conceptions of what were the assessment priority of teachers, why the students were silent during lecturing and their experiences regarding peer- and self-assessments. The research design and analysis of the findings derives from what students told us about their assessments and learning sciences experiences. Students related that besides the results of the written test, they do not know what else teachers assessed and used to determine their grades. It was also found that students did not participate in the discussion on science because of peer-pressure and a fear of disappointing their peers. Student silence is also linked with student conceptions of science learning and student experiences with methodologies of teaching and learning sciences.
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Sammanfattning Den här artikeln bygger på data som kommer från gruppintervjuel med elever som deltagit i ett större etnografiskt forskningsprojekt utfört i tre klassrum på de naturvetenskapliga programmerna. Syftet med studien var att förstå lärarnas bedömningspraktiker i de naturvetenskapliga programmen i en gymnasieskola i Sverige. Under gruppintervjuel frågades eleverna om deras uppfattningar om vad lärare prioriterar när de bedömer elevernas lärande, varför eleverna var tysta under lektionerna och deras
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erfarenheter när det gäller kamrat- och självbedömning. Forskningsdesign och analys av 
resultaten härrör från vad eleverna berättade om sitt lärande och deras bedömningser-
farenheter. Studenter berättade att, förutom resultatet av det skriftliga provet, vet de inte 
vad lärare bedömer och vad lärare använder för att bestämma deras betyg. Det visade sig 
också att eleverna inte deltar i diskussioner om vetenskap, på grund av grupptryck och en 
rädsla för att göra sina kamrater besvikna. Studenternas tystnad hänger också samman med 
studenternas föreställningar om naturvetenskapligt lärande och studenternas erfarenheter 
av metoder för undervisning och lärande av naturvetenskapen.

Nyckelord Elevperspektiv · Lärarens bedömning · Vetenskap lärande · 
Svenska gymnasieskolan

The grounding of my thinking

From a pedagogical standpoint, learning requires student participation, and assessment 
should support learning provided that the assessment promotes learning. Research in 
assessment suggests that assessment has to move from the summative character to the 
formative character (e.g., Torrance 2007), whereby assessment procedures and practices 
are developed to support learning (e.g. Black and Wiliam 2009). In formative assessment, 
key elements of assessment as self- and peer- assessment require students to participate in 
the process and, in collaboration with teachers, come to a more meaningful learning 
experience. The idea of more meaningful learning experiences raises questions regarding 
the conditions necessary, which would enable changes to take place within schools.

In Sweden there is a decades-long tradition, of promoting student participation in their 
education:

The school has the obligation to give students increased responsibility and 
empowerment in line with their age and maturity. (Stipulation 1980:64) [Skolan har 
skyldighet att ge eleverna ökat ansvar och medinflytande i takt med deras stigande 
ålder och mognad.] [Förordning 1980:64]

The 1994 curriculum, Lpf 94, confirmed students’ responsibility and participation in 
fundamental educational legislation “Right and Obligations” that has been endorsed in the 
last revised national curriculum 2011:

It is not in itself sufficient that education imparts knowledge of fundamental 
democratic values. It must also be carried out using democratic working methods and 
develop the students’ ability and willingness to take personal responsibility and 
participate actively in societal life. (Swedish Ministry of Education 2013, p. 6)

The Swedish curriculum is process oriented, based on modern Western theories of 
learning. For example, as regarding the concept of knowledge it states that:

Knowledge is a complex, multi-facotted concept. Knowledge can be expressed in a 
variety of forms – as facts, understanding, skills, and familiarity and accumulated 
experience – all of which presuppose and interact with each other. Teaching should 
not emphasize one aspect of knowledge at the cost of another. 
Students’ acquisition of knowledge is dependent on developing the ability to see 
interconnections. The school should enable students to gain a general and coherent
Students should get the opportunity to reflect over their experiences and apply their knowledge. (Swedish Ministry of Education 2013, p. 6)

Consequently, Swedish teachers are requested to assess student’s total abilities:

Teachers when awarding grades should use all the information available about the student’s knowledge in relation to the national knowledge requirements for each course, also take into account the knowledge that a student has acquired outside actual teaching, and on the basis of the national knowledge requirements for each course make an all-round assessment of each student’s knowledge. (Swedish Ministry of Education 2013, p. 13)

In fundamental values and task for the school the curriculum supports cooperative perspective in teaching and learning:

Students should develop their ability to take initiatives and responsibility, and to work both independently and together with others. (Swedish Ministry of Education 2013, p. 6)

It is the school, which must guarantee students the opportunity to exercise their rights, and influence their education:

Opportunities to exercise influence over their education and take responsibility for their studies requires that the school clarifies the goals of education, its contents and working forms, as well as the rights and obligations that students have. (Swedish Ministry of Education 2013, p. 5)

The use of formative characteristics of assessment as for example self-assessment, is also acknowledged in the revised national curriculum of 2011, which stipulates that:

The goals of the school are that all students individually: take responsibility for their learning and study results and can assess their study results and need for development in relation to the requirements of the education (Swedish Ministry of Education 2013, p. 13)

Regarding student work, the newly revised curriculum of 2011 stipulates that:

Students should develop their ability to think critically, examine facts and relationships, and appreciate the consequences of different alternatives. By these means students will come closer to scientific ways of thinking and working (Swedish Ministry of Education 2013, p. 5)

Clearly, the Swedish national curriculum has been intended to advance a learning situation where students take an active and responsible part, and are assessed in a variety of areas with different methods, supporting the learning. Accordingly, I am trying to understand students’ experiences in their participation in learning and assessment processes as well as their conceptions of teachers’ assessments. Observed contradictions to current and previous national curricula indicate that student participation in the discourse of science is somewhat limited and that students do not participate in their assessment of learning (e.g., Engström and Carlhed 2014).

This position is consistent with the finding of an ethnographic study in which it was found that the students sat silent in the classroom during the teacher’s lesson (Gómez and Jakobsson 2014). Specifically, students answered teachers’ questions posed in a pattern known as Initiation–Response–Evaluation (IRE). Even though teachers tried to engage...
students by asking questions students not actively involved in their learning by using this method. Specifically, the new curricula require that students participate in the learning process and that teachers promote student participation in classroom. However, when teachers try to engage students using IRE the questions asked are from the teachers and further questioning is not encouraged from the students.

The noted discrepancy between aim of the national Swedish curriculum and student response, challenged us to find out why students are silent during the lessons. Also, the ethnographic study revealed that everyday activity in the classroom was seemingly characterized by written examinations and assignments, in contradiction with the curricula. I wondered what other kinds of assessment the students had experience with, besides written examinations.

My main research idea and the research questions

Thus, the purpose of the current study is to examine student experiences and their participation in learning and assessment processes as well as their conceptions of teacher assessments. My research questions are as follows:

1. What are the students’ conceptions of teachers’ assessments?
2. What is particularly important for the teachers to assess above all for the purpose of grading as understood by students?
3. Do students know what teachers assess, in addition to the test and assignments?
4. What are student’s experiences of peer- and self- assessment?
5. Why are students silent most of the time while the teachers are lecturing?

Assessment is important from a democratic point of view, for the individual and not least for the society. We are living in a meritocratic society, where individuals should be allowed to compete on an equal basis depending on individuals’ different merits. The ways to investigate and assess individuals has major implications for students, as have the methods, which are used for assessment. In Sweden it is the teachers who have the sole prerogative to assess students’ outcomes. Therefore, it is important to understand how teachers are assessing the students. My main idea is to analyse and to further understand the collaboration between students and teachers regarding educational assessment and learning sciences, by analysing students’ conceptions and experiences with teacher assessments. I consider it important to enable the engagement of students in matters, which concern them by inducing some reflections about how they learn sciences and how teachers assess them. The framework I used is the Swedish national school system is based on the democratic foundation of fostering a democratic education for all citizens. In addition, the framework also requires open democratic debate, which reflects the scientific method, comprising, amongst other things, an open, respectful discussion containing clear and transparent arguments.

In what premises is my research grounded?

During the observation period, except for the teachers’ voices, the silence was absolute in the classroom during the chemistry lessons I observed. I realized that the observations on teacher assessment in the classroom only give us clues about how students perceive
learning and assessment and not their participation during a science lesson. I observed in
this ethnographic study different kinds of examinations to include paper-and-pencil in all
observed science classes and at all the studied levels of upper secondary school. I
understood that students took notes during the lectures and often whispered to each other
with the aim of understanding issues and solving problems by themselves, unobtrusively.
Sometimes someone interrupted the teacher and asked about something they did not
understand, although the general pattern observed was that students would sit in silence
most of the time, while the teacher conducted the lecture. I became curious during the
observation period as to how students perceive their own silence in relation to learning the
science content. Is there some kind of hidden “rule”, that everyone should be quiet and
which, they have internalized, in some way? Accordingly, I considered it important to
listen to students and ask them the reason(s) why they were silent during the lecture.

I considered it important to ask students regarding any additional assessment methods in
use, as may be expected from the curricula instruction because we wanted to know, how do
students participate in assessment of their learning? Specifically, I was curious as to how
students are involved in assessment and, if they are, what experiences did they have that
helped them understand the characteristics of the assessment, such as whether it was
formative or summative, or whether it was constructive and covered knowledge attained
outside school?

What is the research on assessment in an educational context telling us?

Several shifts in educational assessment theories and practices have described many dif-
fferent changes and have given many different terms for assessment defined more or less
differently (e.g., Newton 2007). Those changes have caused some confusion about the term
assessment, both worldwide and in Sweden. Much of the confusion may have been caused
by a lack of common agreement on how to define an exact meaning of the concepts
involved when used in an educational context, particularly regarding information on stu-
dent achievement and general outcomes in education. An example of confusion is the use
of the terms assessment and evaluation, which according to Anders Lysne (2006), have
been used synonymously in spite of it being possible to draw a distinction between them.

Evaluation is connected to judgement regarding goodness, worth and values being
influenced by cultural values and general purposes of education. The concept of assess-
ment is merely used in connection with testing and judging potentials of intellectual
recourses, attainments and performances, mostly at the individual level. Gregory Cizek
(2000) suggests that both the concepts of assessment and of evaluation refer to the planned
observation and gathering of information, even if assessment may be slightly broader in
scope, involving several tests or other sources of information. He argues that the range of
the term evaluation is narrower, and usually comprehends assessment, and that evaluation
implies the process of ascribing merit, or value, to the results of an observation or data
collection. Paul Newton (2007) describes three levels of assessment purposes and explains
that an assessment system, which is fit for one purpose, will not necessarily be fit for all
purposes. These levels are: (a) the judgement level, involving the technical aim of an
assessment event, as for example the purpose to obtain standard-referenced judgement,
expressed as a grade, and representing an assessed person’s knowledge, skill or under-
standing, i.e. the account of their competence; (b) the decision level, concerns the use of
an assessment or judgment, the decision action or process which enables it to support a
selection for entry to higher education. According to Newton (2007), this is the most significant usage of the term “assessment purpose” (p. 150) because this level, seems to be the level that is most frequently associated with research assessment; and (c) the impact level. Newton explains that, in order to ensure that students remain motivated; assessment at the impact level requires that all the students learn a subject’s common core. For example, the assessment might be administered on a unit-by-unit basis and aligned to a national curriculum.

In this article, when I refer to assessment it is those actions, which teachers perform at the decision level, and when I refer to grades I am referring to the judgement level; when I refer to assessment for learning or assessment for formative purposes I am referring to assessment at the impact level.

Assessment for formative purposes has different characteristics from that used summatively, that are for accountability purposes (Wiliam and Black 1996). An assessment, which serves formative functions, “elicits evidence that yields construct-referenced interpretations that form the basis for successful action in improving performance, whereas summative functions prioritize the consistency of meaning across contexts and individuals” (Wiliam and Black 1996, p. 537). Important aspects of formative assessment are the relationship between teacher and learners and the activation of students “as the owners of their own learning” and “Activating students as instructional resources for one another” (Black and Wiliam 2009, p. 8). Often it is the teacher who collects the evidence of learning and makes the decisions preceding grading. In formative assessment it is important that learners participate in the grading decision.

Since the responsibility for learning stands not only with teachers but also learners, it is not surprising that an important element of formative assessment is peer- and self-assessment (Black and Wiliam 2009). When students are working with their peers the aim is to raise achievement (Harrison 2011). Peer-to-peer assistance can be called collaborative work, cooperative learning, peer tutoring, peer-based assessment or peer-directed learning. However, the foundation of these methods has a historical origin based on learning. “Cooperative learning exists when students work together to accomplish shared learning goals” (Slavin et al. 2003, p. 177).

Research on different collaborative learning approaches shows that, although there is consensus on the advantages of collaborative learning, the issue is the subject of controversial discussions because of the different approaches adopted. For example, Christine Harrison (2011) claims that placing students in groups to work collaboratively does not always mean that learning has taken place. This is, according to her, because what is important in cooperative learning is the nature of interactions between students and the social characteristics of the classes. Peer-to-peer assessment is a complex activity, which demands knowledge, organisation and training.

In practice, peer-assessment is an important stimulus to self-assessment. When students help their peers, they have to master the subject themselves to teach others; they learn by taking the roles of teachers and assessors of others (Sadler 1998). Self-assessment is also inherent to learning because the individuals have to be involved in judging whether or not they have reached the learning goals. According to Harrison (2011) peer- and self-assessment play a major role in how students learn and how teachers teach and that it is not evident in all classrooms. Where it does appear, teachers have usually made a pedagogical decision as to its importance in learning, since it requires time, planning and skill to implement successfully. The teachers’ role in this activity is critical in developing, planning and supporting students’ engagement with one another in the creation of collaborative work and dialogues. In terms of grouping interaction, Peter Blatchford, Ed Baines,
Christine Rubie-Davies, Paul Bassett and Anne Chowne (2006) argue that peer-collaboration can be successfully adopted in the everyday classroom work, if teachers have trained the students.

What does science education look like in the Nordic countries?

Educational research in Nordic countries shows that both teaching and assessment are activities strongly controlled by teachers and that these activities are teacher-centred (e.g., Lavonen, Angell, Bymen, Henriksen and Koponen 2007). For example, an evaluation of schools, performed in upper-secondary schools in Denmark (Norrild, Angell, Bang, Larsen, Paulsen and Stubgaard 2001), found patterns of teaching in physics that were teacher-centred. In this research, teacher lecturing is described as being related to students’ active participation in classroom talk, and that these teacher–student interactions have an assessment character. Similar patterns are found in an evaluation of the current Norwegian national curriculum for grades 1–10. It was found that the lessons are teacher-centered, and that students experience sciences as a theoretical subject and that written examinations are the most common assessment method used by teachers (Haug 2003).

Research on social interactions in upper-secondary physics classes in Finland (Lavonen, Angell, Bymen, Henriksen and Koponen 2007) found that teacher-delivered instruction is criticized by students because they are not involved in this activity, and that this kind of instruction often fails to challenge students to reason at higher levels of thinking, analysis and evaluation. Students preferred more discussions and argumentation activities in the classroom. Analysis of discourses of school science in upper-secondary schools in Sweden, by Eva Nyström (2007), shows that science teachers and science students have a deeply rooted tradition. The tradition involves notions of status that give science teachers a strong voice in the school and creates expectations of high performance among science students. She suggests that science is institutionally constructed as difficult and complex and that science teaching needs teachers with the highest possible intellectual capacity. Inequality and power tensions have also been revealed in the science classroom at upper secondary school by Nyström (2007) who analyzed teacher talk she describes as long established hierarchies and taken-for-granted values of science subjects that promote the reproduction of male gender. As a result students, depending on their gender, are positioned outside or inside the discourses. She describes how students and teachers ascribe meaning to gender, social class and ethnicity in different circumstances.

Susanne Engström and Carina Carlhed (2014) have studied different strategies in teaching physics at upper secondary school in Sweden. They were interested in understanding the different strategies used in teaching physics, by focusing on teachers as a group, and reconstructing their collective habitus and cultural capital. They used Bourdieu’s concept of life and habitus as tools for their analysis:

people, engraved in their bodies and minds, possess persistent system of dispositions shaped by their previous life, dispositions that allows them to act, think and orient themselves in the social world and which also controls their practices so that the same social world is recreated or changed. (Bourdieu and Passeron 1970, p. 19).

[människor, inristade i sina kroppar och sinnen besitter seglivade system av dispo- tioner formade av deras dittillsvarande liv, dispositioner som tillåter dem att handla]
Engström and Carlhed found three categories of teachers: (1) Promoters of Technology (39% teachers), are people who work as agents for change in the teaching and learning of physics and emphasize the usefulness of physics for technological development; (2) Promoters for Citizenship (14% teachers) are people who work as democratic and intellectual challengers of physics's status quo. They are characterized by engagement in society and political subjects and an interest in natural science and educational policy, emphasizing the concerns of physics for sustainable development. (3) Most physics teachers were categorized as Managers of the Traditional (46% of teachers), the habitus of traditional teaching systems characterized by devotion to the field of natural science and a “sense of anxiety towards culture fields and resistance to social engagement. This habitus is characterized by closeness to natural science and unwillingness to contest and change. Hence, the teaching will include traditional methods to understand concepts and for succeeding with calculations using physics formulas” (p. 721).

Oral participation in the science classroom

According to Lindsay Mack (2012) oral participation or lack in the context of the classroom is a complex issue that not only involves cultural characteristics or linguistic abilities, but also instructional methodologies and social inclusion. She argues that sociocultural norms and values of teachers and students influence classroom discourse and that while student-centred rather than teacher-centred methodology encourages more participation, it provides no guarantees to learning as other factors may be involved. In a longitudinal study of the factors affecting implementation of argumentation, Anita Martin and Brian Hand (2009) found that the shift from teacher-centred to student-centred teaching methodology enhanced students’ voices and some elements involved in science argumentation, such as dialog, design of investigations and making claims, and increased student-to-student dialogical interactions. However, Bryan Brown (2004) has examined the way students attending biology lessons are shaped by their peers and how those discourses require modification to scientific discourse. He explains that peers do not necessarily support each other’s learning, and that some students are depressed and ridiculed by peers in class discussions because they used scientific language to explain scientific concepts. Brown reasons that students used their agency in whole class discussions deciding what kind of discourse to use by weighing the costs and benefits of using scientific language. Other students in his study engaged in scientific discourse and chose to ignore peers when talking in whole group discussions. Then, his peers may recognize this behaviour as socially unacceptable.

What a sociocultural approach to learning implies

A sociocultural approach of learning postulates that learning is embedded in social situations and interactions in which the actors appropriate cultural and discursive tools are mediated by language (Wertsch 1978). By participation in cultural activities individuals learn and develop through their shared use of cultural tools and social practice. Those social processes also involve processes of construction of identity (Lave and Wenger
Thus, identity formation is not an isolated activity but it is an intrinsic aspect of learning. Vygotsky’s general genetic law of cultural development asserts that the most important factor in development of higher mental functioning in the individual is social character (Daniels 2008). According to this conception, learners first participate socially in the use of cultural tools and practices and then individually appropriate or “take up” the tools (Wertsch 1978). The law supports much of the subsequent and related theories that Vygotsky construed. The zone of proximal development (ZPD) is an example. It describes the difference between an individual’s independent performance and his performance in cooperation with others (Daniels 2008). The ZPD emphasizes the distinction between inter, and intra mental functioning, i.e. performance that is externally mediated by interactions with others and performance that is internally mediated by interaction with the self (Daniels 2008). In this way, Vygotsky characterized development as a process that follows the learning process. His interest was in assessing the ways in which learners make progress under the process of instruction (Ibid.). According to Black (2003), the function of assessment in the Vygotskyan perspective helps teachers and students to identify the zone of proximal development, directing students in new challenges. For teachers interpreting learner knowledge and abilities is expanded beyond surveillance of student solo acts, to learner contributions and responsiveness during activity with others with the assessor being crucial to the process. The quality of interactions in the process is crucial to helping learners move toward overcoming current difficulties (e.g., Poehner 2011).

The research design derives from real life narratives from students

A total of 15 students were interviewed and selected from the three classes involved in a previous ethnographic study. The interviews were face-to-face in the form of multiple group conversations. It involved a series of two interviews with every group with the aim of performing a gateway narrative inspired by Caroline Lundford Mears (2009). The multiple conversations allowed me to maximize the communication and learning of the individuals who agreed to participate in this project. I used this method because it might provide an appropriate situation for quiet students to communicate their ideas and experiences with teachers’ assessments, as members of the class, without being controlled or disturbed. The interviews in groups involving several individuals at a time have both conversation and interview character and are appropriate for analysing consistency and shared opinion in the group. It matches my aim in this study to induce the participants to reflect on their own experiences of learning and assessment of sciences, as symbolized by their conversations. According to Lundford Mears (2009), if students see their voices printed, it becomes their narrative, a validated experience, in particular because some students’ voices may be under-represented in many contexts but not in the gateway narrative. The narrators’ inspection of their voices is an essential factor in the reflection process.

Students from the first and third classes in biology, chemistry and physics were free to shape themselves into conversation groups of two, three or four individuals per time in each class. I called the students narrators and collaborators. Those conversations were performed at the end of class observations and were divided into two and sometimes three cycles of conversations. The first cycle began with informal conversations with groups of 2–4 students where I explained the aim of the interviews, these interviews were not
recorded, according to the recommendations of the gateway narrative by Lundford Mears. What was crucial in this initial conversation was to make the narrators feel comfortable and to gain their trust. In getting ready for the conversations, I also prepared the community by explaining what I was doing.

On one occasion during the first interview, a narrator in a group asked, at the same time they were looking around to ensure the teacher was not looking at her: “Are you sure that our chemistry teacher will not come to know what we are talking about?” “Yes I am”, I answered, and I explained again the ethical issues involved in this research. After a small pause, I told them that they could sue me by law if they felt cheated by me. Now they were happier and less anxious, then, it was easily to enter into conversation with this group of students. The ideal and full gateway narrative suggests a multitude of interviews but I did not have the opportunity to hold more than two and sometime three narrative interviews with each group because of time limits. The deep-interviews performed in group conversations with students were all audio-taped, transcribed. In the second round of interviews students were asked about their conception of what teachers assess for the purposes of grading, about students’ participation in the assessment process, specifically if there were some other kind of assessment such as peer- and self-assessment and why most of them were silent during teacher’s lecturing. Then I concluded the study by deep-interviews with the narrators when I had an opportunity to expand the issues I had introduced in the first and second conversation sequences.

**Trying to understand the essence of what the students said**

I am trying to understand students’ experiences through their participation in learning and assessment processes and their conceptions of teachers’ assessments by analysing what students said. According to the gateway narrative method by Lundford Mears (2009), the most important issue in the analysis is our connection with those persons whose experiences are being told in this study. The interviews speak directly to the reader to capture the intensity of the participants’ voices instead of being presented via codes for the purpose of preserving the discourses. It is a process of connecting with others where you learn from the experiences they told you which fits well with a sociocultural approach.

Thus when analysing gateway narratives, one must take care to treat that part of the students’ story seriously. I started by analysing what one of the groups said and tried to identify patterns in their narrative that matched with the other groups. Then I performed a cross-case analysis to shed light on what could be learned from the other groups of narrators: what did the data mean across all the narrators? Overlaying, coinciding or contradicting narratives were analysed and considered in the displayed findings. I went through the group narratives many times to notice patterns in the narrative, contradictions and differences among the diverse groups and to analyse and transcribe the data for everyone participating in the groups. In order to consider each narrative of specific interest to each of the research questions a separate document for each research question was developed and reviewed highlighting patterns related to every research question.

I was careful to avoid loss of nuances in the narrative in particular during deep interviews as I did not want to lose information but accurately reveal what are students’ feelings about both learning and assessment. Students’ feelings about the issue of assessment must be treated carefully and with consequence. For example I did not ask students if they had experience favouritism from teachers. However, some students in different groups without
being asked did bring up the issue of favouritism. The issue of teacher favouritism seems to be a sensitive issue for students. Specifically, teachers who practice favouritism irritated them.

Students’ conceptions of teachers’ assessments

The transcript answers the research question: What are students’ conceptions of teachers’ assessments?

Excerpt from group conversation with students on course I in biology

1. Interviewer: I am interested to know, what is your conception of teachers’ assessment? [Jag är intresserad av att få veta Er uppfattning om lärarnas bedömning. Vilka uppfattningar har Ni om lärarens bedömning?]
2. Patrik: What is assessment of something? [Vad är att bedöma för någonting?] 
4. Patrik: Ah… Assessment… We don’t really know. We have only got grades for the tests we have done and it is the grades you obtain in the test that count (…) what we have right because of our results on the written test and assignments. [Aha… bedömning, vi vet inte riktig. Vi har bara fått betyg på våra prov och det är betyg på provet vad som räknas (…) det är vad vi får, det är vad vi har rätt på grund av våra resultat på provet och redovisningar].
5. Interviewer: Humm… and what is the most important thing the teacher assesses in biology studies for the purpose of grading? [Humm… och vad är det viktigaste vad det gäller Era prestationer i biologi som lärarna bedömer hos Er i syfte att betygsätta Er i ämnet biologi?].
6. Kent: We don’t know because we do not have any other kind of assessment, only our results in the tests. [Vi vet inte för att de ger inte oss en annan sort bedömning, bara våra resultat på provet].
7. Interviewer: Do you think that teachers assess other things in addition to the test and assignments? [Tycker Ni att lärarna bedömer andra saker förutom resultat på provet och redovisningar?].
8. Patrik: We don’t know yet. [Vi vet inte än]
9. Jim: Yes, you must like them! … Ha, ha, ha ha! [Ja, man ska gilla dem, he, he, he!].
10. Patrik: Yes, it could be teachers who have their favourites in the class, we don’t know yet who they are. [Ja, det kan finnas lärare som favoriserar elever, det vet vi inte än vilka de är (…)].

Students do not know what the word assessment means: *What is assessment of something?* (2). The concept of assessment by a specialist involving planned observation and gathering of information about students’ performances is unknown by biology student Patrik. We have explained in the preliminary conversations how assessment is conceived in the research and in the curriculum but the culture of grading seems to be rooted. Grading is the term most used by students. The only kind of assessment students have got is the result of their written paper-and-pencil tests: *We have only got grades for the tests we have done and it is the grades you obtain in the test that count* (4). Students have not experienced any
kind of assessment other than the written tests: we do not have any other kind of assessment, only our result in the tests. (5). Students have some conception of assessments being associated with favouritism: Yes, you must like them!... Ha, ha, ha ha! (10). Other in the group agreed, Yes, it could be teachers who have their favourites in the class, we don’t know yet who they are (11).

What teachers actually assess for the purpose of grading

The following transcript answers the research questions: What is particularly important for the teachers to assess above all for the purposes of grading? Do you think that teachers assess other things in addition to the test and other assignments?

Group conversation with students in the upper secondary school course I chemistry

1. Interviewer: I would like to know what are the most important things the teachers assess for the purpose of grading? [Jag skulle vilja veta vad är det viktigaste lärarna bedömer hos Er i syfte att betygsätta Er]
2. Rose: The written test. [Provet]
3. Elena: Yeah, the written test, assignments and how much we participate in the lesson. [Just det, provet, redovisningar och hur pass aktiva vi är under lektionerna]
4. Interviewer: Do you think that teachers assess other things in addition to the written test and assignments? [Tycker Ni att lärarna bedömer andra saker förutom resultat på provet och redovisningar?].
5. Rose: Some teachers grade behaviour but I do not think that they should. [Vissa lärare betygsätter uppförande men det tycker jag inte att lärarna ska göra det],
6. Elena: Yes, some teachers do but not all, but we don’t know how they do. [Ja, vissa lärare gör det men inte alla, men vi vet inte hur de gör].
7. Rose: Yes, I sometimes feel that the teachers favour certain students. [Ja, jag upplever ibland att lärarna favoriserar vissa elever].Elena: Yes, they do! [Ja, det gör de!].

The written examination is the most important assessment criterion teachers used: The written test (2). The other student agreed but added: and how much we participate in the lesson (3). But this student could not explain how this assessment is performed by the teacher because she did not know. Student Rose has experienced teacher assessment other than assessment of learning: Some teachers grade behaviour but I do not think that they should (5). These two students were in agreement on some conceptions of teachers’ assessments existing in the first group conversation, namely, about the favouritism of the teachers for some students: I sometimes feel that the teachers favour certain students (7, 8). Another common conception in the first group conversation was the expression of inexperience in differentiating the assessment from grading process.

Students fear being labelled and group pressure

In the following transcript students on the course I in chemistry give answers to the research question: Why are most of the students silent during the teachers’ lecturing?
Students’ silence during the teachers’ lecturing—group conversation with students on the course I in chemistry

1. Interviewer: During the lessons students do not often participate orally or in discussions. Students are pretty silent. What do you think can be the reason for this? [Under genomgångarna oftast deltar ni inte i discus­sionerna utan Ni är ganska tysta, vad kan det bero på tror Ni?].

2. Angie: Yes, you don’t want to participate in discussions, you prefer sitting back, you don’t want to be seen. [Ja, man vill inte delta i diskussionerna, man vill gärna sitta längst bak och inte säga nåt, man vill inte synas].

3. Interviewer: Why is this situation so, do you think? [Varför är det så, tror Ni?].

4. Lisseth: Yes, it is hard to hold up one’s hand because of group pressure. Even if you know the answer to the teacher’s question, you don’t want to talk. You want your classmates to believe you are cool, otherwise they can say you are a jerk, because you ask questions. [Ja, vi tycker att det är jobbigt att räcka upp handen och det är på grund av grupptycket. Även om kan svaret på frågan läraren ställer, så vill man inte prata. Man vill vissa sig i klassrummet att man är cool, annars kan de andra säga att man är en tont som frågar sånt].

5. Interviewer: Hummm.

6. Angie: Yes, you do not dare to talk even if you can answer a question. [Ja, man vågar inte prata även om man kan svaret på en fråga].

This group conversation with students shows students do not dare to talk during the lecture because of group pressure. Students claim that it is not cool to talk in the classroom, and they fear being labelled by peers: *You want your classmates to believe you are cool, otherwise they can say you are a jerk, because you ask questions* (4). Group pressure is obvious as students prefer sitting back: *you don’t want to be seen* (2). Students claim that even when they want to participate in the discourse, they do not do it because of fear: *you do not dare talk even if you can answer a question* (6).

Students’ conceptions on learning sciences

The following is a group conversation with three physics students on the science programme on course III in physics. They answer the research question: Why are most of the students silent during the teachers’ lecturing?

Group conversation with three physics students on the science programme on course III in physics

1. Interviewer: During the lessons students do not participate in discussions. Students are pretty quiet. What can be the reason for this, do you think? [Under genomgångarna oftast deltar ni inte i diskussionerna, Ni elever är ganska tysta, vad kan det bero på tycker Ni?]?

2. Cecilia: It is very easy to get the label “stupid” if you ask questions. You can be afraid to ask stupid questions. [Man får lätt en viss ”dum” stämpel om man frågar, man kan vara rådd att ställa en dum fråga].

3. Interviewer: Hummm
4. Eva: Yes, I agree, you are afraid to ask stupid questions. You do not do it because you are afraid. [Ja, det stämmer, man är rädd att ställa dumma frågor... man gör inte det av rädsla].

5. Susanna: Yes, there are many peers who want to hold up their hands and they do not do it because of fear. [Ja, det är många som hade velat räcka upp handen och som inte gör det av rädsla].

6. Cecilia: We also grew up with just being ‘spoon-fed’ sitting still and listening to teachers’ lecturing. [Vi är också uppväxta med att vi blir bara matade, sitta stilla och lyssna på genomgångarna].

7. Eva: It also depends on how eager to learn you are. [Det bero också på hur man vetgirig man är].

8. Susanna: Yes, but it depends also on how much you manage to understand, because if you really want to understand then you ask, isn’t that right? [Ja, men det bero också på hur mycket man orkar förstå, för att, vill man verkligen förstå så frågar man, eller hur?].

Just as the students in the course I, students in the course III of physics claim they do not participate in the discourse of science because they are afraid to be labelled by peers: It is very easy to get the label “stupid” if you ask questions, you can be afraid to ask stupid questions (2). They are also afraid to participate because of fear: Yes, there are many peers who want to hold up their hands and they do not do it because of fear (5). Students consider that their silence is to do with the culture of their classroom. They are familiarized and cultured with the pedagogic modality to be silent and to be fed by teachers: We also grew up with just being ‘spoon-fed’, sitting still and listening to teachers’ lecturing (6). It seems that student silence during the teachers’ lecture was because they were afraid to ask the teacher questions and to participate in discussions. These students’ ideas on learning sciences as if being fed by teachers may be interpreted as a link between their silence and their way of perceiving learning in science.

This finding is important to remember when discussing how teachers can use students’ participation in classroom discussions. According to Dylan Wiliam (2000) it is student participation and the activities that would be likely to generate dialog which are important and have a value in themselves and not the correctness of the students’ questions and answers. However, this finding shows that students are afraid to participate in discussions and this may suggest that the environment for discussions is not a productive learning environment. This depends in turn on how prepared teachers are or not to support students’ learning and how teachers need to approach students’ learning (see Brookhart 2011).

**Student’s conceptions about learning sciences—silence and traditional science learning**

The following transcript answers the research question: Why are most of the students silent during the teachers’ lecturing?
**Group conversation with physics students in the course III**

Interviewer: During the lessons often students do not participate orally or in discussions while the teacher is lecturing. Students are pretty silent. What can be the reason for this do you think? [Under genomgångarna oftast deltar ni inte i diskussioner utan Ni är ganska tysta, vad kan det bero på tror Ni?].

1. Robert: It depends if you understand everything the teacher is saying, then there is nothing to ask. [Det kan bero på man förstår allt läraren säger, finns ingenting att fråga]

2. John: It depends on the subject; if the subject requires that you must have opinions, for example social studies and history, then you must talk. It is different in physics, in the experiment work it may be possible to ask the teacher but not during the lecturing. [Det bero på ämnet, om det gäller att ha åsikter det är mening att man ska ha åsikter, till exempel i samhällskunskap och historia, men det är annorlunda i fysik, på labbet kanske kan man diskutera men inte på lektionerna].

3. Charles: Yes, I agree. [Ja, jag håller med].

The transcript discloses students’ conceptions on learning sciences and may connect student silence with students’ perceptions of how to learn sciences:

\[\text{It depend on the subject, if the subject requires that you must have opinions, for example social studies and history, then you must talk, it is different in physics, […] (3). This is typical reasoning by students who are cultured to traditional science education that was found in earlier research to be the practice of teachers belonging to the habitus Manager of the Traditional, according to Engström and Carlhed (2014). Like their science teachers, students state that they do not consider it necessary either to discuss different cultural issues in science; the field of natural science does not include cultural discussions or discussions on social engagement.}\]

**Students’ experience of peer assessment**

The following transcript shows the conception students have about assessment at the impact level. We asked about students’ experiences of some characteristics of formative assessment, namely peer-assessment. The transcript answers the research question: What is the students’ experience of peer-assessment?

**Group conversation with students on course I in biology**

1. Interviewer: I would like to know what is your experience of peer-assessment? [Jag skulle vilja veta vad vet Ni om kamrat bedömning?]

2. Marcus: What is assessment of something? [Vad är bedömning för någonting?]


4. Marcus: Ok […] to assess our peers can be difficult. Perhaps, if you assess your nearest peers, because the others, you don’t know so much about them. [Ok… att bedöma vår klasskamrat kan vara svårt, kanske om man bedömer sin närmaste kompis, för att de andra, man vet inte så mycket om de].

5. Johannes: Yes, to listen to other voices about our own achievement could be good for us, but we don’t have such a system in our school. It is only the teacher who assesses
our outcomes. [Ja, att lyssna andra röster om ditt eget arbete kan vara bra för oss, men vi har inte sådan I skolan. Det är bara läraren som bedömer vårt arbete].

Students seem not to have an idea about what assessment is, even though I explained what assessment is during the first interview conversation. As a result, I used their own concepts of assessment, i.e. scores: What is assessment of something? (2). After an explanation about what peer assessment is I found that students took interest: Yes, to listen to other voices about our own achievement could be good for us (5). However, as students have not had experience of peer-assessment they do not have clear ideas about how it works and how to implement it. Ok […] to assess our peers can be difficult. Perhaps if you assess your nearest peers, because the others, you don’t know so much about them (4). This finding may be interpreted as a lack of training for students to practise peer-assessment.

Students’ experiences of self-assessment

The transcript answers the research question: What is students’ experience of self-assessment?

Group conversation with three physics students in the course III

1. Interviewer: I would like to know what is your experience of self-assessment? [Jag skulle vilja veta vika kunskaper har Ni om själv bedömning?]
2. Maria: What is self-assessment? I have never heard of it. [Jag har aldrig hört om det, vad är det?]
3. Interviewer: Explained the term.
4. Maria: It is difficult. It depends on how accurate you are in your self-assessment… you cannot say to the teacher: “I want to get a pass with distinction”. [Det är svårt, det bero på hur pass mycket noggrant du är i din egen bedömning…Du kan inte säga till läraren: “Jag vill ha MVG”].
5. Angelica: Yes, you must have understanding about how good you are if you are to assess yourself. [Ja, du måste ha insikt om hur bra du är om du ska kunna bedöma dig själv].
6. Maria: I don’t really know, because you can be self-righteous, but perhaps you are not. [Jag vet inte riktigt, för att du kan vara självgod, men kanske du inte är det].
7. Susanne: Yes, but it would have been good for us to participate in the assessment process, but we do not. [Ja men det skulle ha varit bra för oss delta i bedömningsprocessen men vi gör inte det].
8. Interviewer: But it is something you might be able to develop into. [Men det är nåt man kanske skulle kunna utvecklas till?].
9. Maria: Yes, it’s like a maturation phase. [Ja, det är det som en mognadfas].
10. Angelica: Yes, but to discuss with the teacher about ones grades… there are many peers which are good at talking to teachers about their grades, they are good at marketing themselves: “I have done this very well,” they may say, but others may be more withdrawn and shy and in that case the person can become… I don’t know. [Ja, men detta med att diskutera med läraren om sina betyg… det är många som är bra för att prata med lärarna om sina betyg, att de är bra att marknadsföra
11. Susanne: Yes, I think it is important to discuss grades with the teacher. [Ja, jag tycker att det är viktigt att diskutera betyget med läraren].

What student Cecilia expresses represents a picture of some misconceptions of assessment the students have. She confuses assessment at the judgement level (grades) with assessment at the impact level (formative assessment) (Newton 2007), and she said: you cannot say to the teacher: “I want to get a pass with distinction” (4). Her assertion applies first and foremost to summative assessment and not to formative assessment at the impact level. The culturization on self-assessment is an issue requiring planning, communication with the students and collaboration between teachers and students (Harrison 2011), so what the students claim may be interpreted as a lack of training in self-assessment. The disorientation of students probably leads them to talk about grades when you have asked about assessment. But these students are reflective and capture the direct the meaning of formative assessment: Yes, you must have understanding about how good you are if you have to assess yourself (5); and at the same time are hesitant about something they are not accustomed to in practice: I don’t really know, because you can be self-righteous, but perhaps you are not (6). Instruction on formative assessment for both teachers and students may give most of the students opportunities to participate in their assessment and prevent inequalities in the assessment process, because some of them are good at marketing themselves: Yes, but to discuss with the teacher about their grades… there are many peers who are good at talking to teachers about their grades, they are good to marketing themselves: “I have done this very well,” they can say, but others may be more withdrawn and shy and in that case the person can became… I don’t know (10).

Students take the implementation of formative modalities of assessment positively: Yes, it would have been good for us to participate in the assessment process, but we do not (7). Some opponents of self-assessment claim that students probably cannot assess their own performance in an objective way, but according to Wiliam (2000), their assertion applies first and foremost to summative assessment. He claims that precision in formative assessment is an issue of secondary significance and that what actually matters in formative assessment is whether self-assessment can enhance learning.

What I have learned and how I have reflected

The students were silent during teachers’ lectures because they were afraid of group pressure, feared disappointing their peers and afraid to get a silly stamp. Other motives of their silence is that they considered that in science one does not need to discuss or argue content or knowledge and that they are accustomed to sitting in silence listening and being fed by the teachers. The finding may suggest that students are not trained to talk sciences and the opportunities to challenge, propose or dispute natural science issues are limited by teachers’ lead lessons. The silent teacher-centred milieu with rather passive students is not in accordance with advocating democratic or scientific working methods, which are in general based on openness, critique, respect for multiple stand points and views and assume clear, transparent argumentation from different parties, aiming at a mutual understanding. In the case of those students experiences the dominant teacher habitus is confirmed, Manager of the Traditional, is predominant matching the results of this study with the results of Engström and Carlhed (2014).
Since the students have limited, if any, knowledge of assessment besides written tests this may suggest some degree of distrust in the fairness of grading in science classes. Partially because students do not know what are the evidences of learning collected in order to obtain their grades. Moreover the written test has limitation about the possibilities to assess different qualities of knowledge, as for example critical thinking, argumentation or analytic skills, important qualities on methods of scientific work when learning sciences. Moreover, the collection of evidences, as for example analytical skills on those kinds of milieu is prevented by the limited opportunities to talk science in classroom.

Based on the student voices, an inevitable conclusion from this research is that there are major discrepancies between what the Swedish national curriculum establishes about assessment and assessment approaches in science education. Although the sample is little, the school is not an exceptional setting or deviating in any way, the school is an ordinary upper secondary school and representative of corresponding classes across the country. There is no research that suggests that the founding may not be consistent with how appears to be or other that have report that the findings are different or abnormal. Possible causes for the discrepancies found remain to be discovered and may well be linked to areas of research besides pedagogy. Clearly, forces behind the discrepancies have a direct impact on pedagogy, assessment and grading, as performed in Swedish science classes.

What assessment specialists recommend is that assessment is a continuous process wherein teachers sit with students and they build together cooperative agreements during the learning process (e.g., Lundahl 2011). According to Christian Lundahl (2011) teacher’s role is crucial if assessments shall promote or inhibit learning. Susanne Brookhart (2011) argues for the use of formative assessment with purposes to support learning and pointed out that teachers need create formative assessment environments but that also teachers need support and instruction to change outdated assessment methodologies. Several studies in the field of assessment show that formative interaction influences the internalization of knowledge in many aspects (e.g. Lundahl 2011) and these, in turn, raise the standards of achievement. Unfortunately, research in this field has yet to be conducted.
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Good teaching and fair grading in natural sciences for young people is the area of interest in this thesis. The author is herself a natural scientist, teacher and pedagogue. Every human has a desire to learn, to satisfy her curiosity and to feel the joy of insights and deeper understanding of our world. In the natural sciences, this may be accomplished by studying nature and its phenomena, organization and laws. Then, by logical reasoning, experiments and assessing the outcome, continuously abandoning and formulating new hypotheses, one can make nature, the basis for human life, more understandable.

A remarkable example of this struggle for truth, this lifelong learning, is Charles Darwin. He devoted his life to the constant search for knowledge. In open, fair discussion, by pure logical reasoning and evidence, he challenged the beliefs of his time, convincing his opponents and opening their eyes to the wonderful world of ours. In honour of true science, fair discussions and good pedagogy, the study of Charles Darwin is depicted on the cover of this dissertation.